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1.1
AWARDS RECEIVED 
through the 
Division of Research and Economic Development FY2012
 Type of Awards          Dollar Amount
Awards received through the 
Division of Research and Economic Development    $95,004,749 
  
Research-related awards through
the URI Foundation            $2,297,509
Research-related activity through 
the URI Research Foundation            $343,245
Vice President for Research and 
Economic Development Support           $506,998 
       
Council for Research Proposal/Faculty 
Development Grants             $151,040
 
Total         $98,303,541
 
  
PROPOSALS SUBMITTED
through the 
Division of Research and Economic Development FY2012
Number of Proposals Dollar Amount
                         654                                                    $299,726,030
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$95 Million Total 
Federal   $82.6 
State       $8.2 
Other     $2.3 
Foundations    $1.1 
Industry    $.8 
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Awards Received through the  
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by Federal Agency 
$82.6 Million Total 
HHS  $29.6 
NSF  $16.1 
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DOD   $7.1 
DOC  $6.6 
USDA  $5.2 
Energy  $4.4 
INT   $1.1 
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Division of Research and Economic Development FY2012   
by College/Unit  
$95 Million Total   
GSO  $30.0M 
ELS   $26.6M 
A&S  $13.5M 
PHA    $10.5M 
EGR    $6.0M 
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NUR    $2.0M 
VPA     $1.9M 
Other   $.7M 
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$15.7?Million Total   
GSO  $5.9M 
ELS   $3.3M 
A&S  $2.3M 
PHA   $1.2M 
EGR   $1.8M 
VPR     $.5M 
Other   $.7M 
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Arts & Sciences 112.50 95.66 85.22 93.12 102.58 93.27 120.48 99.15 116.42 97.08
Business 1 2.33 2 1.29 1 1.1 3.5 1 3.17 2.3
Continuing Education 9.83 6 1.5 1 2 1 0 0 0 .3
Engineering 86.18 102.80 102 82.32 76.64 89.04 100.63 105.32 111.16 121.19
Environment&Life Sciences 123.63 137.06 169.62 157.17 178.77 159.17 175.2 190.54 158.17 184.44
Graduate School 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
HSS 32.16 50.31 41.11 33.42 37.75 25.15 25.3 26.45 23.75 22.78
Library 2 1.20 1 3.25 1 2 1 1 0 0
Nursing 8.2 7.32 8.5 7.50 7.22 8.6 12.05 14.85 8.90 7.17
Oceanography 181.51 178.48 213.69 190.15 191.16 175.03 198.74 167.71 173.16 140.82
Pharmacy 39.8 39.12 60.96 44.95 48.35 59.49 84.35 79 64.17 66.02
University College 1 .50 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 1.30
President’s Office 0 7.82 9 9.67 4.40 13.90 9.8 11.08 0 0
Provost 2.75 2.70 3.8 2.16 2.53 2.60 1 3.9 5.30 1.10
VP Administration 0 0 1 0 0 .5 1 3 9.80 8
VP Res & Econ Dev       .75 3.1 0 0
VP Student Affairs 11.44 11.70 7.6 7 3.60 6.15 7.2 1.9 2 1.50
Number of Proposals Submitted through the 
Division of Research and Economic Development
by College or Unit
FY2003 to FY2012
TOTALS 
College or Unit FY2012FY2003 FY2004
612 
FY2005
643 
FY2006
710
FY2007
634 660
FY2008
638
FY2009
744
FY2010
710
FY2011
679 654
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  $62,616,846 $42,424,283 $45,387,063 $40,391,813 $43,642,864   $34,097,955 $54,163,315 $61,809,053 $78,524,142 $69,152,924 
  $15,500 $29,455 $17,738 $118,590             $70,097        $270,508  $694,75 $32,963 $3,496,108 $848,917
  $335,169 $375,163 $14,107 $14,515 $380,015 $15,368 $0 $0 $0  $118,295
  $20,283,113 $26,141,695 $37,552,782 $16,467,739 $19,185,653 $22,407,118 $52,606,074 $26,521,568 $34,723,052  $39,278,190
  $30,627,254 $38,416,464 $40,129,667 $31,760,287 $46,473,349 $44,925,693 $97,889,811 $66,663,148 $50,518,917  $73,166,575
  $0 $0 $313,838 $0 $20,000 $0 $0 $405,579 $922  $0
  $11,783,862 $38,511,367 $16,060,231 $9,639,441 $11, 349,661 $10,920,907 $7,944,132 $23,373,709 $9,180,990  $11,228,060
  $50,186 $54,092 $265,249 $650,990 $505,187 $279,601 $951,500 $2400  $0  $0
  $7,955,077 $2,979,534 $1,793,818 $6,476,905 $4,730,019 $3,784,325 $2,966,184 $4,510,018 $5,711,167  $5,719,148
  $747,859,914 $69,133,304 $67,091,127 $65,697,003 $64,585,914 $84,399,025 $99,116,261 $107,230,154 $61,560,186  $39,442,027
  $32,973,306 $30,297,433 $31,875,910 $26,481,488 $40,405,318 $30,384,485 $83,718,139 $37,272,388 $32,126,823  $57,718,734
  $297,419 $8,000 $54,106 $55,959 $86,604 $85,160 $96,532 $96,550 $92,815  $213,215
  $1,554,315 $4,903,334 $1,153,950 $144,211 $1,130,985 $531,729 $15,094 $2,558,862 $619,358  $160,722
  $0 $0 $20,000 $0 $0 $369,717 $8,350 $12,265,568 $1,859,378  $2,074,310
        $11,244,742 $21,405,950 $0  $0
  $2,797,159 $2,483,217 $1,593,044 $1,010,923 $767,246 $3,300,379 $480,355 $543,620 $310,992  $604,913
  $0 $2,160,713 $2,714,582 $2,005,857 $162,678 $3,844,298 $1,853,431 $1,599,509 $0  $0  
Dollar Amount of Proposals Submitted through the 
Division of Research and Economic Development
by College or Unit
FY2003  to FY2012
College 
or Unit
TOTALS
FY2012FY2003
1
1 Total includes proposal for IODP System Integration Contractor, $679,158,526. 
$919,149,120 
FY2004
$257,918,054 
FY2005
$246,037,212 
 Formerly Vice President/Business & Finance2
2
FY2006
$200,915,722 
FY2007
$233,495,590 
FY2008
$239,616,268 $413,748,672 
FY2009
 Formerly reported as Provost3
3
FY2010
$366,291,039 
A&S
BUS
CCE
EGR
ELS 
GRD
HSS
LIB
NUR
GSO
PHA  
UCL
PRO
VPA
VPR
VPS
PRS
FY2011
$278,724,850 $299,726,030 
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Annual Report FY2012Number of Proposals Submitted through the 
Division of Research and Economic Development
by Agency
FY2003 to FY2012
Agency
AID
Air Force
Army
Coast Guard
Commerce
Defense
Education
Energy
EPA
Fed Subcontracts 
HHS
Interior
Miscellaneous
Municipalities
NASA
NONPRO
NSF
Navy
Other Fed Agencies
PRIPRO
Transportation
State of RI
USDA
Universities
        TOTALS
Note: USDACE code no longer in use as of FY2009 Annual Report.
FY2012FY2003
1
1
4
0
56
7
1
18
94
62
28
11
3
9
38
119
27
10
23
1
73
26
612
FY2004
4
4
4
1
57
7
0
17
92
65
18
10
3
11
44
129
30
9
16
1
91
30
643
FY2005
7
4
12
1
57
11
6
16
2
87
24
17
4
15
44
166
42
20
24
6
91
55
710
1Federal Subcontracts now appear under the prime sponsor (as of FY2005).
1
2
1
FY2006
634
7
5
12
0
61
11
7
1
12
NA
77
35
13
3
8
51
127
31
15
23
6
78
46
5
1
3
4
3
4
New category (as of FY2006): US Dept. of Defense excluding funds from Army, Navy and Air Force. 
New category (as of FY2006): University funds other than URI.
FY2007
660
14
5
14
0
48
2
7
8
8
NA
83
36
13
13
14
50
150
34
5
22
7
89
43
7
1
FY2008 
638
7
10
6
0
49
3
10
8
12
NA
75
22
14
4
6
59
136
39
18
24
4
81
44
7
1
FY2009 
744
13
14
15
0
51
15
5
13
11
NA
140
19
15
3
14
61
129
30
22
24
5
65
66
14
1
FY2010 
710
1
7
8
10
0
67
8
7
15
7
NA
120
18
22
3
12
49
152
29
21
21
7
65
55
7
FY2011 
679
1
4
5
7
0
43
10
5
12
9
NA
122
24
20
6
10
67
124
31
20
23
3
76
53
5
1
5
8
10
0
40
12
6
16
5
NA
119
12
23
5
5
63
133
26
21
27
2
47
57
12
654
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Agency
AID
AIRFOR
ARMY
DOC
CG 
DOD
EDUC
ENERGY
EPA
FEDSUB 
HHS
INT
MISC
MUNICI
NASA
NONPRO
NSF
NAVY
OFA
PRIPRO
STATE
DOT
USDA
UNIV 
      
2
2Excludes funds from Smith-Lever, Hatch, Regional Research, McIntyre, Stennis & Animal Health
3
FY2012FY2003
$299,726,030TOTALS
FY2004
$2,000,000
$49,549
$153,090
$11,008,532
$7,976,368 
$403,517 
$2,086,338 
$14,461,467 
$98,921,000 
$2,119,094 
$599,335 
$325,158 
$7,470,419 
$10,014,281 
$737,392,381 
$4,081,268 
$1,569,030
$2,438,823
$8,424,881
$1,832,600
$5,821,989
$919,149,120
4Total includes proposal for IODP System Integration Contractor, $679,158,526. 
FY2005
$7,941,277
$706,550
$734,937
$15,906,231
$1,522
$21,472,637 
$0 
$1,818,710 
$13,659,304 
$68,903,541 
$767,837 
$760,783 
$338,060 
$3,137,630 
$9,827,142 
$75,631,113 
$7,731,321 
$1,596,483
$1,473,003
$12,701,008
$1,812,000
$10,996,965
$257,918,054
FY2006
$5,889,873
$764,736
$4,420,665
$9,879,065
$0
$10,765,516 
$1,176,686 
$8,383,255 
NA 
$64,759,364 
$1,220,720 
$1,350,681 
$655,775 
$2,950,425 
$4,055,393 
$90,643,228 
$11,299,789 
$3,146,850
$907,838
$10,489,995
$2,134,297
$11,143,061
$246,037,212
1Federal Subcontracts now appear under the prime sponsor (as of FY2005).
1
4
FY2007
$4,156,574
$1,871,109
$3,235,359
$15,850,140
$0
$4,648,165
$2,657,444
$210,575 
$2,150,027 
NA 
$57,641,822
$1,498,673 
$1,080,776 
$2,393,930 
$6,877,258 
$8,299,122 
$58,115,619 
$8,409,040 
$3,231,477
$1,152,161
$10,389,207
$1,879,304
$4,857,518
$310,422
1
$200,915,722
5
6
6
5New category (as of FY2006): US Dept. of Defense excluding funds from Army, Navy and Air Force. 
New category (as of FY2006): University funds other than URI.
$14,227,020
$1,698,992
$2,758,260
$8,755,005
$0
$544,633
$3,594,437
$4,255,079 
$799,505 
NA 
$78,750,602
$1,777,063 
$812,351 
$210,018 
$8,181,828 
$6,223,033 
$66,922,912 
$8,690,557 
$932,214
$1,828,805
$14,947,934
$283,586
$6,796,052
$505,704
$233,495,590
FY2008
$2,591,105
$1,883,629
$827,228
$15,501,987
$0
$1,044,546
$9,548,632
$5,628,359 
$1,625,141 
NA 
$45,466,703
$1,351,713
$1,211,724
$521,560
$1,044,470
$8,929,963
$66,208,550
$12,970,652
$31,006,440
$2,672,426
$15,058,022
$682,085
$13,257,395
$583,938
$239,616,268
$12,590,724
$3,098,046
$9,065,690
$47,763,571
$0
$6,667,421
$5,730,148
$9,635,128
$1,912,242
NA
$158,718,096
$782,332
$681,644
$1,077,642
$4,559,361
$6,022,158
$95,978,447
$13,429,184
$4,840,304
$1,577,885
$10,529,454
$1,776,252
$15,670,633
$1,667,310
$413,748,672
FY2009
11 1
Note: USDACE code no longer in use as of FY2009 Annual Report.
$16,123,512
$835,784
$9,194,768
$26,044,578
$0
$7,831,512
$18,012,586
$8,802,089
$1,131,265
NA
$90,262,265
$2,872,313
$1,505,061
$523,434
$3,184,486
$5,330,425
$88,063,172
$40,859,340
$4,936,142
$1,761,068
$25,678,782
$186,920
$10,801,386
$2,350,151
$366,291,039
FY2010
11
$14,052,960
$771,553
$328,487
$14,830,295
$0
$6,760,893
$1,589,020
$9,845,542
$1,240,954
NA
$106,324,013
$2,108,069
$2,737,473
$537,739
$1,122,277
$7,784,457
$63,379,370
$5,281,057
$5,356,068
$2,192,642
$12,679,718
$68,136
$16,009,173
$3,724,954
$278,724,850
FY2011
1
Dollar Amount of Proposals Submitted through the 
Division of Research and Economic Development
by Agency
FY2003  to FY2012
$5,073,501
$2,506,175
$6,982,553
$11,408,874
$0
$3,912,531
$1,595,085
$10,560,506
$976,565
NA
$146,178,131
$2,709,228
$2,312,634
$442,848
$1,281,084
$8,766,365
$50,042,650
$11,899,441
$3,620,679
$2,429,241
$8,387,743
$456,523
$16,273,365
$1,910,307
1
Proposals Submitted through the
Division of Research and Economic Development FY2012
July 1, 2011 to June 30, 2012
Name Project Title Agency
Project*
Amount
Portion*
Amount
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
ARCHEOLOGY AND APPLIED HSTORY
BOVY, KRISTINE CI -    COLLAB. RESEARCH: IMPACTS OF ABRUPT ENVIRONMENTAL CH $62,244 $62,244
Total for Department $62,244ARCHEOLOGY AND APPLIED HSTORY
ART
LEVINE, MINDY SYNTHESIS OF ALL-ORGANIC MACROCYCLES FOR THE FLUORESCENT SEN $100,000 $100,000
Total for Department $100,000ART
CANCER PREVENTION RESEARCH CENTER (PSYCHOLOGY)
FAIRLIE, ANNE MEASUREMENT TIMING IN GROWTH MIXTURE MODELING OF ALCOHOL TRA $33,202 $16,601
LIPSCHITZ, JESSICA EXPANDING THE FOUNDATION FOR POPULATION-BASED ANXIETY MANAGE $40,780 $40,780
PROCHASKA, JAMES A RANDOMIZED TRIAL OF A POPULATIN-BASED INTERVENTION TO INCR $237,109 $237,109
PROCHASKA, JAMES COMPARING POPULATION CESSATION SERVICES WITH EMPHASIS ON UNM $596,829 $596,829
PROCHASKA, JAMES COMPARING POPULATION CESSATION SERVICES WITH EMPHASIS ON UNM $94,240 $94,240
PROCHASKA, JAMES A NEW PARADIGM FOR CHANGING HEALTH RISK BEHAVIORS $4,947,594 $4,947,594
PROCHASKA, JAMES THE TOBACCO TREATMENT INNOVATION PROJECT: COMPREHENSIVE QUIT $1,930,626 $1,930,626
PROCHASKA, JAMES INCENTIVES FOR PARTICIPATION VERSUS OUTCOMES FOR POPULATION $3,271,043 $3,271,043
PROCHASKA, JAMES PARTICIPATION-BASED VS. OUTCOME-BASED INCENTIVES FOR POPULAT $1,498,592 $1,498,592
PROCHASKA, JAMES NEW TYPES OF MULTIPLE BEHAVIOR CHANGES FOR CANCER PREVENTION $3,462,019 $3,462,019
PROCHASKA, JAMES EXPANDING THE FOUNDATION FOR POPULATION-BASED ANXIETY MANAGE $40,780 $0
PROCHASKA, JAMES HEALTH CARE INNOVATION CHALLENGE $29,999,999 $3,000,000
REDDING, COLLEEN A. CHICAGO WIHS-V CONSORTIUM $762,160 $762,160
REDDING, COLLEEN A. PROMOTING BEHAVIOR CHANGE TO INCREASE ENGAGEMENT IN ADVANCE $69,647 $69,647
REDDING, COLLEEN A. COMPARING TTM CTIS FOR SINGLE AND MULTIPLE BEHAVOR CHANGE IN $3,769,626 $3,769,626
REDDING, COLLEEN A. PROMOTING LIFESTYLE HABITS FOR HEALTHY WEIGHT STATUS AMONG F $4,856,786 $485,679
ROBBINS, MARK L. TAILORED COMPUTER EDUCATION TO INCREASE LIVING DONATION IN A $181,846 $181,846
STEIN, LYNDA A. CONTINUM OF CARE FOR DRUG-INVOLVED OFFENDERS $16,916 $16,916
STEIN, LYNDA A. DECREASING SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND RECIDIVISM THROUGH A PRISON-B $158,093 $158,093
STEIN, LYNDA A. EVALUATION OF NIAAA'S ALCOHOL SCREENER FOR YOUTH IN MEDICINE $64,595 $64,595
STEIN, LYNDA A. CONTINUM OF CARE FOR DRUG-INVOLVED OFFENDERS $174,303 $174,303
STEIN, LYNDA A. ALCOHOL SCREENING AND BRIEF INTERVENTION IN JUVENILE JUSTICE $3,817,079 $3,817,079
STEIN, LYNDA A. CONTRACEPTIVE AWARENESS AND REPRODUCTIVE EDUCATION $590,015 $590,015
STEIN, LYNDA A. TEXTING TO SUSTAIN TOBACCO ABSTINENCE AFTER RELEASE FROM PRI $163,011 $163,011
* The "Project Amount" is the total amount of the project. The "Portion Amount" is the amount credited to this investigator. Other investigators receive credit for the remainder of the total
amount.
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STEIN, LYNDA A. MI: EMPOWERING WOMEN TO MAKE CONTRACEPTIVE CHOICES WHILE INC $21,213 $21,213
STEIN, LYNDA A. CHBMI: SMOKING DETECTION FOR CONTINGENCY MANAGEMENT TREATMEN $708,660 $35,433
VELICER, WAYNE F. IDENTIFYING THE MECHANISMS OF BEHAVIOR CHANGE $3,656,528 $3,656,528
WOOD, MARK D. MESSAGE FRAME EFFECTS ON ON-LINE ALCOHOL SCREENINGS AND EARL $420,661 $420,661
WOOD, MARK D. INTEGRATED ALCOHOL AND SEXUAL ASSAULT INTERVENTION FOR COLLE $83,343 $83,343
WOOD, MARK D. INTEGRATED ALCOHOL AND SEXUAL ASSAULT INTERVENTION FOR HIGH $137,815 $137,815
WOOD, MARK D. INVESTIGATING MESSAGE APPROACH IMPACT ON WEB-BASED SCREENING $422,512 $422,512
WOOD, MARK D. MEASUREMENT TIMING IN GROWTH MIXTURE MODELING OF ALCOHOL TRA $33,202 $16,601
WOOD, MARK D. COMBINING BMI AND COLLEGE FACILITATION TO AFFECT DRINKING AN $824,213 $379,138
Total for Department $34,521,646CANCER PREVENTION RESEARCH CENTER (PSYCHOLOGY)
CHEMISTRY
DEBOEF, BRENTON NEW METHODS FOR SYNTHESIS VIA OXIDATIVE COUPLING $183,191 $183,191
DEBOEF, BRENTON NEW METHODS FOR THE SYNTHESIS OF HETEROCYCLIC DRUGS VIA OXID $300,000 $300,000
DEBOEF, BRENTON DEVELOPMENT OF NOVEL ANT--PSYCHOTICS $59,999 $59,999
DEBOEF, BRENTON OPTIMIZATION OF BIOSENSORS FOR HYPERCEST ENHANCED XENON-120 $11,000 $11,000
DEBOEF, BRENTON FLUORINATED-RDX $191,372 $63,153
DEBOEF, BRENTON AN INTEGRATED EXPERIMENTAL/MODELING APPROACH TO DESIGNING CH $7,500,000 $1,500,000
DWYER, JASON ENHANCING MOLECULAR RECOGNITION BIOSENSING WITH NANOPORE FOR $400,000 $400,000
DWYER, JASON INTERMOLECULAR INTERACTIONS EXPLORED MOLECULE-BY-MOLECULE: C $750,000 $750,000
DWYER, JASON DIRECT, SINGLE-PARTICLE-EXPLORATION OF INTERFACIAL PHENOMENA $750,000 $750,000
DWYER, JASON CELLULARA INQUISITION: SINGLE-MOLCULE INVESTIGATIONS OF CELL $540,000 $270,000
EULER, WILLIAM B. PORTABLE STAND-OFF DETECTION OF IEDS $5,000 $5,000
EULER, WILLIAM B. FUNDAMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF DAMAGE MECHANISMS IN LITHIUM I $2,017,891 $504,473
FREEMAN, DAVID L. THEORETICAL STUDIES OF BINARY METAL NANOSYSTEMS $248,970 $248,970
LEVINE, MINDY SYNTHESIS AND APPLICATIONS OF DISSYMMETRIC ORGANIC MACROCYCL $636,889 $636,889
LEVINE, MINDY CHIRAL CATIONIC POLYMERS FOR SIRNA DELIVERY TO HIGHLY METAST $300,000 $300,000
LEVINE, MINDY AN ALL-ORGANIC DISSYMMETRIC MACROCYCLE FOR THE CATALYSIS OF $750,000 $750,000
LEVINE, MINDY MULTIFUNCTIONAL COLLOIDAL PARTICLES AS DISPERSANTS FOR MAXIM $1,246,898 $498,759
LUCHT, BRETT FUNDAMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF DAMAGE MECHANISMS IN LITHIUM I $2,017,891 $1,008,946
LUCHT, BRETT DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTROLYTES FOR LITHIUM ION CAPACITORS $194,626 $194,626
LUCHT, BRETT INNOVATIVE MANUFACTURING AND MATERIALS FOR LOW COST LITHIUM $300,000 $300,000
LUCHT, BRETT DEVELOPMENT OF NEW ELECTROLYTE SYSTEMS LITHIUM ION BATTERY S $674,769 $674,769
LUCHT, BRETT ELECTROLYTES FOR SODIUM ION BATTERIES $184,500 $184,500
LUCHT, BRETT INVESTIGATION OF LITHIUM ION CAPACITORS $29,093 $29,093
NARAYANAN, RADHA SURFACE EXTINCTION SPECTROSCOPY AS NOVEL METHOD FOR DETECTIO $438,165 $438,165
NARAYANAN, RADHA COLLOIDAL SUPPORTED METAL NANOPARTICLES (CSMNS) AS NOVEL NAN $433,605 $433,605
NARAYANAN, RADHA SURFACE EXTINCTION SPECTROSCOPY AS NOVEL METHOD FOR DETECTIO $75,000 $75,000
NARAYANAN, RADHA DESIGNER GOLD NANOPARTICLES AS EXTRINSIC RAMAN LABELS (ERLS) $427,027 $427,027
NARAYANAN, RADHA WATERBORNE PATHOGEN DETECTION VIA NANOPARTICLES, BIO-FERROGR $432,682 $147,112
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NARAYANAN, RADHA TUNING SERS ENHANCEMENTS OF LIPOSOMES DECORATED WITH GOLD NA $377,035 $226,221
NARAYANAN, RADHA SOLUTION BASED SERS METHODS FOR DETECTION OF TRACE LEVELS OF $299,957 $299,957
NARAYANAN, RADHA NANOCONJUGATE-BASED BIOSENSOR FOR DETECTION OF VIRUSES IN RE $350,622 $115,705
OXLEY, JIMMIE C. BIOLOGICAL MARKERS EVIDENCE OF EXPLOSIVE HANDLING $695,000 $347,500
OXLEY, JIMMIE C. HIGHLY PACKED ORGANIC POWDERS AS GREEN IMPACT SIGNATURE ILLI $131,010 $65,505
OXLEY, JIMMIE C. FLUORINATED-RDX $191,372 $65,066
OXLEY, JIMMIE C. H202 AND NABH4 MIXING GLOBAL KINETICS $34,785 $17,393
OXLEY, JIMMIE C. EFFICIENT AND REVERSIBLE COLLECTION OF EXPLOSIVE RESIDUE $504,000 $171,360
OXLEY, JIMMIE C. HAIR ANALYSIS FOR RAPID EVIDENCE (HARE) $5,000,000 $2,500,000
OXLEY, JIMMIE C. AN INTEGRATED EXPERIMENTAL/MODELING APPROACH TO DESIGNING CH $7,500,000 $1,500,000
OXLEY, JIMMIE C. DEVELOPING COLORIMETRIC TECHNIQUES FOR DETECTION OF ILLICIT $450,000 $450,000
OXLEY, JIMMIE C. THE LIMITS OF DETONABILITY (ABILITY TO INITIATE AND PROPAGAT $80,000 $40,000
OXLEY, JIMMIE C. CENTER OF EXCELLENCE EXPLOSIVES YEAR 5 $1,100,000 $1,100,000
OXLEY, JIMMIE C. HAIR ANALYSIS FOR RAPID EVIDENCE $691,200 $345,600
OXLEY, JIMMIE C. SAFETY AND STABILITY OF BOROHYDRIDE/HYDROGEN PEROXIDE FUEL C $47,000 $47,000
OXLEY, JIMMIE C. HAIR ANALYSIS FOR RAPID EVIDENCE OF EXPLOSIVES HANDLING $560,970 $280,485
OXLEY, JIMMIE C. CREATION OF A TEST SENARIO FOR PSI $593,898 $296,949
SMITH, DAVID AN INTEGRATED EXPERIMENTAL/MODELING APPROACH TO DESIGNING CH $7,500,000 $1,500,000
SMITH, JAMES L. BIOLOGICAL MARKERS EVIDENCE OF EXPLOSIVE HANDLING $695,000 $347,500
SMITH, JAMES L. HIGHLY PACKED ORGANIC POWDERS AS GREEN IMPACT SIGNATURE ILLI $131,010 $65,505
SMITH, JAMES L. FLUORINATED-RDX $191,372 $63,153
SMITH, JAMES L. H202 AND NABH4 MIXING GLOBAL KINETICS $34,785 $17,393
SMITH, JAMES L. EFFICIENT AND REVERSIBLE COLLECTION OF EXPLOSIVE RESIDUE $504,000 $166,320
SMITH, JAMES L. HAIR ANALYSIS FOR RAPID EVIDENCE (HARE) $5,000,000 $2,500,000
SMITH, JAMES L. THE LIMITS OF DETONABILITY (ABILITY TO INITIATE AND PROPAGAT $80,000 $40,000
SMITH, JAMES L. HAIR ANALYSIS FOR RAPID EVIDENCE $691,200 $345,600
SMITH, JAMES L. HAIR ANALYSIS FOR RAPID EVIDENCE OF EXPLOSIVES HANDLING $560,970 $280,485
SMITH, JAMES L. CREATION OF A TEST SENARIO FOR PSI $593,898 $296,949
XU, MENGQING INVESTIGATION OF LITHIUM ION CAPACITORS $29,093 $0
YANG, SZE C. EFFICIENT AND REVERSIBLE COLLECTION OF EXPLOSIVE RESIDUE $504,000 $166,320
YANG, SZE C. AN INTEGRATED EXPERIMENTAL/MODELING APPROACH TO DESIGNING CH $7,500,000 $1,500,000
Total for Department $26,302,242CHEMISTRY
COMMUNICATION STUDIES
SWIFT, JUDITH M. CI -   ADAPTING TO CLIMATE CHANGE: A RHODE ISLAND RESILIENCE $8,000 $8,000
YE, YINJIAO CAREER: LEVERAGING SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES (SNS) TO PROMOTE $399,996 $399,996
Total for Department $407,996COMMUNICATION STUDIES
COMPUTER SCIENCE/STATISTICS
DIPIPPO, LISA VISUALIZATION FOR ADVANCED TRUST MECHANISMS $18,997 $18,997
DIPIPPO, LISA ADAPTIVE TRUST FOR RESILIENT CLOUD COMPUTING $824,714 $412,357
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DIPIPPO, LISA SOCIAL MEDIA IN STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION $612,120 $306,060
DIPIPPO, LISA VISUALIZATION FOR ADVANCED TRUST MECHANISMS $48,398 $48,398
DIPIPPO, LISA TRUST IN CYBER SECURITY $14,634 $7,317
DIPIPPO, LISA ENHANCING DECISION MAKING THROUGH ADAPTIVE TRUSTWORTHINESS C $50,003 $25,002
DIPIPPO, LISA ACCELERATED CYBERSECURITY EDUCATION FOR NON-TRADITIONAL STUD $280,326 $280,326
DIPIPPO, LISA PROACTIVE ARCHITECTURE - SECURE HIERARCHICAL NETWORK DEFENSE $101,505 $50,753
FAY-WOLFE, VICTOR OPEN CYBER CHALLENGE PLATFORM FOR INFORMATION ASSURANCE, CYB $735,353 $735,353
FAY-WOLFE, VICTOR CLOUD FORENSICS TOOL PROTOTYPING $499,791 $499,791
FAY-WOLFE, VICTOR CHILD DETECTION TOOL PROTOTYPING $246,629 $246,629
FAY-WOLFE, VICTOR TOOLS OF THE TRADE: MEETING THE NEEDS OF TODAY'S NEW PERI-UR $269,548 $67,387
Total for Department $2,698,369COMPUTER SCIENCE/STATISTICS
DEAN'S OFFICE
BROWNELL, WINI RHODE ISLAND LANGUAGE SUMMIT AND ROADMAP TO LANGUAGE EXCELLE $50,000 $16,500
BROWNELL, WINI RHODE ISLAND LANGUAGE SUMMIT AND ROADMAP TO LANGUAGE EXCELLE $18,615 $6,143
Total for Department $22,643DEAN'S OFFICE
FEINSTEIN HUNGER CENTER
GORMAN, KATHLEEN SNAP OUTREACH PROJECT $874,383 $874,383
Total for Department $874,383FEINSTEIN HUNGER CENTER
HISTORY
RUSNOCK, ANDREA A. THE BIRTH OF VACCINATION $100,000 $100,000
Total for Department $100,000HISTORY
INTERNATIONAL ENGINEERING PROGRAM
BERKA, SIGRID RHODE ISLAND LANGUAGE SUMMIT AND ROADMAP TO LANGUAGE EXCELLE $50,000 $16,500
BERKA, SIGRID RHODE ISLAND LANGUAGE SUMMIT AND ROADMAP TO LANGUAGE EXCELLE $18,615 $6,143
GRANEY, DANIEL COMBINING BMI AND COLLEGE FACILITATION TO AFFECT DRINKING AN $824,213 $445,075
Total for Department $467,718INTERNATIONAL ENGINEERING PROGRAM
LANGUAGES
HE, WAYNE WENCHAO CHINESE LANGUAGE PROFESSIONAL PATHWAYS PROGRAM $504,273 $504,273
HE, WAYNE WENCHAO CHINESE LANGUAGE PROFESSIONAL PATHWAYS PROGRAM/CHINESE UNDER $312,011 $312,011
PAPA, ERIN RHODE ISLAND LANGUAGE SUMMIT AND ROADMAP TO LANGUAGE EXCELLE $50,000 $17,000
PAPA, ERIN RHODE ISLAND LANGUAGE SUMMIT AND ROADMAP TO LANGUAGE EXCELLE $18,615 $6,329
Total for Department $839,613LANGUAGES
MATHEMATICS
EATON, NANCY URI ROBERT NOYCE TEACHER SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM $1,445,808 $144,581
KOOK, WOONG MATHEMATICAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF W. KOOK SINCE 2007 $35,000 $35,000
Total for Department $179,581MATHEMATICS
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PHYSICS
ANDREEV, OLEG BIOPHYSICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF CHELATE-PHLIP-3E CONSRUCTS, $165,864 $82,932
ANDREEV, OLEG MAPPING PH AT THE SURFACE OF INDIVIDUAL CELLS $420,751 $210,376
ANDREEV, OLEG PHLIP NANOTECHNOLOGY PLATFORM FOR CANCER IMAGING AND THERAPY $745,247 $372,624
RESHETNYAK, YANA K. BIOPHYSICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF CHELATE-PHLIP-3E CONSRUCTS, $165,864 $82,932
RESHETNYAK, YANA K. INVESTIGATION OF PHLIP-SPION INTERACTION WITH LIPID BILAYER $213,375 $213,375
RESHETNYAK, YANA K. MAPPING PH AT THE SURFACE OF INDIVIDUAL CELLS $420,751 $210,376
RESHETNYAK, YANA K. PHLIP NANOTECHNOLOGY PLATFORM FOR CANCER IMAGING AND THERAPY $745,247 $372,624
Total for Department $1,545,237PHYSICS
POLITICAL SCIENCE
PEARSON-MERKOWITZ, S SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF THE GREAT RECESSION $20,745 $20,745
PEARSON-MERKOWITZ, S DOES THE STATE-LEVEL POLICY CONTEXT INFLUENCE THE HIGH SCHOO $9,127 $9,127
PEARSON-MERKOWITZ, S DOES THE STATE-LEVEL POLICY CONTEXT INFLUENCE THE HIGH SCHOO $9,127 $9,127
Total for Department $38,999POLITICAL SCIENCE
PSYCHOLOGY (EXCLUDES CPRC)
COLLYER, CHARLES E. NRI-SMALL: CRADLE TO CRADLE-ACHIEVING SUSTAINABILITY WITH A $1,631,959 $81,598
FLORIN, PAUL R. EVALUATION AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE SERVICES TO BHHDD $71,983 $71,983
WALLS, THEODORE CHBMI: SMOKING DETECTION FOR CONTINGENCY MANAGEMENT TREATMEN $708,660 $673,227
Total for Department $826,808PSYCHOLOGY (EXCLUDES CPRC)
SOCIOLOGY/ANTHROPOLOGY
GARCIA-QUIJANO, CARL AN INTEGRATED ASSESSMENT OF AN IMPORTANT BUT UNDERSTUDIED CA $134,081 $33,520
Total for Department $33,520SOCIOLOGY/ANTHROPOLOGY
WRITING AND RHETORIC
REYNOLDS, NEDRA JACOB K. JAVITS FELLOWS $131,925 $131,925
Total for Department $131,925WRITING AND RHETORIC
Total for College or Unit $69,152,924COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
DEAN OF COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
BECKMAN, JUDY K. GLOBAL MBA & LEADERSHIP FUND: APPLICATION FOR FUNDS FOR STUD $717,943 $430,766
HALES, DOUGLAS GLOBAL MBA & LEADERSHIP FUND: APPLICATION FOR FUNDS FOR STUD $717,943 $143,589
Total for Department $574,355DEAN OF COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
FACULTY - INSTRUCTION
JERVIS, KATHRYN SYSTEM FOR PATIENT CENTERED ACCESS TO HEALTH INFORMATION $496,725 $62,091
OZPOLAT, KORAY SYSTEM FOR PATIENT CENTERED ACCESS TO HEALTH INFORMATION $496,725 $62,091
SHIN, SEUNG KYOON STRATEGIC INDUSTRIALIZATION PLAN FOR TONGA HYDROTHERMAL VENT $26,200 $26,200
WU, SU-HSIU SYSTEM FOR PATIENT CENTERED ACCESS TO HEALTH INFORMATION $496,725 $124,181
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Total for Department $274,563FACULTY - INSTRUCTION
Total for College or Unit $848,917COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
COLLEGE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
CONTINUING EDUCATION
QUINA, KATHRYN K. PROJECT RECRUIT AND EDUCATE LOCAL AT-RISK ADULTS AND YOUTH $394,318 $118,295
Total for Department $118,295CONTINUING EDUCATION
Total for College or Unit $118,295COLLEGE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
BARNETT, STANLEY GOLF COURSE, RESTAURANT AND WASTEWATER TREATMENT FACILITY PO $111,561 $55,781
BOSE, ARIJIT CI -     GOALI: FUNCTIONAL MATERIALS FROM PICKERING EMULSION $564,097 $564,097
BOSE, ARIJIT GRAPHENE-POLYMER COMPOSITE MATERIALS $200,000 $100,000
BOSE, ARIJIT MULTIFUNCTIONAL COLLOIDAL PARTICLES AS DISPERSANTS FOR MAXIM $1,246,898 $748,139
BOSE, ARIJIT IGERT: BIOPHARMACEUTICAL ENGINEERING RESEARCH, REGULATION AN $2,928,212 $732,053
BOSE, ARIJIT CI - IMPROVING COMMUNICATION OF DISPERSANT RESEARCH BY SCIEN $148,774 $14,877
BOSE, ARIJIT FUNDAMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF DAMAGE MECHANISMS IN LITHIUM I $2,017,891 $504,473
BOTHUN, GEOFFREY D. COLLAB. RESEARCH: INVESTIGATING AND IMPROVING THE PRODUCTION $3,977 $3,977
BOTHUN, GEOFFREY D. CAREER: NANOPARTICLE-BACTERIAL MEMBRANE INTERACTIONS AND THE $5,485 $5,485
BOTHUN, GEOFFREY D. COLLAB. RESEARCH: LOW-FOULING ULTRAFILTRATION NANOCOMPOSITE $183,035 $183,035
BOTHUN, GEOFFREY D. NUE: INTERDISCIPLINARY "NANO TOOLS" COURSE AT THE UNIVERSITY $199,896 $67,965
BOTHUN, GEOFFREY D. TRAVEL SUPPLEMENT - CAREER: NANOPARTICLE-BACTERIAL MEMBRANE $2,000 $2,000
BOTHUN, GEOFFREY D. HYBRID FULLERENE AND SILVER  NANOPARTICLE-LOADED LIPOSOMES A $452,248 $316,574
BOTHUN, GEOFFREY D. ACHIEVING LOW-DOSE CHEMOTHERAPY USING NANOPARTICLE-DECORATED $407,985 $244,791
BOTHUN, GEOFFREY D. TUNING SERS ENHANCEMENTS OF LIPOSOMES DECORATED WITH GOLD NA $377,035 $150,814
BOTHUN, GEOFFREY D. MITIGATION OF BIOFILM FORMATION ON IMPLANTABLE MEDICAL DEVIC $420,073 $126,022
BOTHUN, GEOFFREY D. IGERT: BIOPHARMACEUTICAL ENGINEERING RESEARCH, REGULATION AN $2,928,212 $732,053
GRAY, DONALD J. VACUUM CYCLE NUCLEATION: TOXIC AND HAZARDOUS CHEMICAL USE RE $199,474 $99,737
GREENFIELD, MICHAEL DIRECT SIMULATION OF NANOVOID DYNAMICS $287,406 $287,406
GREENFIELD, MICHAEL CHARACTERIZING ASPHALT OXIDATIN EFFECTS THROUGH MOLECULAR SI $319,801 $303,811
GREENFIELD, MICHAEL RHEOLOGY OF RHODE ISLAND ASPHALTS: MODELING AND INTERPRETATI $72,170 $72,170
GREGORY, OTTO J. DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH TEMPERATURE SENSORS FOR CERAMIC MATRIX C $23,125 $23,125
GREGORY, OTTO J. FM GLOBAL INTERNSHIP IN INSTRUMENTATION AND TEST ENGINEERING $15,748 $15,748
GREGORY, OTTO J. FM GLOBAL SUMMER INTERNSHIP (EMILY ROBINSON) $15,180 $15,180
GREGORY, OTTO J. HIGH ZT THERMOELECTRIC MATERIALS FOR COMMERCIALLY VIABLE POW $45,000 $45,000
KNICKLE, HAROLD N. NATO NETWORKING INFRASTRUCTURE $28,000 $28,000
KNICKLE, HAROLD N. 2012 SUPPORT FOR WATER RESOURCES COUNCIL $92,335 $15,697
LUCIA, ANGELO PHASE BEHAVIOR IN ARCTIC HYDROLOGY $90,000 $90,000
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LUCIA, ANGELO ACQUISITION OF HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTE CLUSTER $100,000 $100,000
PARK, EUGENE 2012 SUPPORT FOR WATER RESOURCES COUNCIL $92,335 $16,620
PARK, EUGENE VACUUM CYCLE NUCLEATION: TOXIC AND HAZARDOUS CHEMICAL USE RE $199,474 $99,737
PARK, EUGENE GOLF COURSE, RESTAURANT AND WASTEWATER TREATMENT FACILITY PO $111,561 $55,781
PARK, EUGENE RI PEP - RHODE ISLAND PUBLIC ENERGY PARTNERSHIP $365,626 $18,281
RIVERO-HUDEC, MERCED NRI-SMALL: CRADLE TO CRADLE-ACHIEVING SUSTAINABILITY WITH A $1,631,959 $130,557
WANG, PENG ARRA;     SUBCONTRACT: FUNDAMENTAL MATERIAL AND PROCESSING S $20,262 $20,262
WANG, PENG SOLID SOLUTION OR AMORPHOUS NANOPARTICLES? $291,007 $291,007
Total for Department $6,280,253CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
CIVIL/ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
BAXTER, CHRISTOPHER COLLAB. RESEARCH: LONG-TERM SERVICEABILITY OF OFFSHORE WIND $280,638 $70,160
BAXTER, CHRISTOPHER DEVELOPMENT OF A RESEARCH QUALITY RESILIENT MODULUS TESTING $37,147 $9,287
BAXTER, CHRISTOPHER MATERIAL UNCERTAINTIES IN ASSESSING SOIL STRENGTH FROM GEOPH $68,599 $17,150
BAXTER, CHRISTOPHER MRI: ACQUISITION OF SEABED CONE PENETROMETER (CPT) EQUIPMENT $306,841 $50,629
BAXTER, CHRISTOPHER EVALUATION OF FIELD-BASED LIQUEFACTION APPROACHES FOR CALCAR $189,539 $94,770
BAXTER, CHRISTOPHER ROUND II RIDOT/URITC JOINT RESEARCH PROGRAM $365,183 $0
BAXTER, CHRISTOPHER OPTIMIZATION OF ENERGY PRODUCTION IN NORTHEAST OFFSHORE WIND $5,010,000 $112,725
BRADSHAW, AARON COLLAB. RESEARCH: LONG-TERM SERVICEABILITY OF OFFSHORE WIND $280,638 $140,319
BRADSHAW, AARON DEVELOPMENT OF A RESEARCH QUALITY RESILIENT MODULUS TESTING $37,147 $18,574
BRADSHAW, AARON MATERIAL UNCERTAINTIES IN ASSESSING SOIL STRENGTH FROM GEOPH $68,599 $34,300
BRADSHAW, AARON MRI: ACQUISITION OF SEABED CONE PENETROMETER (CPT) EQUIPMENT $306,841 $104,326
BRADSHAW, AARON ASSESSMENT OF SOIL STRENGTH BEHAVIOR THROUGH MODIFIED RELATI $478,521 $478,521
BRADSHAW, AARON ROUND II RIDOT/URITC JOINT RESEARCH PROGRAM $365,183 $0
BRADSHAW, AARON 2012 SUPPORT FOR WATER RESOURCES COUNCIL $92,335 $16,620
BRADSHAW, AARON OPTIMIZATION OF ENERGY PRODUCTION IN NORTHEAST OFFSHORE WIND $5,010,000 $225,450
CRAVER, VINKA A. CAREER: ENHANCING PERFORMANCE AND SELECTIVITY OF ANTIBACTERI $427,271 $427,271
CRAVER, VINKA A. COLLAB. RESEARCH: DESALINATION FOR GLOBAL WATER RESOURCES US $91,385 $91,385
CRAVER, VINKA A. RET: ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS OF NANOMATERI $435,750 $326,813
CRAVER, VINKA A. SUPPLEMENT: COLLAB. RESEARCH: THE ANTIMICROBIAL PROPERTIES O $23,858 $23,858
CRAVER, VINKA A. EAGER: IMPACT OF NANOPARTICLES CONTAINING RARE EARTH ELEMENT $49,704 $49,704
CRAVER, VINKA A. A SUSTAINABLE RESPONSE TO CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS ON COASTAL $349,650 $139,860
CRAVER, VINKA A. NANOCONJUGATE-BASED BIOSENSOR FOR DETECTION OF VIRUSES IN RE $350,622 $119,211
CRAVER, VINKA A. COLLAB. RESEARCH: DESALINATION FOR GLOBAL WATER RESOURCES US $93,160 $93,160
CRAVER, VINKA A. IMPACT OF CONVENTIONAL AND NANO-BASED SURFACTANTS ON COASTAL $486,370 $165,366
CRAVER, VINKA A. SUPPLEMENT TO COLLAB. RESEARCH: THE ANTIMICROBIAL PROPERTIES $1,990 $1,990
CRAVER, VINKA A. ADDRESSING BARRIERS TO SCALING-UP CERAMIC FILTERS FOR HOUSEH $80,859 $80,859
CRAVER, VINKA A. WATERBORNE PATHOGEN DETECTION VIA NANOPARTICLES, BIO-FERROGR $432,682 $142,785
CRAVER, VINKA A. NUE: INTERDISCIPLINARY "NANO TOOLS" COURSE AT THE UNIVERSITY $199,896 $65,966
CRAVER, VINKA A. ROUND II RIDOT/URITC JOINT RESEARCH PROGRAM $365,183 $0
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DATSERIS, PHILIP DEVELOPMENT OF AN ADVANCED CONTROL SYSTEM FOR POWERED TRANSF $1,747,161 $174,716
GINDY, MAYRAI EFFECT OF SINGLE-TRIP OVERWEIGHT PERMIT TRUCKS ON BRIDGES $91,169 $91,169
THIEM, LEON T. 2012 SUPPORT FOR WATER RESOURCES COUNCIL $92,335 $43,397
Total for Department $3,410,339CIVIL/ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
DEAN'S OFFICE
WATSON, CHARLES CHARACTERIZING ASPHALT OXIDATIN EFFECTS THROUGH MOLECULAR SI $319,801 $15,990
WATSON, CHARLES RET: ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS OF NANOMATERI $435,750 $108,938
Total for Department $124,928DEAN'S OFFICE
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
BESIO, WALTER NSF I-CORPS CONCENTRIC TECHNOLOGY $50,000 $50,000
BESIO, WALTER NON-INVASIVE TRANSCUTANEOUS ELECTRICAL STIMULATION (TCES) SU $207,039 $207,039
BESIO, WALTER MINIMALLY-INVASIVE FOCAL BRAIN STIMULATION: A STUDY IN CHRON $3,432,290 $3,432,290
BESIO, WALTER REU SUPPLEMENT TO TRIPOLAR CONCENTRIC RING ELECTRODES (TCRES $5,942 $5,942
BESIO, WALTER REU (FARNSWORTH) SUPPLEMENT TO TRIPOLAR CONCENTRIC RING ELEC $5,942 $5,942
BESIO, WALTER EXPANDING THE EEG HORIZONS: A NOVEL CLINICAL EEG SYSTEM BASE $616,359 $616,359
DATSERIS, PHILIP DEVELOPMENT OF AN ADVANCED CONTROL SYSTEM FOR POWERED TRANSF $1,736,719 $86,836
FISCHER, GODI RAPID TRANSITION OF HIGH GEOLOCATION ULTRASENSITIVE LASER WA $60,045 $60,045
HE, HAIBO SUPPLEMENT: DFG COLLAB. RESEARCH: ADAPTIVE INCREMENTAL LEARN $24,926 $24,926
HE, HAIBO COLLAB. RESEARCH: NRI-SMALL: RECONFIGURABLE ROBOTIC SYSTEMS $452,279 $452,279
HE, HAIBO NETS: SMALL: COLLAB. RESEARCH: RADIO AND NETWORK SCENE ANALY $253,570 $253,570
HE, HAIBO INCREMENTAL LEARNING AND FUSION ON MULTI-MODAL SENSOR DATA S $468,282 $234,141
HE, HAIBO ADAPTIVE DYNAMIC  LEARNING AND CONTROL FOR INTELLIGENT ROBOT $298,092 $298,092
HE, HAIBO ADAPTIVE LEARNING AND PREDICTION FOR LARGE-SCALE DYNAMIC DAT $14,346 $14,346
HE, HAIBO STATISTICAL LEARNING AND CONTROL FOR FULLY ADAPTIVE RADARS ( $505,286 $252,643
HE, HAIBO NRI-SMALL: CRADLE TO CRADLE-ACHIEVING SUSTAINABILITY WITH A $1,631,959 $407,990
HE, HAIBO CPS: SYNERGY: COLLAB. RESEARCH: FROM BIONIC ARTIFICIAL LEGS $825,600 $371,520
HE, HAIBO OPTIMIZATION OF ENERGY PRODUCTION IN NORTHEAST OFFSHORE WIND $5,010,000 $150,300
HUANG, HE CAREER: UNDERSTANDING AND ANALYZING USER-PROSTHESIS INTERACT $526,274 $526,274
HUANG, HE DEVELOPMENT OF AN ADVANCED CONTROL SYSTEM FOR POWERED TRANSF $1,736,719 $1,476,211
HUANG, HE COLLAB. RESEARCH: NRI-SMALL: AN ADAPTIVE ROBOTIC ORTHTOSIS T $38,151 $38,151
HUANG, HE RESPONSE TO TRIPPING IN TRANSFEMORAL AMPUTEES $38,151 $38,151
HUANG, HE MOSTLY IN THE WRIST: A MODULAR FOUR DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM PROSTH $549,638 $549,638
HUANG, HE BUILDING THE FOUNDATION OF CLINICAL PRACTICE OF EMG PATTERN $599,604 $599,604
HUANG, HE CPS: SYNERGY: COLLAB. RESEARCH: FROM BIONIC ARTIFICIAL LEGS $825,600 $371,520
HUANG, HE DEVELOPMENT OF AN ADVANCED CONTROL SYSTEM FOR POWERED TRANSF $1,747,161 $1,223,013
KAY, STEVEN M. FOURIER FOR IMPROVED TIRE MANUFACTURING $106,736 $106,736
KAY, STEVEN M. MULTI-DOMAIN INTELLIGENCE $301,623 $301,623
KAY, STEVEN M. STATISTICAL LEARNING AND CONTROL FOR FULLY ADAPTIVE RADARS ( $505,286 $252,643
KAY, STEVEN M. EGR SUBCONTRACT: MIMO RADAR CLUTTER MODELING $49,821 $49,821
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KAY, STEVEN M. INCREMENTAL LEARNING AND FUSION ON MULTI-MODAL SENSOR DATA S $468,282 $234,141
KUMARESAN, RAMDAS FACILITATING SOUND RETRIEVAL USING AUDITORY SCENE ANALYSIS $111,860 $111,860
PLATEK, MICHAEL J. HIGH TEMPERATURE HARMONIC GENERATORS $19,045 $19,045
SUN, YAN SECURE STRATEGIES FOR SIMULTANEOUS COOPERATIVE EXPLORATION A $151,395 $151,395
SUN, YAN TWC: PHASE: SMALL: COLLAB. RESEARCH: DEFENDING AGAINST SOPHI $200,000 $200,000
SUN, YAN ADAPTIVE TRUST FOR RESILIENT CLOUD COMPUTING $824,714 $412,357
SUN, YAN SOCIAL MEDIA IN STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION $612,120 $306,060
SUN, YAN TRUST IN CYBER SECURITY $14,634 $7,317
SUN, YAN ENHANCING DECISION MAKING THROUGH ADAPTIVE TRUSTWORTHINESS C $50,003 $25,002
SUN, YAN PROACTIVE ARCHITECTURE - SECURE HIERARCHICAL NETWORK DEFENSE $101,505 $50,753
SUN, YING DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF AN ACTIVITY ANALYZER WITH VOICE D $63,823 $63,823
SWASZEK, PETER F. URI/USCGA CAPSTONE COLLABORATION $59,958 $29,979
SWASZEK, PETER F. DEPLOYABLE, AUTONOMOUS ASSETS (BOATS) $60,000 $30,000
SWASZEK, PETER F. URI/USCGA CAPSTONE COLLABORATION, ACADEMIC YEAR 2011-12 $15,504 $7,752
SWASZEK, PETER F. NRI-SMALL: CRADLE TO CRADLE-ACHIEVING SUSTAINABILITY WITH A $1,631,959 $81,598
VACCARO, RICHARD J. SOLID STATE ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM FOR USE IN WIND AND SOLAR $199,996 $199,996
VACCARO, RICHARD J. INTERMEDIATE TRANSIENT SUPPORT OF HIGH RATE AND PULSED LOADS $54,782 $54,782
VACCARO, RICHARD J. STATISTICAL MODELING OF GYRO ARRAYS $10,022 $10,022
VETTER, FREDERICK PHYSIOLOGICAL HYPERTROPHY IN THE SWIM-CONDITIONED RAT $30,920 $30,920
VETTER, FREDERICK URI/USCGA CAPSTONE COLLABORATION $59,958 $29,979
VETTER, FREDERICK DEPLOYABLE, AUTONOMOUS ASSETS (BOATS) $60,000 $30,000
VETTER, FREDERICK URI/USCGA CAPSTONE COLLABORATION, ACADEMIC YEAR 2011-12 $15,504 $7,752
YANG, QING DEVELOPMENT OF AN ADVANCED CONTROL SYSTEM FOR POWERED TRANSF $1,736,719 $86,836
YANG, QING DEVELOPMENT OF AN ADVANCED CONTROL SYSTEM FOR POWERED TRANSF $1,747,161 $174,716
YANG, QING CPS: SYNERGY: COLLAB. RESEARCH: FROM BIONIC ARTIFICIAL LEGS $825,600 $82,560
Total for Department $14,896,289ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
ANAGNOSTOPOULOS, MANIPULATION OF MAGNETIC BEADS IN MICROFLUIDIC NETWORKFOR AP $520,345 $0
CHELIDZE, DAVID EARLY DAMAGE STATE DETECTION IN GEARBOX COMPONENTS VIA ACOUS $60,022 $60,022
CHELIDZE, DAVID COLLAB. RESEARCH: EXTENDING SYSTEM DYNAMICS MEASUREMENTS AND $204,778 $51,195
FAGHRI, MOHAMMAD MANIPULATION OF MAGNETIC BEADS IN MICROFLUIDIC NETWORKFOR AP $520,345 $520,345
FAGHRI, MOHAMMAD RESEARCH, DESIGN, AND TESTING OF ADVANCED MARINE WIND TURBIN $199,964 $199,964
FAGHRI, MOHAMMAD LAB-ON-PAPER TECHNOLOGY FOR IMMUNODIAGNOSTICS $200,000 $200,000
JOUANEH, MUSA K. COLLAB. RESEARCH: EXTENDING SYSTEM DYNAMICS MEASUREMENTS AND $204,778 $153,584
JOUANEH, MUSA K. NRI-SMALL: CRADLE TO CRADLE-ACHIEVING SUSTAINABILITY WITH A $1,631,959 $326,392
MAIER-SPEREDELOZZI, SYSTEM FOR PATIENT CENTERED ACCESS TO HEALTH INFORMATION $496,725 $124,181
MAIER-SPEREDELOZZI, A SUBSTANCE SCREENING MODEL FOR RHODE ISLAND PRIMARY CARE OF $14,592 $14,592
MAIER-SPEREDELOZZI, RISG/SYSTEMS ENGINEERING EDUCATORS WORKSHOP $29,980 $14,990
MAIER-SPEREDELOZZI, PROCESSES FOR TECHNICAL DATA PACKAGE FOR ADVANCED ENTERPRISE $50,000 $16,500
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MAIER-SPEREDELOZZI, ROUND II RIDOT/URITC JOINT RESEARCH PROGRAM $365,183 $0
MEYER, DONNA CONTROLLED DEWETTING IN POLYMER CONTACTS $372,992 $372,992
MEYER, DONNA MITIGATION OF BIOFILM FORMATION ON IMPLANTABLE MEDICAL DEVIC $420,073 $294,051
MEYER, DONNA WATERBORNE PATHOGEN DETECTION VIA NANOPARTICLES, BIO-FERROGR $432,682 $142,785
MEYER, DONNA NANOCONJUGATE-BASED BIOSENSOR FOR DETECTION OF VIRUSES IN RE $350,622 $115,705
MEYER, DONNA MRI: ACQUISITION OF A DIGITAL PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY SYS $207,028 $51,757
NASSERSHARIF, BAHRAM NUCLEAR ENGINEERING PROGRAM FOR RHODE ISLAND (NEPRI) $199,963 $199,963
NASSERSHARIF, BAHRAM NEUTRON IMAGING LABORATORY $200,000 $200,000
PARK, KEUNHAN CAREER: EXPLORING SURFACE PHONON POLARITON-MEDIATED TIP-BASE $442,846 $442,846
PARK, KEUNHAN LASER-ASSISTED HEATING OF PLASMONIC MICRODROPLETS FOR RAPID $15,000 $15,000
PARK, KEUNHAN COLLAB. RESEARCH: EXPLORATION OF NEAR-FIELD THERMOPHOTOVOLTA $176,992 $176,992
PARK, KEUNHAN NUE: INTERDISCIPLINARY "NANO TOOLS" COURSE AT THE UNIVERSITY $199,896 $65,966
PARK, KEUNHAN CELLULARA INQUISITION: SINGLE-MOLCULE INVESTIGATIONS OF CELL $540,000 $270,000
SHUKLA, ARUN EGR: CENTER FOR HIGH RATE DEFORMATION PHYSICS OF HETEROGENEO $1,071,007 $1,071,007
SHUKLA, ARUN A PRESSURE VESSEL WITH ULTRA HIGH SPEED IMAGING CAPABILITY F $221,983 $221,983
SHUKLA, ARUN INFRASTRUCTURE PROTECTION: NOVEL MATERIALS FOR STRUCTURAL RE $432,574 $432,574
SHUKLA, ARUN EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION ON FUNDAMENTAL UNDE $303,116 $303,116
SHUKLA, ARUN COLLAB. RESEARCH: DEFORMATION AND DAMAGE MECHANISMS IN TERNA $150,099 $150,099
SHUKLA, ARUN ADVANCED COMPOSITE MATERIALS FOR BLAST AND FIRE RESISTANCES $120,000 $120,000
SHUKLA, ARUN RESPONSE OF AIR FORCE MATERIALS TO EXTREME ENVIRONMENTS $332,155 $332,155
SHUKLA, ARUN GRAPHENE-POLYMER COMPOSITE MATERIALS $200,000 $100,000
SHUKLA, ARUN AN INTEGRATED EXPERIMENTAL/MODELING APPROACH TO DESIGNING CH $7,500,000 $1,500,000
SODHI, MANBIR NRI-SMALL: CRADLE TO CRADLE-ACHIEVING SUSTAINABILITY WITH A $1,631,959 $473,268
SODHI, MANBIR RISG/SYSTEMS ENGINEERING EDUCATORS WORKSHOP $29,980 $14,990
TAGGART, DAVID G. PROCESSES FOR TECHNICAL DATA PACKAGE FOR ADVANCED ENTERPRISE $50,000 $17,000
WANG, JYH-HONE VALIDATION OF SIMULATED DRIVING WITH NATURALISTIC ASSESSMENT $235,187 $235,187
WANG, JYH-HONE PROCESSES FOR TECHNICAL DATA PACKAGE FOR ADVANCED ENTERPRISE $50,000 $16,500
WANG, JYH-HONE SYSTEM FOR PATIENT CENTERED ACCESS TO HEALTH INFORMATION $496,725 $124,181
WANG, JYH-HONE ROUND II RIDOT/URITC JOINT RESEARCH PROGRAM $365,183 $0
Total for Department $9,141,882MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
OCEAN ENGINEERING
BAXTER, CHRISTOPHER EVALUATION OF FIELD-BASED LIQUEFACTION APPROACHES FOR CALCAR $189,539 $94,770
BAXTER, CHRISTOPHER COLLAB. RESEARCH: LONG-TERM SERVICEABILITY OF OFFSHORE WIND $280,638 $70,160
BAXTER, CHRISTOPHER DEVELOPMENT OF A RESEARCH QUALITY RESILIENT MODULUS TESTING $37,147 $9,287
BAXTER, CHRISTOPHER MATERIAL UNCERTAINTIES IN ASSESSING SOIL STRENGTH FROM GEOPH $68,599 $17,150
BAXTER, CHRISTOPHER MRI: ACQUISITION OF SEABED CONE PENETROMETER (CPT) EQUIPMENT $306,841 $50,629
BAXTER, CHRISTOPHER ROUND II RIDOT/URITC JOINT RESEARCH PROGRAM $365,183 $0
BAXTER, CHRISTOPHER OPTIMIZATION OF ENERGY PRODUCTION IN NORTHEAST OFFSHORE WIND $5,010,000 $112,725
DAHL, JASON BRIGE: BIO-INSPIRED FLOW SENSING FOR ENERGY EFFICIENT CONTRO $174,326 $174,326
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DAHL, JASON MRI: ACQUISITION OF A DIGITAL PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY SYS $207,028 $51,757
DAHL, JASON OPTIMIZATION OF ENERGY PRODUCTION IN NORTHEAST OFFSHORE WIND $5,010,000 $450,900
FAGHRI, MOHAMMAD LAB-ON-PAPER TECHNOLOGY FOR IMMUNODIAGNOSTICS $356,678 $356,678
GRILLI, ANNETTE PHASE 3: FINE GRID COASTAL MODELING OF RELEVANT TSUNAMI SOUR $60,203 $30,102
GRILLI, ANNETTE OPTIMIZATION OF ENERGY PRODUCTION IN NORTHEAST OFFSHORE WIND $5,010,000 $651,300
GRILLI, STEPHAN T. PHASE 3: FINE GRID COASTAL MODELING OF RELEVANT TSUNAMI SOUR $60,203 $30,102
GRILLI, STEPHAN T. PHASES 1 AND 2: BIBLIOGRAPHY STUDY AND COARSE GRID MODELING $24,961 $24,961
GRILLI, STEPHAN T. DETAILED SITE-SPECIFIC TSUNAMI HAZARD ASSESSMENT FOR OYSTER $24,971 $24,971
GRILLI, STEPHAN T. OPTIMIZATION OF ENERGY PRODUCTION IN NORTHEAST OFFSHORE WIND $5,010,000 $1,002,000
HU, SAU-LON J. A NOVEL WAY OF MEASURING ADDED MASS AND DAMPING MATRICES FOR $259,818 $129,909
HU, SAU-LON J. GEODETIC ACOUSTIC BENCHMARK BEACON-INVERTED ECHOSOUNDER (GAB $199,864 $99,932
HU, SAU-LON J. LONG-RANGE ARCTIC UNDERSEA NAVIGATION FOR UNMANNED SYSTEMS $44,833 $44,833
HU, SAU-LON J. LOW COST ACOUSTIC TRANSMITTER $422,201 $211,101
HU, SAU-LON J. OPTIMIZATION OF ENERGY PRODUCTION IN NORTHEAST OFFSHORE WIND $5,010,000 $150,300
POTTY, GOPU SUBCONTRACT: DESIGN AND TESTING OF A LOW COST BROADBAND ACOU $102,061 $102,061
POTTY, GOPU DESIGN AND TESTING OF A SHEAR MEASUREMENT SYSTEM - FELLOWSHI $25,000 $25,000
POTTY, GOPU GEOACOUSTIC METHOD FOR RAPID SEAFLOOR CHARACTERIZATION $45,000 $45,000
POTTY, GOPU OPTIMIZATION OF ENERGY PRODUCTION IN NORTHEAST OFFSHORE WIND $5,010,000 $450,900
TYCE, ROBERT C. NRI-SMALL: CRADLE TO CRADLE-ACHIEVING SUSTAINABILITY WITH A $1,631,959 $130,557
VINCENT, HAROLD T. LOW COST ACOUSTIC TRANSMITTER $44,888 $44,888
VINCENT, HAROLD T. LOW COST ACOUSTIC TRANSMITTER $422,201 $211,101
VINCENT, HAROLD T. DIVER HELMET NOISE QUIETING $46,295 $46,295
VINCENT, HAROLD T. A NOVEL WAY OF MEASURING ADDED MASS AND DAMPING MATRICES FOR $259,818 $129,909
VINCENT, HAROLD T. OPTIMIZATION OF ENERGY PRODUCTION IN NORTHEAST OFFSHORE WIND $5,010,000 $450,900
Total for Department $5,424,500OCEAN ENGINEERING
Total for College or Unit $39,278,189COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICES
DEAN'S OFFICE
CICCOMASCOLO, LORI E RIDDC2012 $306,309 $306,309
MCKINNEY, WILLIAM L. RI DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES COUNCIL FY12 $477,839 $477,839
Total for Department $784,148DEAN'S OFFICE
EDUCATION
BRAND, STEPHEN EVALUATION OF 21ST CENTURY COMMUNITY LEARNING CENTERS $73,765 $36,883
BYRD, DAVID URI ROBERT NOYCE TEACHER SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM $1,445,808 $144,581
BYRD, DAVID FAMILIES OF CHOLDREN WITH DISABILITIES $596,039 $89,406
COIRO, JULIE CONTENT TEAMS' DATA-USE PRACTICES IN TWO URBAN SCHOOLS $252,127 $63,032
DEENEY, THERESA CONTENT TEAMS' DATA-USE PRACTICES IN TWO URBAN SCHOOLS $252,127 $126,064
DEGROOT, CORNELIS URI ROBERT NOYCE TEACHER SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM $1,445,808 $144,581
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EICHINGER, JOANNE FAMILIES OF CHOLDREN WITH DISABILITIES $596,039 $149,010
FOGLEMAN, JAY URI ROBERT NOYCE TEACHER SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM $1,445,808 $144,581
HAMILTON-JONES, BETH HSS-ECLS-B AMERICAN EDUCATION RESEARCH ASSOCIATION $35,000 $11,200
HAMILTON-JONES, BETH FAMILIES OF CHOLDREN WITH DISABILITIES $596,039 $149,010
HICKS, SANDY J. HSS-ECLS-B AMERICAN EDUCATION RESEARCH ASSOCIATION $35,000 $11,200
MATHEWS, DEBORAH L. RI DCYF TRAINING AND CONSULT INITIATIVE $237,500 $237,500
MATHEWS, DEBORAH L. RI DHS TRAINING AND CONSULT INITIATIVE $237,335 $237,335
MICHAUD, CAROLYN INNOVATION POWERED BY TECHNOLOGY - 211 E2T3 $115,776 $115,776
MICHAUD, CAROLYN INNOVATION POWERED BY TECHNOLOGY - 2011 E2T3 SUPPLEMENT $77,976 $77,976
MOORE, ADAM FAMILIES OF CHOLDREN WITH DISABILITIES $596,039 $208,614
PENO, KATHY URI ROBERT NOYCE TEACHER SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM $1,445,808 $144,581
PENO, KATHY CONTENT TEAMS' DATA-USE PRACTICES IN TWO URBAN SCHOOLS $252,127 $63,032
SEITSINGER, ANNE EVALUATION OF 21ST CENTURY COMMUNITY LEARNING CENTERS $73,765 $36,883
SEITSINGER, ANNE URI ROBERT NOYCE TEACHER SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM $1,445,808 $722,904
SHIM, MINSUK HSS-ECLS-B AMERICAN EDUCATION RESEARCH ASSOCIATION $35,000 $1,400
YOUNG, BETTY J. GEMS-NET (GUIDING EDUCATION IN MATH AND SCIENCE NETWORK) PRO $322,398 $322,398
YOUNG, BETTY J. GEMS-NET  (GUIDING EDUCATION IN MATH AND SCIENCE NETWORK) PR $41,490 $41,490
Total for Department $3,279,433EDUCATION
GERONTOLOGY
CLARK, PHILLIP G. THE RHODE ISLAND COMMUNITY-ACADEMIC RESILIENCE PARTNERSHIP ( $445,726 $133,718
CLARK, PHILLIP G. THE RHODE ISLAND COMMUNITY-ACADEMIC RESILIENCE PARTNERSHIP ( $3,784,314 $946,079
CLARK, PHILLIP G. RHODE ISLAND GERIATRIC EDUCATION CENTER EDUCATION AND ALZHEI $134,906 $40,472
CLARK, PHILLIP G. RHODE ISLAND GERIATRIC EDUCATION CENTER $425,165 $127,550
CLARK, PHILLIP G. HEALTH CARE INNOVATION CHALLENGE $29,999,999 $3,000,000
Total for Department $4,247,818GERONTOLOGY
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT/COUNSELING/FAMILY STUDIES
DICE, JAIME HSS-ECLS-B AMERICAN EDUCATION RESEARCH ASSOCIATION $35,000 $11,200
HARPER, LAURIE J. EARLY LANGUAGE AND LITERACY MENTORING OPPORTUNITIES (ELLMO & $569,001 $284,501
LAMIDI BOCAGE, PHYLL 4-H PATHWAYS FOR SUCCESS IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (PSST) $128,000 $128,000
LAMIDI BOCAGE, PHYLL EARLY LANGUAGE AND LITERACY MENTORING OPPORTUNITIES (ELLMO & $569,001 $56,900
MCCURDY, KAREN RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION OF EARLY CHILDHOOD PROFESSIONALS I $88,274 $88,274
MCCURDY, KAREN RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION OF EARLY CHILDHOOD PROFESSIONAL IN $17,000 $17,000
MCCURDY, KAREN EARLY LANGUAGE AND LITERACY MENTORING OPPORTUNITIES (ELLMO & $569,001 $113,800
SPARKS, JACQUELINE EARLY LANGUAGE AND LITERACY MENTORING OPPORTUNITIES (ELLMO & $569,001 $113,800
Total for Department $813,475HUMAN DEVELOPMENT/COUNSELING/FAMILY STUDIES
KINESIOLOGY (FORMERLY PHYSICAL ED. & EXERCISE SCI
BLISSMER, BRYAN J. THE RHODE ISLAND COMMUNITY-ACADEMIC RESILIENCE PARTNERSHIP ( $445,726 $78,002
BLISSMER, BRYAN J. THE RHODE ISLAND COMMUNITY-ACADEMIC RESILIENCE PARTNERSHIP ( $3,784,314 $567,647
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FALLON, ELIZABETH A. FACTORS INFLUENCING ACCESS TO PRIMARY CARE AMONG UNINSURED A $205,919 $205,919
RIEBE, DEBORAH THE RHODE ISLAND COMMUNITY-ACADEMIC RESILIENCE PARTNERSHIP ( $3,784,314 $567,647
Total for Department $1,419,215KINESIOLOGY (FORMERLY PHYSICAL ED. & EXERCISE SCI
PHYSICAL THERAPY
BLANPIED, PETER R. DEVELOPMENT OF AN ADVANCED CONTROL SYSTEM FOR POWERED TRANSF $1,736,719 $86,836
BLANPIED, PETER R. DEVELOPMENT OF AN ADVANCED CONTROL SYSTEM FOR POWERED TRANSF $1,747,161 $174,716
HULME, JANICE B. URI BHDDH COLLAB. AGREEMENT FOR PHYSICAL THERAPY SERVICES $340,724 $340,724
HULME, JANICE B. RICLAS PT SWIM EX PORTABLE AQUATIC LIFT $6,770 $6,770
Total for Department $609,046PHYSICAL THERAPY
TEXTILES/FASHION MERCHANDISING/DESIGN
WELTERS, LINDA M. WORLD FASHION HISTORY: TEACHING HISTORY AND CULTURE THROUGH $74,925 $74,925
Total for Department $74,925TEXTILES/FASHION MERCHANDISING/DESIGN
Total for College or Unit $11,228,060COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICES
COLLEGE OF NURSING
NURSING
BURBANK, PATRICIA M. THE RHODE ISLAND COMMUNITY-ACADEMIC RESILIENCE PARTNERSHIP ( $445,726 $78,002
BURBANK, PATRICIA M. THE RHODE ISLAND COMMUNITY-ACADEMIC RESILIENCE PARTNERSHIP ( $3,784,314 $567,647
JOSEPH, DAYLE SOUTHERN RHODE ISLAND AREA HEALTH EDUCATION CENTER $686,600 $171,650
Total for Department $817,299NURSING
NURSING INSTRUCTION
BURBANK, PATRICIA M. DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE AND ACUTE CARE NURSE PRACTITIONER $249,453 $249,453
BURBANK, PATRICIA M. RHODE ISLAND GERIATRIC EDUCATION CENTER EDUCATION AND ALZHEI $134,906 $13,491
BURBANK, PATRICIA M. RHODE ISLAND GERIATRIC EDUCATION CENTER $425,165 $42,517
CURTIN, ALICIA RHODE ISLAND GERIATRIC EDUCATION CENTER EDUCATION AND ALZHEI $134,906 $13,491
CURTIN, ALICIA RHODE ISLAND GERIATRIC EDUCATION CENTER $425,165 $42,517
ERICKSON-OWENS, DEBR EFFECTS OF PLACENTAL TRANSFUSION ON EARLY BRAIN DEVELOPMENT $2,902,068 $1,451,034
MARTINS, DIANE C. RHODE ISLAND GERIATRIC EDUCATION CENTER EDUCATION AND ALZHEI $134,906 $13,491
MARTINS, DIANE C. RHODE ISLAND GERIATRIC EDUCATION CENTER $425,165 $42,517
MERCER, JUDITH EFFECTS OF PLACENTAL TRANSFUSION ON EARLY BRAIN DEVELOPMENT $2,902,068 $1,451,034
MERCER, JUDITH PROTECTIVE EFFECTS OF DELAYED CORD CLAMPING ON VLBW INFANTS $388,200 $388,200
SULLIVAN, MARY RISK AND PROTECTION IN TRAJECTORIES OF PRETERM INFANTS: BIRT $53,612 $53,612
SULLIVAN, MARY RISK AND PROTECTION IN TRAJECTORIES OF PRETERM INFANTS: BIRT $454,167 $454,167
SULLIVAN, MARY ADVANCED EDUCATION NURSING TRAINEESHIP AT THE UNIVERSITY OF $686,327 $686,327
Total for Department $4,901,848NURSING INSTRUCTION
Total for College or Unit $5,719,147COLLEGE OF NURSING
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
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BIOMEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
AKHLAGHI, FATEMEH POST DOC APPLICATION TO AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION $82,000 $82,000
AKHLAGHI, FATEMEH SUPPLEMENT FOR SMARTPILL TECHNOLOGIES FOR EXTRACT EVALUATION $5,374 $5,374
AKHLAGHI, FATEMEH PHARM: PHARMACOKINETIC STUDIES OF PIOGLITAZONE IN PATIENTS W $379,610 $379,610
AKHLAGHI, FATEMEH ROLE OF MRP2 POLYMORPISM IN TACROLIMUS DISPOSITION AND ADVER $420,750 $420,750
AKHLAGHI, FATEMEH IMPACT OF DIABETES AND GENETIC FACTORS ON TACROLIMUS DOSE RE $2,463,789 $2,463,789
CHO, BONGSUP P. SEQUENCE EFFECTS OF ARYLALMINE-DNA ADDUCTS $288,753 $288,753
DENG, RUITANG CROSSTALK BETWEEN ESTROGEN AND BILE ACID SIGNALING PATHWAY $278,258 $278,258
DENG, RUITANG FRONTIERS IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES: GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES (F $48,400 $38,720
DENG, RUITANG ACHIEVING LOW-DOSE CHEMOTHERAPY USING NANOPARTICLE-DECORATED $407,985 $163,194
DONG, XIAOQUN NR5A2/LRH1 AS A POTENTIAL THERAPEUTIC TARGET OF PANCREATIC C $25,877 $25,877
KING, ROBERTA S. LIVER BILE ACID PERTURBATION IN ALCOHOLIC LIVER DISEASE $459,000 $459,000
KISLALIOGLU, SERPIL HOFFMAN LA-ROCHE STUDENT SUPPORT, 2011-2012 TESTING & COMPAR $19,249 $19,249
KOVOOR, ABRAHAM ROLE OF THE STRIATAL SPECIFIC PROTEIN, RGS9-2, IN REGULATING $15,000 $15,000
LU, WEI PHOTOTHERMAL-CHEMOTHERAPY OF LUNG CANCER WITH CISPLATIN-LOAD $100,000 $100,000
LU, WEI HOLLOW CUS NANOPARTICLE FOR CANCER PHOTOTHERMAL-CHEMOTHERAPY $10,000 $10,000
LU, WEI PHOTOTHERMAL NANOPARTICLE-MEDIATED TRANSDERMAL DRUG DELIVERY $275,000 $275,000
LU, WEI CLINICAL CONSEQUENCES OF INDUCED CARBOXYLESTERASES $1,900,000 $380,000
LU, WEI ENHANCED THERAPEUTIC EFFICACY BY MODULATING CATALYSIS OF CAR $1,912,500 $382,500
MARCOUX, RITA MEDICATION MANAGEMENT PROGRAM $30,000 $15,000
PARANG, KEYKAVOUS SYNTHESIS OF CYCLIC PYRANOPTERIN MONOPHOSPHATE (CPMP) $94,074 $94,074
PARANG, KEYKAVOUS AMPHIPHILIC CYCLIC AND LINEAR PEPTIDES: SELF-ASSEMBLY AND GE $415,695 $415,695
PARANG, KEYKAVOUS CYCLIC PEPTIDES AS CELL-PENETRATING NUCLEAR-TARGETING MOLECU $421,570 $421,570
PARANG, KEYKAVOUS DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF TENOFOVIR-NUCLEOSIDE-FATTY ACID CON $423,109 $423,109
PARANG, KEYKAVOUS SYNTHESIS OF TRIPHOSPHITYLATING REAGENTS AND TRIPHOSPHORYLAT $421,570 $421,570
PARANG, KEYKAVOUS ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE TREATMENT BY RESTORING AKT INSULIN SIGNA $50,000 $50,000
PARANG, KEYKAVOUS CYCLIC PEPTIDE-CAPPED GOLD NANOPARTICLES AS CELLULAR DRUG DE $415,852 $415,852
PARANG, KEYKAVOUS DEVELOPMENT OF CXCR4-BINDING HIV INHIBITORS $153,000 $153,000
PARANG, KEYKAVOUS TREATMENT OF ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE BY RESTORING INSULIN/AKT SI $110,996 $110,996
PARANG, KEYKAVOUS FRONTIERS IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES: GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES (F $48,400 $9,680
PARANG, KEYKAVOUS IGERT: BIOPHARMACEUTICAL ENGINEERING RESEARCH, REGULATION AN $2,928,212 $732,053
ROWLEY, DAVID NEW TOOLS AND MECHANISMS TO COMBAT AQUACULTURE DISEASES $166,820 $66,728
ROWLEY, DAVID MOLECULAR BASIS FOR THE ANTICHOLESTATIC ACTIVITY OF $1,900,000 $380,000
SEERAM, NAVINDRA P. PHYTOCHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF MAPLE PLANT PARTS $22,200 $22,200
SEERAM, NAVINDRA P. PROJECT F, GRANT 2858 SYNERGISTIC EFFECTS OF MAPLE SYRUP $94,362 $94,362
SEERAM, NAVINDRA P. PROJECT C: GRANT 2564; COMPLEX SUGAR IDENTIFICATION OF MAPLE $16,728 $16,728
SEERAM, NAVINDRA P. PROJECT E, GRANT 2596, ROUTINE ANALYSIS OF MAPLE SYRUP $47,410 $47,410
SHAIKH, ZAHIR A. RI NETWORK FOR EXCELLENCE IN BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAL RESEA $3,376,750 $3,376,750
SLITT, ANGELA MODULATION OF NRF2 ACTIVITY VIA ACETYLATION IN ACUTE ALCOHOL $1,912,500 $1,912,500
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SLITT, ANGELA EFFECT OF NUTRITIONAL STATUS ON MRP2 EXPRESSION AND BILIARY $375,381 $375,381
SLITT, ANGELA ROLE OF NRF2 IN NON-ALCOHOLIC FATTY LIVER DISEASE $1,832,972 $1,832,972
YAN, BINGFANG LIVER-FUNCTIONAL SWITCH-BASED REGULATION OF CARBXOYLESTERASE $1,900,000 $1,900,000
YAN, BINGFANG STEATOTIC INTERPLAY AMONG ETHANOL, ANTIOXIDANTS AND CES1 IND $1,710,000 $1,710,000
YAN, BINGFANG TRANSCRIPTIONAL NETWORKS IN CARBOXYLESTERASE-1 EXPRESSION $456,000 $456,000
YAN, BINGFANG MOLECULAR BASIS FOR THE ANTICHOLESTATIC ACTIVITY OF $1,900,000 $1,520,000
YAN, BINGFANG CLINICAL CONSEQUENCES OF INDUCED CARBOXYLESTERASES $1,900,000 $1,520,000
YAN, BINGFANG INTERPLAY BETWEEN METABOLISM AND FXR ACTIVATION IN SCOPARONE $456,000 $456,000
YAN, BINGFANG SIGNALING OF THE PREGNANE X RECEPTOR $1,900,000 $1,900,000
YAN, BINGFANG ENHANCED THERAPEUTIC EFFICACY BY MODULATING CATALYSIS OF CAR $1,912,500 $1,530,000
ZAWIA, NASSER OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE AND THE DEVELOPMENTAL-BASIS OF AD $76,000 $76,000
ZAWIA, NASSER A NOVEL THERAPEUTIC APPROACH TO LOWERING TAU AND ITS IMPACT $420,750 $420,750
ZAWIA, NASSER TAU AND DEVELOPMENTAL EXPOSURE TO PB IN PRIMATES AND MICE $420,750 $420,750
ZAWIA, NASSER OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE AND THE DEVELOPMENTAL-BASIS OF AD (4TH $286,426 $286,426
ZAWIA, NASSER EPITYPES INVOLVED IN ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE AND ENVIRONMENTAL E $1,608,685 $1,608,685
Total for Department $30,979,315BIOMEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
CRIME LAB
HILLIARD, DENNIS C. NIBIN FY 2011 $10,684 $10,684
HILLIARD, DENNIS C. CRIME LABORATORY IMPROVEMENT FY2010 $37,375 $37,375
HILLIARD, DENNIS C. FY2012 LATENT PRINT IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM $28,822 $28,822
HILLIARD, DENNIS C. FIREARMS EXAMINATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM FY2012 $175,000 $175,000
Total for Department $251,881CRIME LAB
DEAN'S OFFICE
WALTERS, DELORES SOUTHERN RHODE ISLAND AREA HEALTH EDUCATION CENTER $686,600 $514,950
Total for Department $514,950DEAN'S OFFICE
PHARMACY PRACTICE
BEAULIEU, WILLIAM P. MEDICATION MANAGEMENT PROGRAM $30,000 $15,000
CAFFREY, AISLING R. STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS: COMPARATIVE EFFECTIVENESS AND SAFETY $610,784 $610,784
DUFRESNE, ROBERT THE RHODE ISLAND COMMUNITY-ACADEMIC RESILIENCE PARTNERSHIP ( $445,726 $78,002
DUFRESNE, ROBERT THE RHODE ISLAND COMMUNITY-ACADEMIC RESILIENCE PARTNERSHIP ( $3,784,314 $567,647
ESTUS, ERICA RHODE ISLAND GERIATRIC EDUCATION CENTER EDUCATION AND ALZHEI $134,906 $13,491
ESTUS, ERICA RHODE ISLAND GERIATRIC EDUCATION CENTER $425,165 $42,517
GOLDSTEIN, ELAINA HEALTH CARE INNOVATION CHALLENGE $29,999,999 $17,999,999
HUME, ANNE L. RHODE ISLAND GERIATRIC EDUCATION CENTER EDUCATION AND ALZHEI $134,906 $13,491
HUME, ANNE L. RHODE ISLAND GERIATRIC EDUCATION CENTER $425,165 $42,517
JACKSON, ANITA INTERPROFESSIONAL FIRST AID CAPSTONE EXPERIENCE $10,000 $10,000
JACKSON, ANITA PHARMACIST-INITIATION OF POST-EXPOSURE DOXYCYLINE FOR LYME P $8,000 $8,000
KOGUT, STEPHEN EVALUATING THE UTILITY OF ELECTRONIC PERSONAL HEALTH RECORDS $29,882 $14,941
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KOGUT, STEPHEN REDUCING ADVERSE DRUG EVENTS: PATIENT SAFETY AND CLINICAL PH $35,000 $35,000
KOGUT, STEPHEN QUANTIFYING THE EFFECT OF HYPOGLYCEMIC ON ADHERENCE TO OROAL $92,362 $9,236
KOGUT, STEPHEN HEALTH CARE INNOVATION CHALLENGE $29,999,999 $3,000,000
LAPLANTE, KERRY COMPARATIVE EFFECTIVENESS OF METHICILLIN-RESISTANT STAPHYLOC $99,219 $99,219
LAPLANTE, KERRY HYBRID FULLERENE AND SILVER  NANOPARTICLE-LOADED LIPOSOMES A $452,248 $135,674
LARRAT, E. PAUL HEALTH CARE INNOVATION CHALLENGE $29,999,999 $3,000,000
MATSON, KELLY L. A HEALTH-EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR ELEMENTARY-SCHOOL CHILDREN MA $4,850 $3,638
MATSON, KELLY L. A HEALTH-EDUCATIN PROGRAM FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN $960 $720
ORR, KATHERINE K. A HEALTH-EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR ELEMENTARY-SCHOOL CHILDREN MA $4,850 $1,213
ORR, KATHERINE K. A HEALTH-EDUCATIN PROGRAM FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN $960 $240
OWENS, NORMA RHODE ISLAND GERIATRIC EDUCATION CENTER EDUCATION AND ALZHEI $134,906 $13,491
OWENS, NORMA RHODE ISLAND GERIATRIC EDUCATION CENTER $425,165 $42,517
QUILLIAM, BRIAN QUANTIFYING THE EFFECT OF HYPOGLYCEMIC ON ADHERENCE TO OROAL $92,362 $83,126
QUILLIAM, BRIAN EVALUATING THE UTILITY OF ELECTRONIC PERSONAL HEALTH RECORDS $29,882 $14,941
SZUMITA COHEN, LISA MULTIDISCIPLINARY EDUCATION & DIABETES INTERVENTION $2,055 $2,055
SZUMITA COHEN, LISA PROMOTING SAFE USE OF MEDICATIONS BY PROVIDING MEDICATION ED $49,566 $24,783
TAVEIRA, TRACEY H. GROUP INTERVENTION FOR DM GUIDELINE IMPLEMENTATION:  MULTIDI $9,560 $9,560
WARD, KRISTINA PROMOTING SAFE USE OF MEDICATIONS BY PROVIDING MEDICATION ED $49,566 $24,783
WILLEY, CYNTHIA W. RHODE ISLAND GERIATRIC EDUCATION CENTER EDUCATION AND ALZHEI $134,906 $13,491
WILLEY, CYNTHIA W. RHODE ISLAND GERIATRIC EDUCATION CENTER $425,165 $42,517
Total for Department $25,972,589PHARMACY PRACTICE
Total for College or Unit $57,718,734COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
LANE, CHRISTOPHER RED ALGAE: A NEW MODEL FOR THE EVOLUTION OF PARASITISM $632,907 $632,907
LANE, CHRISTOPHER A COMPARATIVE GENOMICS APPROACH FOR UNDERSTANDING PATHOGENIC $1,662,857 $1,662,857
LANE, CHRISTOPHER REU SUPPLEMENT FOR RUI: COLLAB. RESEARCH: THE BERMUDA SEAWEE $7,495 $7,495
MOSEMAN-VALTIERRA, S CI -    CARBON MANAGEMENT IN COASTAL WETLANDS: QUANTIFYING C $40,181 $40,181
MOSEMAN-VALTIERRA, S CI -    COASTAL MARINE INVERTEBRATES EMIT GREENHOUSE GASES I $99,992 $99,992
MOSEMAN-VALTIERRA, S REVEALING ACTIVE RESPONSES OF THE OCEAN STATE'S MARSHES TO C $92,759 $92,759
MOSEMAN-VALTIERRA, S QUANTIFYING GRENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS FROM SALT MARSHES OF COA $39,933 $39,933
MOSEMAN-VALTIERRA, S IMPACT OF CONVENTIONAL AND NANO-BASED SURFACTANTS ON COASTAL $486,370 $160,502
PREISSER, EVAN COLLAB. RESEARCH: CLIMATE VARIABILITY AND HABITAT CONNECTIVI $248,383 $248,383
SEIBEL, BRAD COLLAB. RESEARCH: EFFECTS OF ELEVATED CARBON DIOXIDE (CO2) O $250,861 $250,861
SEIBEL, BRAD CI -  COLLAB. RESEARCH: ZOMZ (ZOOPLANKTON IN OXYGEN MINIMUM $599,966 $299,983
THORNBER, CAROL MICROBIAL SUCCESSION IN DECAYING MACROALGAL COMMUNITIES $660,441 $462,309
THORNBER, CAROL CI -    THE ROLE OF PHYSICAL AND ECOLOGICAL FACTORS IN THE C $509,780 $242,146
THORNBER, CAROL CLIMATE-DRIVEN IMPACTS ON THE FORMATIN AND PERSISTENCE OF MA $199,759 $199,759
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THORNBER, CAROL COLLAB. RESEARCH: THE DEVELOPMENT OF GENOMICS TOOLS TO ASSES $566,218 $566,218
THORNBER, CAROL IMPACT OF CONVENTIONAL AND NANO-BASED SURFACTANTS ON COASTAL $486,370 $160,502
WEBB, JACQUELINE F. COLLAB. RESEARCH: HOW PELAGIC LARVAE NAVIGATE FROM THEIR ORI $300,594 $300,594
WILGA, CHERYL MECHANICAL STRAIN IN THE JAW SUSPENSION OF CHONDRICHTHYES $578,200 $578,200
WILGA, CHERYL MRI: ACQUISITION OF A DIGITAL PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY SYS $207,028 $51,757
WILGA, CHERYL IOS BP-SICB STRENGTHENING INTEGRATION THROUGH CREATING BIODI $500,000 $500,000
Total for Department $6,597,337BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
CELL AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
CHANDLEE, JOEL M. THE WAY WE WORK WITH LIFE: BIOTECHNOLOGY EDUCATION $198,579 $99,290
COHEN, PAUL S. SYMBIOSIS OF E. COLI AND THE INTESTINAL MICROBIOTA IN A MOUS $177,847 $177,847
COHEN, PAUL S. MODIFICATION TO ADD NIH FUNDS PREVIOUSLY REDUCED THAT HAVE N $19,807 $19,807
COHEN, PAUL S. SYMBIOSIS OF E. COLI AND THE INTESTINAL MICROBIOTA IN A MOUS $31,368 $31,368
DEGROOT, ANNE S. DEVELOPING AND APPLYING IMMUNOINFORMATICS TOOLS FOR THE DESI $68,251 $68,251
DEGROOT, ANNE S. THE UKZN H3AFRICA BIOINFORMATICS NETWORK $655,125 $655,125
DEGROOT, ANNE S. VACCINE RENAISSANCE CONFERENCE AT THE INSTITUTE FOR IMMUNOLO $7,000 $7,000
DEGROOT, ANNE S. IMMUNOINFORMATICS CORE TOOLKIT AND HUMAN MICROBIOME EPITOPE $387,859 $387,859
DEGROOT, ANNE S. TRANSLATIONAL IMMUNOLOGY RESEARCH AND ACCELERATED [VACCINE] $2,541,454 $635,364
DEGROOT, ANNE S. THE INNER IMMUNOME: HOW THE HUMAN-MICRIOBIOME MODULATES ADAP $999,057 $999,057
DEGROOT, ANNE S. IGERT: BIOPHARMACEUTICAL ENGINEERING RESEARCH, REGULATION AN $2,928,212 $732,053
HOWLETT, NIALL REGULATION OF THE MONO-UBIQUITINATION OF THE FANCONI ANEMIA $1,093,863 $1,093,863
HOWLETT, NIALL REGULATION OF THE MONO-UBIQUITINATION OF THE FANCONI ANEMIA $179,032 $179,032
JENKINS, BETHANY D. CI -    RESPONSE OF NITROGEN CYCLINE CONSORTIA IN NUTRIENTS $196,244 $127,559
JENKINS, BETHANY D. OCEAN ACIDIFICATION: PHYSIOLOGICAL AND GENETIC RESPONSE OF C $744,959 $372,480
JENKINS, BETHANY D. CHARACTERIZATION OF NOVEL ANAEROBIC NITROGEN-FIXING BACTERIA $159,993 $159,993
JENKINS, BETHANY D. CI -     COLLAB. RESEARCH: NICHE PARTITIONING IN PHYTOPLANKT $745,136 $350,214
JENKINS, BETHANY D. MICROBIAL SUCCESSION IN DECAYING MACROALGAL COMMUNITIES $660,441 $198,132
JENKINS, BETHANY D. SPHERE:  SUSTAINABLE PHOTOSYNTHETIC HYDROGEN EVOLUTON RESEAR $2,000,000 $1,000,000
JENKINS, BETHANY D. CI -    DIMENSIONS: DOLLAB. RESEARCH: DECIPHERING THE INTEGR $1,301,930 $442,656
KAUSCH, ALBERT DEVELOPMENT OF INTRA- AND INTER-SPECIFIC WIDE CROSSES IN SWI $25,640 $25,640
KAUSCH, ALBERT HYBRID SYSTEMS FOR GENE CONFINEMENT AND BREEDING OF PERENNIA $25,640 $25,640
KAUSCH, ALBERT DEVELOPMENT OF GREEN GARLIC AS A NEW VEGETABLE CROP FOR THE $25,640 $25,640
KAUSCH, ALBERT SPHERE:  SUSTAINABLE PHOTOSYNTHETIC HYDROGEN EVOLUTON RESEAR $2,000,000 $1,000,000
KAUSCH, ALBERT HYBRID SYSTEMS FOR GENE CONFINEMENT AND BREEDING OF SWITCHGR $1,000,000 $1,000,000
KAUSCH, ALBERT GENETIC IMPROVEMENT OF SWITCHGRASS FOR BIOENERGY SIGNIFICANT $1,444,235 $1,444,235
KAUSCH, ALBERT THE WAY WE WORK WITH LIFE: BIOTECHNOLOGY EDUCATION $198,579 $99,290
KAUSCH, ALBERT THE WAY WE WORK WITH LIFE: AGRICULTURAL BIOTECHNOLOGY EDUCAT $30,000 $30,000
KING, ANDREW OCEAN ACIDIFICATION: PHYSIOLOGICAL AND GENETIC RESPONSE OF C $744,959 $372,480
MEDIN, CAREY UNDERSTANDING THE EFFECTS OF DENGUE VIRUS-INDUCED AUTOPHAGY $14,550 $14,550
MEDIN, CAREY EFFECTS OF THE STRESS RESPONSE ON PROTECTIVE T CELL IMMUNITY $107,351 $107,351
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MEDIN, CAREY DEVELOPMENT OF ANIMMUNOLOGY RESEARCH AGENDA TO SUPPORT THE W $437,314 $437,314
MOISE, LEONARD TRANSLATIONAL IMMUNOLOGY RESEARCH AND ACCELERATED [VACCINE] $2,541,454 $635,364
NELSON, DAVID NEW TOOLS AND MECHANISMS TO COMBAT AQUACULTURE DISEASES $166,820 $50,046
ROTHMAN, ALAN AUTOMATED POINT OF CARE PCR FOR HEMORRHAGIC FEVER DIAGNOSIS $298,136 $298,136
ROTHMAN, ALAN ENHANCEMENT OF DENGUE INFECTIVITY AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF HOS $383,503 $383,503
ROTHMAN, ALAN CELLULAR IMMUNITY TO CATEGORY A-C VIRUSES IN HUMANS $130,788 $130,788
ROTHMAN, ALAN INTER-ALPHA-INHIBITOR PROTEINS AS BROAD-SPECTRUM BIODEFENSE $119,107 $119,107
ROTHMAN, ALAN DEVELOPMENT OF AN IMMUNOLOGY RESEARCH AGENDA TO SUPPORT THE $78,921 $78,921
ROTHMAN, ALAN CELLULAR IMMUNITY TO CATEGORY A-C VIRUSES IN HUMANS $141,328 $141,328
ROTHMAN, ALAN CELLUAR IMMUNITY TO CATEGORY A-C IN HUMANS: CORE A $22,358 $22,358
ROTHMAN, ALAN CELLUAR IMMUNITY TO CATEGORY A-C IN HUMANS: PROJECT #3 $25,548 $25,548
ROTHMAN, ALAN FLAVIVIRUS INFECTIONS: PATHOGENESIS AND PREVENTION $2,025,897 $2,025,897
ROTHMAN, ALAN IMMUNE-BASED INTERVENTIONS AGAINST INFECTIOUS DISEASES $10,231,274 $10,231,274
ROTHMAN, ALAN FLAVIVIRUS INFECTIONS: PATHOGENESIS AND PREVENTION $283,150 $283,150
ROTHMAN, ALAN AUTOMATED POINT OF CARE PCR FOR HEMORRHAGIC FEVER DIAGNOSIS $140,468 $140,468
ROTHMAN, ALAN FLAVIVIRUS INFECTIONS: PATHOGENESIS AND PREVENTION $11,870,938 $11,870,938
ROTHMAN, ALAN CELLULAR IMMUNITY TO CATEGORY A-C VIRUSES IN HUMANS $87,941 $87,941
ROTHMAN, ALAN CELLULAR IMMUNITY TO CATEGORY A-C VIRUSES IN HUMANS $20,947 $20,947
ROTHMAN, ALAN CELLULAR IMMUNITY TO CATEGORY A-C VIRUSES IN HUMANS $29,611 $29,611
SPERO, DENICE THE PIVOTAL ROLE OF CYTOLYTIC LYMPHOCYTES IN SEPSIS $84,634 $84,634
SPERO, DENICE TRANSLATIONAL IMMUNOLOGY RESEARCH AND ACCELERATED [VACCINE] $2,541,454 $635,364
SPERRY, JAY F. A CHIP-SCALE SENSOR FOR HIGH-THROUGHPUT DETECTION OF MULTIPL $5,685 $5,685
Total for Department $39,620,095CELL AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION
CASTRATARO, KRISTEN TOOLS OF THE TRADE: MEETING THE NEEDS OF TODAY'S NEW PERI-UR $269,548 $67,387
FAUBERT, HEATHER POLLINATOR CONSERVATION AND PASTURE WEED MANAGEMENT $17,977 $17,977
GOLD, MARION ARRA:     RI ENERGY PORTAL & RENEWABLE ENERGY AND ENERGY EFF $349,850 $314,865
GOLD, MARION MANAGEMENT OF OCEAN STATE CLEAN CITIES PROGRAM $49,662 $4,966
GOLD, MARION NATIONAL GRID COMMUNITY INITIATIVE $12,271 $12,271
GOLD, MARION PEOPLE'S GARDEN $149,995 $15,000
GOLD, MARION URI OUTREACH CENTER PROGRAMS AT THE RWP BOTANICAL CENTER $58,000 $5,800
GOLD, MARION NYSERDA ELECTRIC VEHICLE COMMUNITY INITIATIVE $25,000 $2,500
GOLD, MARION MANAGEMENT OF OCEAN STATECLEAN CITIES FY12 $25,000 $2,500
GOLD, MARION PASA ECO EXPLORATION AT THE BOTANICAL CENTER $2,410 $241
GOLD, MARION RI DEM DANGERS OF FOREST PESTS $4,000 $400
GOLD, MARION NK SAWMILL POND WATERSHED RESTORATION PROJECT $20,000 $2,000
GOLD, MARION PASA SUMMER SCHOLARS 2012 $5,000 $500
HORAN, KRISTINA L. RI 4-H NATIONAL MENTORING GRANT 2O12 $41,000 $32,800
HORAN, KRISTINA L. RI 2012 OMK CAMP GRANT $46,815 $18,726
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LUCHT, WENDY MANAGEMENT OF OCEAN STATE CLEAN CITIES PROGRAM $49,662 $44,696
LUCHT, WENDY NYSERDA ELECTRIC VEHICLE COMMUNITY INITIATIVE $25,000 $22,500
LUCHT, WENDY MANAGEMENT OF OCEAN STATECLEAN CITIES FY12 $25,000 $22,500
MARTIN, PAMELA RI 2012 OMK CAMP GRANT $46,815 $23,408
MORREIRA, MARCIA RI 2012 OMK CAMP GRANT $46,815 $4,682
MORREIRA, MARCIA RI 4-H NATIONAL MENTORING GRANT 2O12 $41,000 $8,200
SHERRY, ROSANNE RI DEM DANGERS OF FOREST PESTS $4,000 $3,600
SHOLLY, RACHEL RI PEP - RHODE ISLAND PUBLIC ENERGY PARTNERSHIP $365,626 $310,782
VENTURINI, KATE PEOPLE'S GARDEN $149,995 $134,996
VENTURINI, KATE URI OUTREACH CENTER PROGRAMS AT THE RWP BOTANICAL CENTER $58,000 $26,100
VENTURINI, KATE NK SAWMILL POND WATERSHED RESTORATION PROJECT $20,000 $18,000
VENTURINI, VANESSA PASA ECO EXPLORATION AT THE BOTANICAL CENTER $2,410 $2,169
VENTURINI, VANESSA PASA SUMMER SCHOLARS 2012 $5,000 $4,500
VENTURINI, VANESSA URI OUTREACH CENTER PROGRAMS AT THE RWP BOTANICAL CENTER $58,000 $26,100
Total for Department $1,150,164COOPERATIVE EXTENSION
DEAN'S OFFICE
KIRBY, JOHN HATCH FORMULA - FY12 $1,022,401 $1,022,401
KIRBY, JOHN HATCH REGINAL/MULTI-STATE $496,371 $496,371
KIRBY, JOHN MCINTIRE STENNIS - FY 12 $143,686 $143,686
KIRBY, JOHN ANIMAL HEALTH - FY12 $1,689 $1,689
KIRBY, JOHN RI FY12 COOPERATIVE EXTENSION PROGRAMS AT 1862 LAND-GRANT IN $1,083,183 $1,083,183
KIRBY, JOHN CSRS FEDERAL RETIREMENT - FY12 $7,904 $7,904
KIRBY, JOHN RI FY12 EXPANDED FOOD & NUTRITION EDUCATION PROGRAM $388,621 $388,621
RHODES, RICHARD C. RI PEP - RHODE ISLAND PUBLIC ENERGY PARTNERSHIP $365,626 $36,563
RHODES, RICHARD C. ARRA:     RI ENERGY PORTAL & RENEWABLE ENERGY AND ENERGY EFF $349,850 $34,985
VEEGER, ANNE RITES: RHODE ISLAND TECHNOLOGY ENHANCEMENT SCIENCE PROGRAM $2,975,855 $595,171
Total for Department $3,810,574DEAN'S OFFICE
ENV & NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS
SPROUL, THOMAS CI -    TOWARDS THE BEST PRACTICES FOR SHELLFISH AQUACULTURE $732,389 $256,336
SPROUL, THOMAS CI -   FROM SEEDS TO CONSUMERS: BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICE TO $361,661 $180,831
SPROUL, THOMAS REVENUE OPTIONS: A MARKET-BASED ALTERNATIVE TO CROP INSURANC $20,000 $20,000
SPROUL, THOMAS TOOLS OF THE TRADE: MEETING THE NEEDS OF TODAY'S NEW PERI-UR $269,548 $67,387
UCHIDA, EMI CI -    ECOSYSTEM AUCTIONS FOR DECISION SUPPORT (EADS) PROJE $37,761 $37,761
UCHIDA, EMI CI -     US-TANZANIA PLANNING TRIP: BUILDING COLLABORATION I $78,509 $47,105
UCHIDA, HIROTSUGU CI -     US-TANZANIA PLANNING TRIP: BUILDING COLLABORATION I $78,509 $23,553
UCHIDA, HIROTSUGU CI -    TOWARDS THE BEST PRACTICES FOR SHELLFISH AQUACULTURE $732,389 $256,336
UCHIDA, HIROTSUGU CI -   FROM SEEDS TO CONSUMERS: BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICE TO $361,661 $180,831
Total for Department $1,070,139ENV & NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS
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FISHERIES, ANIMAL & VETERINARY SCIENCE
BENGTSON, DAVID SOY PROTEIN CONCENTRATE (SPC) AS FISH MEAL REPLACEMENT IN DI $15,957 $5,425
BENGTSON, DAVID MODELING IMPACTS OF AQUACULTURE PRODUCTION AND USE OF COMMON $29,000 $29,000
BENGTSON, DAVID IMPROVING EFFICIENCIES IN FISHERIES STOCK ASSESSMENT AND CLA $127,025 $63,513
BENGTSON, DAVID CI -   SOY PROTEIN AS FISH MEAL REPLACEMENT IN SUMMER FLOUND $182,594 $54,778
BRADLEY, TERENCE M. MYOSTATIN AND GRE $343,529 $343,529
CASTRO, KATHLEEN USE OF CATCH SHARE/SECTOR MANAGEMENT TO IMPROVE SAFETY AT SE $14,882 $0
CASTRO, KATHLEEN COLLAB. RESEARCH: POPULATION DYNAMICS OF THE AMERICAN LOBSTE $131,833 $131,833
GOMEZ-CHIARRI, MARTA IMPROVING SHELLFISH SURVIVAL THROUGH GENETIC IMPROVEMENT IN $259,971 $259,971
GOMEZ-CHIARRI, MARTA CI -   SOY PROTEIN AS FISH MEAL REPLACEMENT IN SUMMER FLOUND $182,594 $73,038
GOMEZ-CHIARRI, MARTA CI -     NNF-DIMO IRTA: INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL IN DISEASES OF $99,000 $99,000
GOMEZ-CHIARRI, MARTA SOY PROTEIN CONCENTRATE (SPC) AS FISH MEAL REPLACEMENT IN DI $15,957 $5,266
GOMEZ-CHIARRI, MARTA CI -    TOWARDS THE BEST PRACTICES FOR SHELLFISH AQUACULTURE $732,389 $219,717
GOMEZ-CHIARRI, MARTA NEW TOOLS AND MECHANISMS TO COMBAT AQUACULTURE DISEASES $166,820 $50,046
HARE, JONATHAN CI -    ENVIRONMENT VS. PREDATION? CONTROLS ON SMALL PELAGIC $787,159 $0
LAZAR, NAJIH PILOT STUDY: ABUNDANCE AND DISTRIBUTION OF BLUE CRAB (CALLIN $37,609 $37,609
LAZAR, NAJIH DEVELOPING THE INFRASTRUCTURE FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE R $79,349 $39,675
PARKINS, CHRISTOPHER USE OF CATCH SHARE/SECTOR MANAGEMENT TO IMPROVE SAFETY AT SE $14,882 $14,882
PETERSSON, KATHERINE PHARMACOKINETIC STUDIES IN SHEEP $6,635 $6,635
PETERSSON, KATHERINE FORAGE-BASED CONTROL IN SHEEP AND GOATS IN THE NORTHEAST US $622,111 $373,267
SARTINI, BECKY L. TRANSLATIONAL GENOMICS, PROTEOMICS AND ECONOMICS OF MANIPULA $159,067 $159,067
SARTINI, BECKY L. BULL SPERM MRNA TRANSCRITOME FERTILITY ASSAY DEVELOPMENT $15,129 $15,129
SARTINI, BECKY L. TRANSCRIPTOME-WIDE POLYADENYLATION SITE USE IN MALE GERM CEL $435,302 $435,302
SKROBE, LAURA DEVELOPING THE INFRASTRUCTURE FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE R $79,349 $39,675
SKROBE, LAURA UTILIZING LOW PROFILE GILLNET CONFIGURATIONS TO REDUCE THE B $186,782 $186,782
SKROBE, LAURA USING ALTERNATIVE GEAR CONFIGURATIONS TO REDUCE THE BYCATCH $247,536 $247,536
SOMERS, BARBARA A. USE OF CATCH SHARE/SECTOR MANAGEMENT TO IMPROVE SAFETY AT SE $14,882 $0
SOMERS, BARBARA A. PILOT STUDY: ABUNDANCE AND DISTRIBUTION OF BLUE CRAB (CALLIN $37,609 $0
Total for Department $2,890,673FISHERIES, ANIMAL & VETERINARY SCIENCE
GEOSCIENCES
BOVING, THOMAS MITIGATION OF STORMWATER DRAIN CLOGGING THROUGH BMP $25,400 $25,400
BOVING, THOMAS MITIGATION OF STORMWATER DRAIN CLOGGING THROUGH BMP $146,280 $146,280
BOVING, THOMAS ADVANCED OXIDATION OF 1,4-DIOXANE $382,388 $382,388
BOVING, THOMAS A SUSTAINABLE RESPONSE TO CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS ON COASTAL $349,650 $69,930
BOVING, THOMAS FACILITATING ADOPTION OF ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES TO TRANSFO $440,000 $66,000
BOVING, THOMAS ROUND II RIDOT/URITC JOINT RESEARCH PROGRAM $365,183 $0
CARDACE, DAWN LIFE IN HIGH PH SPRINGS OF THE PHILIPPINES ISLANDS OPHIOLITE $63,358 $63,358
CARDACE, DAWN DEEP LIFE I: MICROBIAL CARBON TRANSFORMATIONS IN ROCK-HOSTED $38,081 $38,081
ENGELHART, SIMON COLLAB. RESEARCH: PALEOSEISMOLOGY OF THE ALASKAN-ALEUTIAN ME $218,567 $218,567
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FASTOVSKY, DAVID E. COLLAB. RESEARCH: RESOLVING THE TIME SCALE OF THE EARLY EVOL $16,192 $16,192
MURRAY, DANIEL P. RITES: RHODE ISLAND TECHNOLOGY ENHANCEMENT SCIENCE PROGRAM $2,975,855 $2,380,684
MURRAY, DANIEL P. IMPACT OF PD ON THE QUALITY OF INSTRUCTION IN MIDDLE SCHOOLS $59,614 $50,672
SAVAGE, BRIAN COLLAB. PROJECT: SEISMOLOGICAL AND GEODYNAMIC INVESTIGATION $626,307 $250,523
SAVAGE, BRIAN CONSTRUCTION OF A GLOBAL EMPIRICAL GREEN'S FUNCTION (EGF) DA $25,000 $2,500
SAVAGE, BRIAN RECRUIT, ENGAGE, PREPARE AND PLACE PROGRAM (REPP): AN EXPERI $199,774 $49,944
VEEGER, ANNE IMPACT OF PD ON THE QUALITY OF INSTRUCTION IN MIDDLE SCHOOLS $59,614 $8,942
Total for Department $3,769,461GEOSCIENCES
MARINE AFFAIRS
DALTON, TRACEY J. STANDARD RESEARCH GRANT: INVESTIGATING COMPLEX INTERACTIONS $386,964 $386,964
DALTON, TRACEY J. DEVELOPMENT OF A PLANNING TOOL FOR SUSTAINABLE BIVALVE AQUAC $129,712 $129,712
DALTON, TRACEY J. AN APPROACH FOR INCORPORATING DATA ON PUBLIC PERCEPTIONS OF $362,806 $181,403
DALTON, TRACEY J. A MODEL FOR UNDERSTANDING AND ADDRESSING PUBLIC OPPOSITION T $376,530 $188,265
POLLNAC, RICHARD B. SOCIAL INDICATORS STUDY: IMPROVING THE CONDUCT OF SOCIAL IMP $89,095 $89,095
POLLNAC, RICHARD B. INTERACTIONS BETWEEN FISHERIES MANAGEMENT AND DIVERSITY OF G $133,246 $133,246
THOMPSON, ROBERT AN APPROACH FOR INCORPORATING DATA ON PUBLIC PERCEPTIONS OF $362,806 $181,403
THOMPSON, ROBERT A MODEL FOR UNDERSTANDING AND ADDRESSING PUBLIC OPPOSITION T $376,530 $150,612
Total for Department $1,440,700MARINE AFFAIRS
NATURAL RESOURCES SCIENCE
ADDY, KELLY CI -     EFFICIENCY, CONSTRAINTS AND UNCERTAINTIES OF CONSTR $500,000 $250,000
ADDY, KELLY CI -    SUSTAINING AMERICA'S STRING OF PEARLS: RESEARCH, EDU $150,000 $49,500
AMADOR, JOSE A. SOIL QUALITY IN RHODE ISLAND PASTURE GRAZED BY DIFFERENT TYP $9,060 $9,060
AMADOR, JOSE A. FACILITATING ADOPTION OF ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES TO TRANSFO $400,000 $80,000
AMADOR, JOSE A. FACILITATING ADOPTION OF ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES TO TRANSFO $440,000 $132,000
AMADOR, JOSE A. A SUSTAINABLE RESPONSE TO CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS ON COASTAL $349,650 $69,930
ATOYAN, JANET FACILITATING ADOPTION OF ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES TO TRANSFO $400,000 $40,000
AUGUST, PETER ARRA - CI -    GEOSPATIAL TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT FOR THE RI BROA $36,031 $36,031
AUGUST, PETER CI - PRESERVING AND ENHANCING ACCESS TO THE RHODE ISLAND GEO $50,000 $50,000
AUGUST, PETER CI -   TASK ORDER 1 ; GIS SUPPORT TO NUWC: ENVIRONMENTAL PLA $30,000 $30,000
AUGUST, PETER CI -   RESOURCE BASED GEOSPATIAL DATA COLLECTION ANALYSIS AN $97,770 $97,770
AUGUST, PETER CI -    MONITORING AND FORECASTING THE CHANGING LANDSCAPE AN $998,887 $69,922
BARANOWSKI, ROBIN NORTHEAST COASTAL AND BARRIER NETWORK ECOLOGICAL INVENTORY A $92,195 $46,098
BONYNGE, GREG ARRA - CI -    GEOSPATIAL TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT FOR THE RI BROA $36,031 $0
BONYNGE, GREG CI - PRESERVING AND ENHANCING ACCESS TO THE RHODE ISLAND GEO $50,000 $0
BUFFUM, WILLIAM BILL FILLS IN $72,341 $0
BUFFUM, WILLIAM SUPPORT TO NRCS FORESTRY OUTREACH PROGRAMS $27,610 $0
DAMON, CHRISTOPHER CI -    MONITORING AND FORECASTING THE CHANGING LANDSCAPE AN $998,887 $69,922
DUHAIME, ROLAND J. CI -    MONITORING AND FORECASTING THE CHANGING LANDSCAPE AN $998,887 $69,922
DUHAIME, ROLAND J. CI -   RESOURCE BASED GEOSPATIAL DATA COLLECTION ANALYSIS AN $97,770 $0
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FORRESTER, GRAHAM E. AN INTEGRATED ASSESSMENT OF AN IMPORTANT BUT UNDERSTUDIED CA $134,081 $100,561
FORRESTER, GRAHAM E. A MODEL FOR UNDERSTANDING AND ADDRESSING PUBLIC OPPOSITION T $376,530 $37,653
GOLD, ARTHUR J. CI -    SUSTAINING AMERICA'S STRING OF PEARLS: RESEARCH, EDU $150,000 $51,000
GOLD, ARTHUR J. CI -     EFFICIENCY, CONSTRAINTS AND UNCERTAINTIES OF CONSTR $500,000 $250,000
GOLD, ARTHUR J. CI -     RHODE ISLAND BEACH MONITORING PROJECT $174,887 $174,887
GOLD, ARTHUR J. CI -    MODIFICATION 3: BEACH MONITORING COOPERATIVE AGMT FU $11,287 $11,287
GOLD, ARTHUR J. CI -     US-TANZANIA PLANNING TRIP: BUILDING COLLABORATION I $78,509 $7,851
GOLD, ARTHUR J. VOLUNTEER MONITORING IN THE GREENWICH BAY WATERSHED $38,660 $3,866
GOLD, ARTHUR J. A PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH TRAINING AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FO $227,473 $11,374
GREEN, LINDA VOLUNTEER MONITORING IN THE GREENWICH BAY WATERSHED $38,660 $17,397
HERRON, ELIZABETH M. VOLUNTEER MONITORING IN THE GREENWICH BAY WATERSHED $38,660 $17,397
HUSBAND, THOMAS P. HABITAT ASSESSMENT OF NEW ENGLAND COTTONTAIL $12,455 $12,455
KALEN, DAVID A PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH TRAINING AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FO $227,473 $68,242
KALEN, DAVID FACILITATING ADOPTION OF ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES TO TRANSFO $400,000 $80,000
KALEN, DAVID FACILITATING ADOPTION OF ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES TO TRANSFO $440,000 $110,000
KARRAKER, NANCY E. NORTHEAST COASTAL AND BARRIER NETWORK ECOLOGICAL INVENTORY A $92,195 $46,098
KIRBY, JOHN RENEWABLE RESOURCES - FY12 $46,511 $46,511
LABASH, CHARLES CI -   TASK ORDER 1 ; GIS SUPPORT TO NUWC: ENVIRONMENTAL PLA $30,000 $0
LABASH, CHARLES CI -   RESOURCE BASED GEOSPATIAL DATA COLLECTION ANALYSIS AN $97,770 $0
LABASH, CHARLES ARRA - CI -    GEOSPATIAL TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT FOR THE RI BROA $36,031 $0
LABASH, CHARLES CI - PRESERVING AND ENHANCING ACCESS TO THE RHODE ISLAND GEO $50,000 $0
LABASH, CHARLES CI -    MONITORING AND FORECASTING THE CHANGING LANDSCAPE AN $998,887 $69,922
LOOMIS, GEORGE W. FACILITATING ADOPTION OF ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES TO TRANSFO $400,000 $200,000
LOOMIS, GEORGE W. A PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH TRAINING AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FO $227,473 $113,737
LOOMIS, GEORGE W. FACILITATING ADOPTION OF ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES TO TRANSFO $440,000 $132,000
LOOMIS, GEORGE W. A SUSTAINABLE RESPONSE TO CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS ON COASTAL $349,650 $69,930
MCCANN, ALYSON J. CI -  AN INTEGRATED WATERSHED APPROACH TO CHANGING PRIVATE W $99,600 $99,600
MCCANN, ALYSON J. CI -    SUSTAINING AMERICA'S STRING OF PEARLS: RESEARCH, EDU $150,000 $49,500
MCCANN, ALYSON J. A PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH TRAINING AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FO $227,473 $34,121
MCWILLIAMS, SCOTT R. MIGRATORY BIRD POPULATIONS ON THE RHODE ISLAND NATIONAL WILD $25,000 $25,000
MCWILLIAMS, SCOTT R. REU SUPPLEMENT TO NSF GRANT (INTERACTIVE EFFECTS OF DIETARY $6,000 $6,000
MCWILLIAMS, SCOTT R. BILL FILLS IN $72,341 $72,341
MCWILLIAMS, SCOTT R. SUPPORT TO NRCS FORESTRY OUTREACH PROGRAMS $27,610 $27,610
MEYERSON, LAURA A. COLLAB. RESEARCH: LATITUDINAL VARIATION IN INVASIVE PLANT-HE $8,000 $8,000
MORGAN, JESSICA EFFECTS OF STONE WALLS ON PATTERNS AND ECOLOGICAL PROCESSES $29,914 $14,957
STOLT, MARK PHASE II. RAPID CARBON ANALYSIS FOR MO-12 $9,999 $9,999
STOLT, MARK IMPROVED UNDERSTANDING OF ECOLOGICAL SERVICES AND CAPACITY O $179,674 $179,674
STOLT, MARK CI -   INCREASING OYSTER (CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA) AQUACULTURE $179,674 $179,674
STOLT, MARK DEVELOPING SOIL-BASED GUIDELINES FOR RESTORING EASTERN OYSTE $11,814 $11,814
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WANG, YEQIAO CI -    MONITORING AND FORECASTING THE CHANGING LANDSCAPE AN $998,887 $439,510
WANG, YEQIAO EFFECTS OF STONE WALLS ON PATTERNS AND ECOLOGICAL PROCESSES $29,914 $14,957
WANG, YEQIAO CI -    PIRE: ASIA-PACIFIC COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH AND EDUCAT $150,000 $150,000
Total for Department $4,055,078NATURAL RESOURCES SCIENCE
NUTRITION AND FOOD SCIENCES
ARTS, JENNIFER DIET ASSESSMENT AND CORONARY HEART DISEASE RISK $44,000 $44,000
GREENE, GEOFFREY PROMOTING LIFESTYLE HABITS FOR HEALTHY WEIGHT STATUS AMONG F $4,856,786 $4,128,268
GREENE, GEOFFREY THE RHODE ISLAND COMMUNITY-ACADEMIC RESILIENCE PARTNERSHIP ( $445,726 $78,002
GREENE, GEOFFREY THE RHODE ISLAND COMMUNITY-ACADEMIC RESILIENCE PARTNERSHIP ( $3,784,314 $567,647
LEE, CHONG M. CI -   SOY PROTEIN AS FISH MEAL REPLACEMENT IN SUMMER FLOUND $182,594 $54,778
LEE, CHONG M. SOY PROTEIN CONCENTRATE (SPC) AS FISH MEAL REPLACEMENT IN DI $15,957 $5,266
LOFGREN, INGRID DIET ASSESSMENT AND CORONARY HEART DISEASE RISK $44,000 $0
LOFGREN, INGRID PROMOTING LIFESTYLE HABITS FOR HEALTHY WEIGHT STATUS AMONG F $4,856,786 $242,839
PATNOAD, MARTHA S. EVALUATE, REVISE, UPDATE AND PROMOTE THE FOOD SAFE SCHOOLS A $15,956 $7,978
PIVARNIK, LORI F. EVALUATE, REVISE, UPDATE AND PROMOTE THE FOOD SAFE SCHOOLS A $15,956 $7,978
PIVARNIK, LORI F. RI GOOD AGRICULTURAL PRACTICES: EXPANDING TRAINING TO DIVERS $36,396 $36,396
SEBELIA, LINDA USDA SUPPLEMENTAL NUTRITION ASSISTANCE EDUCATION PROGRAM $910,162 $910,162
Total for Department $6,083,315NUTRITION AND FOOD SCIENCES
PLANT SCIENCE
ALM, STEVEN RISK MANAGEMENT AND CROP INSURANCE EDUCATION FOR RHODE ISLAN $206,000 $206,000
ALM, STEVEN PESTICIDE SAFETY EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR RHODE ISLAND $10,000 $10,000
ALM, STEVEN SCALE MANAGEMENT IN CHRISTMAS TREES $19,850 $19,850
ALM, STEVEN SPOTTED WING DROSOPHILA MANAGEMENT $24,000 $24,000
ALM, STEVEN RISK MANAGEMENT AND CROP INSURANCE EDUCATION FOR RHODE ISLAN $206,000 $206,000
ALM, STEVEN PESTICIDE SAFETY EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR RHODE ISLAND $10,000 $10,000
BROWN, REBECCA URI/NTEP 2011 KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS TRIAL $15,071 $15,071
BROWN, REBECCA TOOLS OF THE TRADE: MEETING THE NEEDS OF TODAY'S NEW PERI-UR $269,548 $67,387
BROWN, REBECCA FORAGE-BASED CONTROL IN SHEEP AND GOATS IN THE NORTHEAST US $622,111 $248,844
BROWN, REBECCA INTEGRATED APPROACHES TO MANAGING GUMMY STEM BLIGHT IN HIGH $59,995 $29,998
BROWN, REBECCA ROUND II RIDOT/URITC JOINT RESEARCH PROGRAM $365,183 $0
CASAGRANDE, RICHARD IMPLEMENTING SWALLOW-WORT BIOCONTROL $59,976 $59,976
CASAGRANDE, RICHARD IPM COORDINATION IN RHODE ISLAND $67,070 $67,070
COY, WENDY HUMANIZED MICE: A TRANSLATIONAL MODEL FOR ANTI-TICK VACCINE $153,000 $153,000
FAUBERT, HEATHER NORTHEAST PLANT DIAGNOSTIC NETWORK $3,000 $3,000
FAUBERT, HEATHER NORTHEAST PLANT DIAGNOSTIC NETWORK $18,750 $18,750
LEBRUN, ROGER A. REU: SUPPLEMENT: TESTING ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESES FOR GRADIENT $7,483 $7,483
MATHER, THOMAS INVESTIGATING HOW NATURE KILLS BLACKLEGGED TICKS $14,999 $14,999
MATHER, THOMAS ANTI-TICK VACCINE: EXPLORING TICK SALIVOMES FOR CONSERVED PR $178,973 $178,973
MATHER, THOMAS ABILITY OF INDIVIDUAL AND ITM TECHNOLOGIES TO REDUCE THE ENT $299,994 $299,994
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MATHER, THOMAS TRANSLATIONAL IMMUNOLOGY RESEARCH AND ACCELERATED [VACCINE] $2,541,454 $635,364
MITKOWSKI, NATHANIEL INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT OF NEMATODE-VECTORED VIRUSES IN FRUIT $202,097 $202,097
MITKOWSKI, NATHANIEL INTEGRATED APPROACHES TO MANAGING GUMMY STEM BLIGHT IN HIGH $59,995 $29,998
MITKOWSKI, NATHANIEL MANAGEMENT OF BACTERIAL WILT OF CREEPING BENTGRASS CAUSED BY $43,624 $43,624
SULLIVAN, W M. TRAINING AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER TO IMPROVE THE DELIVERY OF $62,000 $62,000
TEWKSBURY, ELIZABETH BIOLOGICAL CONTROL OF LILY LEAF BEETLE $4,703 $4,703
TEWKSBURY, ELIZABETH BIOLOGICAL CONTROL OF MILE-A-MINUTE $10,003 $10,003
TEWKSBURY, ELIZABETH REARING OF RHINONCOMIMUS LATIPES, A BIOLOGICAL CONTROL AGENT $10,000 $10,000
TEWKSBURY, ELIZABETH BIOLOGICAL CONTROL OF SWALLOW-WORTS $10,000 $10,000
TEWKSBURY, ELIZABETH BIOLOGICAL CONTROL OF MILE-A-MINUTE $17,857 $17,857
TEWKSBURY, ELIZABETH BIOLOGICAL CONTROL OF SWALLOW-WORTS $10,000 $10,000
TEWKSBURY, ELIZABETH BIOLOGICAL CONTROL OF LILY LEAF BEETLE (LILIOCERIS LILLI) IN $3,000 $3,000
TEWKSBURY, ELIZABETH IMPLEMENTING SWALLOW-WORT BIOCONTROL $59,976 $0
Total for Department $2,679,040PLANT SCIENCE
Total for College or Unit $73,166,575COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY
COASTAL INSTITUTE
SWIFT, JUDITH M. CI -     NARRAGANSETT BAY ESTUARY PROGRAM 2011 $336,499 $168,250
Total for Department $168,250COASTAL INSTITUTE
COASTAL RESOURCES CENTER
CREAN, TERESA TRANSPORTATION BASED CLIMATE ADAPTATION PLANNING FOR NORTH K $100,000 $100,000
MCCANN, JENNIFER MULTI-CROPPING KELP AND SHELLFISH FOR DIVERSIFIED BUSINESS O $9,940 $9,940
MCCANN, JENNIFER OCEAN SPATIAL PLANNING SYMPOSIUM $78,962 $78,962
MCCANN, JENNIFER SUPPORT FOR INTERNATIONAL MARINE SPATIAL PLANNING SYMPOSIUM $20,000 $20,000
RICCI, GLENN CI -    BUILDING CAPACITY FOR COASTAL ADAPTATION IN THE CORA $3,900 $3,900
ROBADUE, DONALD CI -  COASTAL CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION TANZANIA (C-CAT) $3,999,186 $1,999,593
ROBADUE, DONALD CI -    MONITORING AND FORECASTING THE CHANGING LANDSCAPE AN $998,887 $69,922
RUBINOFF, PAM CI -    TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO THE RHODE ISLAND CLIMATE COM $12,370 $12,370
RUBINOFF, PAM CI -    DEVELOPMENT OF COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT TOOLS AND STR $77,500 $77,500
SMITH, SARAH CI -    FACTORS AFFECTING PUBLIC PERCEPTION OF AQUACULTURE A $79,049 $79,049
SMITH, SARAH CI -   SPATIAL CHARACTERIZATION OF COMMERCIAL FISHING ACTIVI $175,000 $175,000
TOBEY, JAMES CI -    MONITORING AND FORECASTING THE CHANGING LANDSCAPE AN $998,887 $69,922
TORELL, ELIN CI -  COASTAL CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION TANZANIA (C-CAT) $3,999,186 $1,999,593
TORELL, ELIN CI -    MONITORING AND FORECASTING THE CHANGING LANDSCAPE AN $998,887 $69,922
Total for Department $4,765,674COASTAL RESOURCES CENTER
FACULTY
ALBERTS, JONATHAN C. UNIVERSITY-NATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHIC LABORATORY SYSTEM $129,384 $64,692
ALBERTS, JONATHAN C. USGS PARTICIPATION IN UNOLS $45,065 $22,533
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ALBERTS, JONATHAN C. UNIVERSITY-NATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHIC LABORATORY SYSTEM $104,630 $52,315
BAKER, EDWARD FSML: ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL INSIDE THE ANN GALL DURBIN MARIN $349,173 $87,293
BORKMAN, DAVID CI -   ECOHAB: THE 'OPEN NICHE' CONCEPT: AN ECOPHYSIOLOGICAL $484,195 $242,098
BORKMAN, DAVID CI -    NUTRIENT THRESHOLDS, GRADIENTS AND ECOFUNCTIONAL ZON $199,990 $99,995
CALLAHAN, JEFF FSML: ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL INSIDE THE ANN GALL DURBIN MARIN $349,173 $87,293
CAMPBELL, ROBERT G. COLLAB. RESEARCH: TRANSCRIPTOMIC RESPONSES TO CLIMATE-RELATE $336,234 $336,234
CAMPBELL, ROBERT G. PACIFIC MARINE ARCTIC REGIONAL SYNTHESIS OF THE NORTHERN BER $37,056 $37,056
CAMPBELL, ROBERT G. CI -    COLLAB. RESEARCH: A WINTER EXPEDITION TO EXPLORE THE $39,674 $39,674
CAMPBELL, ROBERT G. PLASMA INACTIVATION OF AQUATIC SPECIES IN SHIPS' BALLAST WAT $175,086 $57,778
CLEARY, ALISON WHAT IS THE "BREAKFAST OF CHAMPIONS" FOR LARVAL POLLOCK? UND $25,000 $12,500
COLEMAN, DWIGHT F. COUET   -  NUWC COLLABORATION WITH THE INNER SPACE CENTER FO $24,966 $24,966
COLEMAN, DWIGHT F. INNER SPACE CENTER EQUIPMENT UPGRADES TO SUPPORT THE NOAA OC $50,000 $50,000
COLEMAN, DWIGHT F. COLLAB. RESEACH: VISUALIZING THE OCEAN TO INCREASE CITIZEN E $2,047,271 $1,023,636
COLLIE, JEREMY MULTISPECIES STATISTICAL CATCH AT AGE MODEL - (JASON MCNAMEE $14,041 $14,041
COLLIE, JEREMY MULTISPECIES STATISTICAL CATCH AT AGE MODEL, YEAR 2 $15,702 $15,702
COLLIE, JEREMY CI -    ENVIRONMENT VS. PREDATION? CONTROLS ON SMALL PELAGIC $787,159 $393,580
COLLIE, JEREMY IMPROVING EFFICIENCIES IN FISHERIES STOCK ASSESSMENT AND CLA $127,025 $63,513
CORNILLON, PETER MULTI-SENSOR IMPROVED SEA-SURFACE TEMPERATURE (MISST) FOR IO $243,814 $243,814
CORNILLON, PETER PHYSICAL PROCESSES ASSOCIATED WITH SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE G $207,957 $207,957
CORNILLON, PETER CI -    MONITORING AND FORECASTING THE CHANGING LANDSCAPE AN $998,887 $69,922
DEACUTIS, CHRISTOPHE CI -    THE ROLE OF PHYSICAL AND ECOLOGICAL FACTORS IN THE C $509,780 $86,663
DESILVA, ANNETTE USGS PARTICIPATION IN UNOLS $45,065 $22,533
DESILVA, ANNETTE UNIVERSITY-NATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHIC LABORATORY SYSTEM $104,630 $52,315
DESILVA, ANNETTE UNIVERSITY-NATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHIC LABORATORY SYSTEM $129,384 $64,692
DHONDT, STEVEN C-DEBI POSTDOCTORAL FELLOW: INVESTIGATION A MYSTERIOUS AMMON $50,000 $50,000
DHONDT, STEVEN SUPPLEMENT: C-DEB1 POSTDOCTORAL FELLOW: INVESTIGATING A MYST $10,000 $10,000
DHONDT, STEVEN IODP EXPEDITION 337 SHIMOKITA COALBED BIOSPHERE USSSP SUPPOR $13,610 $13,610
DONOHUE, KATHLEEN REU SITE: SURFO - SUMMER UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS $395,383 $197,692
DURBIN, EDWARD CI -    ENVIRONMENT VS. PREDATION? CONTROLS ON SMALL PELAGIC $787,159 $393,580
DURBIN, EDWARD THE 4TH INTERNATIONAL RA-RN WORKSHOP JUNE 3-8, 2012 $25,000 $25,000
DURBIN, EDWARD COLLAB. RESEARCH: GEOTRACES PACIFIC SECTION, DISSOLVED TI $305,413 $305,413
DURBIN, EDWARD WHAT IS THE "BREAKFAST OF CHAMPIONS" FOR LARVAL POLLOCK? UND $25,000 $12,500
DURBIN, EDWARD COLLAB. RESEARCH: USING OPPORTUNISTIC RADON MEASUREMENTS TO $388,270 $97,068
GAO, HAIYING DEVELOPING A COMPREHENSIVE MODEL OF SUBDUCTION AND CONTINENT $206,576 $196,247
GAO, HAIYING CASCADIA INITIATIVE DATA PRODUCTS (TYPE 1): DETERMINING OBS $95,659 $38,264
GAO, HAIYING CRUSTAL AND UPPERMOST MANTLE STRUCTURE OF THE PACIFIC NORTHW $84,609 $42,305
GAO, HAIYING IMPROVING GROUND MOTION PREDICTION FROM FULL-WAVE TOMOGRAPHY $84,609 $42,305
GAO, HAIYING CONSTRUCTION OF A GLOBAL EMPIRICAL GREEN'S FUNCTION (EGF) DA $25,000 $2,500
GIFFORD, DIAN COLLAB. RESEARCH: ANALYSIS OF CNTINENTAL SHELF ECOSYSTEMS: F $115,119 $115,119
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GINIS, ISAAC ESTUARY AND COASTAL OCEAN PETROLEUM RESEARCH CONSORTIUM (ECO $444,665 $146,739
GINIS, ISAAC ADVANCED ATMOSPHERE-OCEAN-WAVE COUPLING FOR HURRICANE FORECA $127,950 $63,975
GINIS, ISAAC CI -  SUPER-PARAMETERIZATION OF BOUNDARY LAYER ROLL VORTICES $367,858 $367,858
GINIS, ISAAC CI -   ADVANCED ATMOSPHERE-OCEAN-WAVE COUPLING FOR HURRICANE $60,000 $30,000
HARA, TETSU LARGE EDDY SIMULATION OF TURBULENT WIND OVER REALISTIC SEAS $294,475 $294,475
HARA, TETSU ESTUARY AND COASTAL OCEAN PETROLEUM RESEARCH CONSORTIUM (ECO $444,665 $146,739
HEBERT, DAVID L. COLLAB. RESEARCH: AN INVESTIGATION OF MID-ATLANTIC COLD POOL $153,757 $61,503
HEIKES, BRIAN COLLAB. RESEARCH: AIRBORNE HYDROGEN PEROXIDE AND METHYLHYDRO $49,235 $49,235
HEIL, JR., CLIFFORD A LONG LATE CENOZOIC TERRESTRIAL RECORD OF SOUTHERN HEMISPHE $319,931 $287,938
JAMES-PIRRI, MARY-JA CI -   FIELD SAMPLING AND DATA ANALYSES FOR COASTAL NATIONAL $58,890 $58,890
KELLEY, KATHERINE A. SUPPLEMENT: COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: ASSESSMENT OF SULFUR REC $13,029 $13,029
KELLEY, KATHERINE A. SMITHSONIAN PO FOR GRADUATE STUDENT SUPPORT, FALL 2011 $13,853 $13,853
KELLEY, KATHERINE A. COLLAB. RESEARCH: THE ROLE OF OXYGEN FUGACITY IN CALC-ALKALI $270,596 $270,596
KELLEY, KATHERINE A. A RECONNAISSANCE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY OF NIUE TROUGH $72,779 $3,639
KENNEY, ROBERT D. MAINTENANCE OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC RIGHT WHALE SIGHTINGS DATA $100,000 $100,000
KENNEY, ROBERT D. FIELD STUDIES OF WHALES AND SEA TURTLES FOROFFSHORE ALTERNAT $44,673 $44,673
KENNEY, ROBERT D. QA/QC OVERSIGHT FOR MARINE SPECIES MONITORING IN THE NORTHER $2,200 $2,200
KENNEY, ROBERT D. RESCUE AND ELECTRONIC ARCHIVAL OF SOURCE DATA FOR THE CETAP/ $96,300 $96,300
KENNEY, ROBERT D. ESTIMATION OF MINIMUM RELATIVE ABUNDANCE VALUES FOR ENDANGER $3,000 $3,000
KENNEY, ROBERT D. QA/QC OVERSIGHT FOR MARINE SPECIES MONITORING IN THE NORTHER $1,650 $1,650
KINCAID, CHRIS A RECONNAISSANCE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY OF NIUE TROUGH $72,779 $3,639
KINCAID, CHRIS CI -    THE ROLE OF PHYSICAL AND ECOLOGICAL FACTORS IN THE C $509,780 $180,972
KING, JOHN COLLAB. RESEARCH: HYDROLOGIC CYCLES IN PLIOCENE NORTH AMERIC $41,738 $41,738
KING, JOHN CI -      DEVELOPING PROTOCOLS FOR RECONSTRUCTING SUBMERGED $2,000,000 $2,000,000
KING, JOHN A LONG LATE CENOZOIC TERRESTRIAL RECORD OF SOUTHERN HEMISPHE $319,931 $31,993
KING, JOHN CI -    SEAFLOOR MAPPING OF LONG ISLAND SOUND, PHASE 1: PILO $30,910 $3,091
KING, JOHN OPTIMIZATION OF ENERGY PRODUCTION IN NORTHEAST OFFSHORE WIND $5,010,000 $1,252,500
KING, JOHN MRI: ACQUISITION OF SEABED CONE PENETROMETER (CPT) EQUIPMENT $306,841 $101,258
KIRKPATRICK, JOHN INSIGHTS INTO THE MARINE DEEP BIOSPHERE: TOOLS AND COMMUNICA $49,875 $12,469
LOHMANN, RAINER COLLAB. RESEARCH: EVALUATING THE COMPETING IMPACTS OF GLOBAL $313,083 $313,083
LOHMANN, RAINER DIFFUSION KINETICS OF GEOTRACERS INTO A MODEL ORGANIC CARBON $100,000 $100,000
LOHMANN, RAINER FIELD-TESTING PASSIVE SAMPLERS ACROSS THE NORTH PACIFIC TO D $199,998 $199,998
LOHMANN, RAINER STUDENT INTERNSHIPS FOR TRACE ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS AT ENVIRONM $7,513 $7,513
LOHMANN, RAINER THE TRANSPORT AND TRANSFORMATION OF 14C-DEPLETED COMPOUNDS I $644,637 $644,637
LOOSE, BRICE COLLAB. RESEARCH: USING OPPORTUNISTIC RADON MEASUREMENTS TO $388,270 $291,203
LOOSE, BRICE COLLAB. RESEARCH: HOW DOES DISSOLVED ORGANIC MATTER ALTER TH $327,377 $327,377
LUO, YIYONG COLLAB. RESEARCH: THE ROLES OF THE OCEAN DYNAMICAL FEEDBACK $181,965 $172,867
MARANDA, LUCIE FOULING ON SUBMARINE PERISCOPE HEADWINDOWS  - PART IV $24,998 $24,998
MARANDA, LUCIE PLASMA INACTIVATION OF AQUATIC SPECIES IN SHIPS' BALLAST WAT $175,086 $57,778
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MENDEN-DEUER, SUSANN CI -     QUANTIFYING SEASONAL EFFECTS OF MANIPULATED PCO2 ON $771,668 $385,834
MENDEN-DEUER, SUSANN MRI: ACQUISITION OF A DIGITAL PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY SYS $207,028 $51,757
MENDEN-DEUER, SUSANN CI -    DIMENSIONS: DOLLAB. RESEARCH: DECIPHERING THE INTEGR $1,301,930 $416,618
MERRILL, JOHN COLLAB. RESEARCH: HOW DOES DISSOLVED ORGANIC MATTER ALTER TH $327,377 $0
MORAN, KATHRYN APPLICATION TO OCEAN LEADERSHIP EXPEDITION #336 - FALL 2011 $8,818 $8,818
MORAN, KATHRYN IPA ASSIGNMENT TO USARC (DETAILED TO OSTP) EXTENSION $27,898 $27,898
MORAN, KATHRYN APPLICATION TO OCEAN LEADERSHIP #336 $15,000 $15,000
MORAN, S.BRADLEY IPA POSITION AT NSF CHEMICAL OCEANOGRAPHY PROGRAM $168,227 $168,227
MURRAY, CYNTHIA J. A PROPOSAL FOR THE SUPPORT OF CONTINUING AND NEW ACTIVITIES $469,987 $469,987
OVIATT, CANDACE CI -     NARRAGANSETT BAY ESTUARY PROGRAM 2011 $336,499 $168,250
OVIATT, CANDACE CI -    RESPONSE OF NITROGEN CYCLINE CONSORTIA IN NUTRIENTS $196,244 $68,685
POCKALNY, ROBERT A. A RECONNAISSANCE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY OF NIUE TROUGH $72,779 $65,501
POCKALNY, ROBERT A. COLLAB. RESEARCH: CORING THE LINE ISLANDS RIDGE FOR PALEOCEA $46,684 $46,684
POCKALNY, ROBERT A. RECRUIT, ENGAGE, PREPARE AND PLACE PROGRAM (REPP): AN EXPERI $199,774 $149,831
ROBINSON, REBECCA A FIELD AND LABORATORY EXAMINATION OF THE DIATOM-BOUND N ISO $289,743 $289,743
ROMAN, CHRISTOPHER TESTING A LOW-POWER ARCTIC ENVIRONMENTAL SENSORS FOR UUVS $23,890 $23,890
ROMAN, CHRISTOPHER CI -   LAGRANGIAN CAMERA FLOATS: IMPROVING DATA TO ASSESS HA $80,480 $80,480
ROMAN, CHRISTOPHER SUPPLEMENTAL FUNDING TO PROJECT ENTITLED "THE DEVELOPMENT OF $162,437 $81,219
ROMAN, CHRISTOPHER THE DEVELOPMENT OF ADVANCED TELEPRESENCE AND MAPPING TECHNOL $162,437 $81,219
ROTHSTEIN, LEWIS COLLAB. RESEARCH: THE ROLES OF THE OCEAN DYNAMICAL FEEDBACK $181,965 $9,098
RYNEARSON, TATIANA CI -     COLLAB. RESEARCH: NICHE PARTITIONING IN PHYTOPLANKT $745,136 $394,922
RYNEARSON, TATIANA UNDERSTANDING COASTAL ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE, PAST, PRESENT, A $75,313 $75,313
RYNEARSON, TATIANA CI -    DIMENSIONS: DOLLAB. RESEARCH: DECIPHERING THE INTEGR $1,301,930 $442,656
RYNEARSON, TATIANA CI -     QUANTIFYING SEASONAL EFFECTS OF MANIPULATED PCO2 ON $771,668 $385,834
SHEN, YANG DEVELOPING A COMPREHENSIVE MODEL OF SUBDUCTION AND CONTINENT $206,576 $10,329
SHEN, YANG CASCADIA INITIATIVE DATA PRODUCTS (TYPE 1): DETERMINING OBS $95,659 $57,395
SHEN, YANG CONSTRUCTION OF A GLOBAL EMPIRICAL GREEN'S FUNCTION (EGF) DA $25,000 $20,000
SHEN, YANG CRUSTAL AND UPPERMOST MANTLE STRUCTURE OF THE PACIFIC NORTHW $84,609 $42,305
SHEN, YANG IMPROVING GROUND MOTION PREDICTION FROM FULL-WAVE TOMOGRAPHY $84,609 $42,305
SHEN, YANG UNIFIED 3D VELOCITY AND ATTENUATION MODEL FROM FULL-WAVE TOM $996,220 $996,220
SHEN, YANG GEODETIC ACOUSTIC BENCHMARK BEACON-INVERTED ECHOSOUNDER (GAB $199,864 $99,932
SHEREMET, VITALLI LOW-COST BOTTOM CURRENT METER DEVELOPMENT: BASE ORIENTATION $40,038 $40,038
SHUMCHENIA, EMILY CI -    SEAFLOOR MAPPING OF LONG ISLAND SOUND, PHASE 1: PILO $30,910 $27,819
SMAYDA, THEODORE J. CI -   ECOHAB: THE 'OPEN NICHE' CONCEPT: AN ECOPHYSIOLOGICAL $484,195 $242,098
SMAYDA, THEODORE J. CI -    NUTRIENT THRESHOLDS, GRADIENTS AND ECOFUNCTIONAL ZON $199,990 $99,995
SMITH, DAVID PLASMA INACTIVATION OF AQUATIC SPECIES IN SHIPS' BALLAST WAT $175,086 $59,529
SMITH, DAVID REU SITE: SURFO - SUMMER UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS $395,383 $197,692
SPECKER, JENNIFER FSML: ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL INSIDE THE ANN GALL DURBIN MARIN $349,173 $174,587
SPIVACK, ARTHUR INTERNATIONAL DRILLING TO RECOVER AQUIFER SANDS (IDRAS) AND $96,592 $96,592
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SPIVACK, ARTHUR INTERNATIONAL DRILLING TO RECOVER AQUIFER SANDS (IDRAS) AND $63,132 $63,132
STOFFEL, HEATHER NARRAGANSETT BAY FIXED SITE MONITORING NETWORK DATA ANALYSIS $25,000 $25,000
ULLMAN, DAVID NUMERICAL CIRCULATION MODELING IN SUPPORT OF HYPOSIA STUDIES $59,959 $59,959
ULLMAN, DAVID COLLAB. RESEARCH: AN INVESTIGATION OF MID-ATLANTIC COLD POOL $153,757 $92,254
WATTS, D R. ABYSSAL CURRENTS OFF NEW ZEALAND: (8) CPIES, ANDRES-WHOI $375,696 $375,696
WATTS, D R. 6.2C PIES AND ACCESSORIES WITH OPTIONS $97,691 $97,691
WATTS, D R. (1) 6.2C PIES AND ACCESSORIES WITH OPTIONS $35,617 $35,617
WATTS, D R. (1) 6.2B PIES & ACCESSORIES $38,406 $38,406
WATTS, D R. 6.2B BATTERY TESTER $537 $537
WATTS, D R. EXTERNAL CABLE ASSEMBLY AND SEALING PLUG ASSEMBLY $730 $730
WATTS, D R. EVALUATION FOR REPAIR OF PIES SN056 $1,550 $1,550
WATTS, D R. RELEASE RE-ARMING KITS $1,308 $1,308
WATTS, D R. MEASURING THE VARIABILITY OF THE NORTH EQUATORIAL CURRENT $43,584 $43,584
WATTS, D R. SOUTH AFRICA CRUISE-SUPPORT FOR BAKER-FIERI 23D $26,331 $26,331
WATTS, D R. SOUTH ATLANTIC MERIDIONAL OVERTURNING CIRCULATIN (SAMOC) BRA $169,141 $169,141
WATTS, D R. ORIGINS OF THE KUROSHIO STUDIES, SECOND INSTITUTE OF OCEANOG $326,057 $326,057
WATTS, D R. KUROSHIO ORIGIN OFF TAIWAN - ANDRES (WHOI) - 2 PIES, 1 CPIES $128,828 $128,828
WATTS, D R. EVALUATION FOR REPAIR OF PIES SN056 $4,232 $4,232
WATTS, D R. FABRICATE FIVE 6.2C PIES AND ACCESSORIES $5,000 $5,000
WATTS, D R. KUROSHIO ORIGIN, 3 PIES, SINO INSTRUMENTS $101,927 $101,927
WATTS, D R. CONVERSION OF PIES TO MODEM-PIES (SN180) $9,591 $9,591
WISHNER, KAREN CI -  COLLAB. RESEARCH: ZOMZ (ZOOPLANKTON IN OXYGEN MINIMUM $599,966 $299,983
YABLONSKY, RICHARD ADVANCED ATMOSPHERE-OCEAN-WAVE COUPLING FOR HURRICANE FORECA $127,950 $63,975
YABLONSKY, RICHARD CI -   ADVANCED ATMOSPHERE-OCEAN-WAVE COUPLING FOR HURRICANE $60,000 $30,000
YABLONSKY, RICHARD ESTUARY AND COASTAL OCEAN PETROLEUM RESEARCH CONSORTIUM (ECO $444,665 $151,186
Total for Department $21,103,811FACULTY
MARINE ARCHEOLOGY
BALLARD, ROBERT D. SUPPLEMENTAL FUNDING TO PROJECT ENTITLED "USING THE INNER SP $202,848 $202,848
BALLARD, ROBERT D. SUPPLEMENTAL FUNDING TO PROJECT ENTITLED "THE DEVELOPMENT OF $162,437 $81,219
BALLARD, ROBERT D. THE DEVELOPMENT OF ADVANCED TELEPRESENCE AND MAPPING TECHNOL $162,437 $81,219
BALLARD, ROBERT D. RESEARCH SUPPORT FOR 2012 NAUTILUS EXPLORATION PROGRAM ABOAR $300,618 $300,618
Total for Department $665,903MARINE ARCHEOLOGY
MARINE OFFICE
GLENNON, THOMAS SUPPLEMENTAL FUNDING TO SHIP OPERATIONS 2011 $221,638 $221,638
GLENNON, THOMAS OCEANOGRAPHIC TECHNICAL SERVICES FOR R/V ENDEAVOR 2012 $441,887 $220,944
GLENNON, THOMAS 2012 SHIPBOARD SCIENTIFIC SUPPORT EQUIPMENT $76,225 $76,225
GLENNON, THOMAS SHIP OPERATIONS 2012 $2,613,858 $2,613,858
GLENNON, THOMAS R/V ENDEAVOR RESEACH CRUISE FOR UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MISSI $801,087 $400,544
GLENNON, THOMAS SHIPTIME AND MARINE TECHNICIAN SUPPORT FOR THE R/V ENDEAVOR $296,243 $148,122
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Total for Department $3,681,330MARINE OFFICE
MARINE TECHINCIANS
FANNING, WILLIAM SHIPTIME AND MARINE TECHNICIAN SUPPORT FOR THE R/V ENDEAVOR $296,243 $148,122
FANNING, WILLIAM OCEANOGRAPHIC TECHNICAL SERVICES FOR R/V ENDEAVOR 2012 $441,887 $220,944
FANNING, WILLIAM R/V ENDEAVOR RESEACH CRUISE FOR UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MISSI $801,087 $400,544
Total for Department $769,609MARINE TECHINCIANS
OCEANOGRAPHY
CRAWFORD, BRIAN CI -     GAMBIA SENEGAL FISHERIES (AKA BANAFA) $914,556 $914,556
KINCAID, CHRIS COLLAB. PROJECT: SEISMOLOGICAL AND GEODYNAMIC INVESTIGATION $626,307 $187,892
SHEN, YANG COLLAB. PROJECT: SEISMOLOGICAL AND GEODYNAMIC INVESTIGATION $626,307 $187,892
Total for Department $1,290,340OCEANOGRAPHY
OFFICE OF MARINE PROGRAMS
HEIKES, BRIAN AIRBORNE IN SITU MEASUREMENTS OF HYDROPEROXIDES AND CARBOXYL $286,033 $286,033
HICKOX, SARA C. ANALYSIS OF AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A COMPREHENSIVE ENGAGEME $48,230 $48,230
HICKOX, SARA C. INSIGHTS INTO THE MARINE DEEP BIOSPHERE: TOOLS AND COMMUNICA $49,875 $12,469
MENEZES, SUNSHINE LOUISIANA UNIVERSITIES GULF RESEARCH COLLABORATIVE (LUGRC) $104,797 $104,797
MENEZES, SUNSHINE INSIGHTS INTO THE MARINE DEEP BIOSPHERE: TOOLS AND COMMUNICA $49,875 $24,938
MENEZES, SUNSHINE CI - IMPROVING COMMUNICATION OF DISPERSANT RESEARCH BY SCIEN $148,774 $133,897
SCOWCROFT, GAIL DISCOVERY OF SOUND IN THE SEA $691,404 $691,404
SCOWCROFT, GAIL COLLAB. RESEACH: VISUALIZING THE OCEAN TO INCREASE CITIZEN E $2,047,271 $1,023,636
Total for Department $2,325,402OFFICE OF MARINE PROGRAMS
SEA GRANT
COSTA-PIERCE, BARRY 2012-2014 RHODE ISLAND SEA GRANT OMNIBUS-PROGRAM ADMINISTRAT $4,122,921 $4,122,921
COSTA-PIERCE, BARRY 2012-2014 RHODE ISLAND SEA GRANT OMNIBUS PROPOSAL-LEAVITT PR $117,727 $117,727
COSTA-PIERCE, BARRY 2013 KNAUSS FELLOW APPLICANT - JASON KRUMHOLZ $52,500 $52,500
COSTA-PIERCE, BARRY 2013 KNAUSS FELLOW APPLICANT - SARAH PARKER $52,500 $52,500
COSTA-PIERCE, BARRY SOCIAL MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS PRODUCTS FROM THE INTERNATIONAL $10,000 $10,000
COSTA-PIERCE, BARRY 2013 KNAUSS FELLOW APPLICANT - ANGELICA MURDUKHAYEVA $52,500 $52,500
COSTA-PIERCE, BARRY 2013 KNAUSS FELLOW APPLICANT - GABRIEL DUNHAM $52,500 $52,500
COSTA-PIERCE, BARRY 2013 KNAUSS FELLOW APPLICANT - NICHOLAS OBOLENSKY $52,500 $52,500
COSTA-PIERCE, BARRY 2013 KNAUSS FELLOW APPLICANT - MEGAN O'BRIEN $52,500 $52,500
COSTA-PIERCE, BARRY EVALUATING CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS ON NITROGEN CYCLING ALONG $15,300 $15,300
COSTA-PIERCE, BARRY RHODE ISLAND SEA GRANT COLLEGE PROGRAM "MINIBUS" $90,762 $90,762
Total for Department $4,671,710SEA GRANT
Total for College or Unit $39,442,027GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY
PROVOST
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PROVOST
DEHAYES, DONALD H. PROJECT RECRUIT AND EDUCATE LOCAL AT-RISK ADULTS AND YOUTH $394,318 $39,432
Total for Department $39,432PROVOST
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
DIONNE, MARK DIGITIZING THE ANALOG MEDIA IN THE SENATOR PELL COLLECTION, $121,290 $60,645
WYANT, SARINA DIGITIZING THE ANALOG MEDIA IN THE SENATOR PELL COLLECTION, $121,290 $60,645
Total for Department $121,290UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
Total for College or Unit $160,722PROVOST
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
HAYES, DAVID PROJECT RECRUIT AND EDUCATE LOCAL AT-RISK ADULTS AND YOUTH $394,318 $118,295
MILLER, SARAH G. JUMPSTART URI $94,919 $47,460
RICHMOND, JAYNE E. JUMPSTART URI $94,919 $47,460
Total for Department $213,214UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Total for College or Unit $213,214UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
VICE PRESIDENT FOR ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
WEYGAND, ROBERT A. NATIONAL SUMMER TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE $28,146 $0
Total for Department $0ADMINISTRATION
CAPITAL PROJECTS
DEPACE, PAUL PARCEL DIGITAL DATA DEVELOPMENT FOR URI: GIS TRANSPORTATION/ $95,975 $9,598
LAINE, LIISA PARCEL DIGITAL DATA DEVELOPMENT FOR URI: GIS TRANSPORTATION/ $95,975 $86,378
Total for Department $95,975CAPITAL PROJECTS
TRANSPORTATION CENTER
ROSEN, DEBORAH E. NATIONAL CONSTRUCTION CAREER DAY PROGRAM $225,000 $225,000
ROSEN, DEBORAH E. ROUND II RIDOT/URITC JOINT RESEARCH PROGRAM $365,183 $365,183
ROSEN, DEBORAH E. SUBAWARD UNDER UNIVERSITY OF VT - UNIVERSITY TRANSPORTATION $397,800 $397,800
ROSEN, DEBORAH E. NATIONAL SUMMER TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE $28,146 $28,146
ROSEN, DEBORAH E. BEST PRACTICES GUIDE FOR TRANSPORTATION WORKFORCE DEVELOPMEN $58,723 $58,723
ROSEN, DEBORAH E. THE TRANSPORTATION CENTER LOCAL TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND OUT $413,747 $413,747
ROSEN, DEBORAH E. THE TRANSPORTATION CENTER EDUCATION CLUSTER $489,736 $489,736
WEYGAND, ROBERT A. NATIONAL CONSTRUCTION CAREER DAY PROGRAM $225,000 $0
WEYGAND, ROBERT A. ROUND II RIDOT/URITC JOINT RESEARCH PROGRAM $365,183 $0
Total for Department $1,978,335TRANSPORTATION CENTER
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VICE PRESIDENT OF ADMINISTRATION
WEYGAND, ROBERT A. SUBAWARD UNDER UNIVERSITY OF VT - UNIVERSITY TRANSPORTATION $397,800 $0
Total for Department $0VICE PRESIDENT OF ADMINISTRATION
Total for College or Unit $2,074,310VICE PRESIDENT FOR ADMINISTRATION
VICE PRESIDENT, STUDENT AFFAIRS
MULTICULTURAL CENTER
KUE, MAILEE GLOBAL MBA & LEADERSHIP FUND: APPLICATION FOR FUNDS FOR STUD $717,943 $143,589
Total for Department $143,589MULTICULTURAL CENTER
STUDENT LIFE
ENGLANDER, CAROL OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH: STEM FOR K12 AND HIGHER EDUCATION $343,029 $0
SCHLACHTER, LACEY OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH: STEM FOR K12 AND HIGHER EDUCATION $343,029 $343,029
Total for Department $343,029STUDENT LIFE
TALENT DEVELOPMENT
WILLIAMS, GERALD PROJECT RECRUIT AND EDUCATE LOCAL AT-RISK ADULTS AND YOUTH $394,318 $118,295
Total for Department $118,295TALENT DEVELOPMENT
Total for College or Unit $604,913VICE PRESIDENT, STUDENT AFFAIRS
Grand Total $299,726,030
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES ARCHEOLOGY AND APPLIED HISTORY 1.00 $62,244.00
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES ART 1.00 $100,000.00
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES CANCER PREVENTION RESEARCH CENTER 27.70 $34,521,646.43
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES CHEMISTRY 38.72 $26,302,241.59
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES COMMUNICATION STUDIES 2.00 $407,996.00
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES COMPUTER SCIENCE/STATISTICS 8.75 $2,698,369.00
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES DEAN'S OFFICE 0.66 $22,642.95
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES FEINSTEIN HUNGER CENTER 1.00 $874,383.00
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES HISTORY 1.00 $100,000.00
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES INTERNATIONAL ENGINEERING PROGRAM 1.20 $467,717.97
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES LANGUAGES 2.68 $839,613.10
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES MATHEMATICS 1.10 $179,580.80
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES PHYSICS 4.00 $1,545,237.00
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES POLITICAL SCIENCE 3.00 $38,999.00
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES PSYCHOLOGY 2.00 $826,807.95
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES SOCIOLOGY/ANTHROPOLOGY 0.25 $33,520.25
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES WRITING AND RHETORIC 1.00 $131,925.00
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION DEAN'S OFFICE 0.80 $574,354.54
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION FACULTY - INSTRUCTION 1.50 $274,562.49
COLLEGE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION CONTINUING EDUCATION 0.30 $118,295.40
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 23.72 $6,280,253.31
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING CIVIL/ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING 15.56 $3,410,338.58
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING DEAN'S OFFICE 0.30 $124,927.55
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 39.58 $14,896,288.55
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 26.13 $9,141,881.52
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING OCEAN ENGINEERING 15.90 $5,424,499.98
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICES DEAN'S OFFICE 2.00 $784,148.00
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICES EDUCATION 10.58 $3,279,433.20
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICES GERONTOLOGY 1.25 $4,247,817.50
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICES HUMAN DEVELOPMENT/COUNSELING/FAMILY STUDIES 4.32 $813,475.00
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICES KINESIOLOGY (FORMERLY PHYSICAL EDUCATION) 1.48 $1,419,215.25
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICES PHYSICAL THERAPY 2.15 $609,046.05
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICES TEXTILES/FASHION MERCHANDISING/DESIGN 1.00 $74,925.00
COLLEGE OF NURSING DEAN'S OFFICE 0.58 $817,299.15
COLLEGE OF NURSING NURSING INSTRUCTION 6.60 $4,901,848.30
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY BIOMEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES 46.55 $30,979,314.62
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY CRIME LAB 4.00 $251,880.62
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COLLEGE OF PHARMACY DEAN'S OFFICE 0.75 $514,950.00
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY PHARMACY PRACTICE 14.73 $25,972,589.15
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 16.58 $6,597,337.30
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES CELL AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 44.06 $39,620,094.52
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES COOPERATIVE EXTENSION 15.00 $1,150,164.10
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES DEAN'S OFFICE 7.40 $3,810,573.60
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES ENV & NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS 4.85 $1,070,139.40
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES FISHERIES, ANIMAL & VETERINARY SCIENCE 17.07 $2,890,672.79
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES GEOSCIENCES 9.90 $3,769,460.68
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES MARINE AFFAIRS 5.90 $1,440,700.00
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES NATURAL RESOURCES SCIENCE 29.92 $4,055,078.40
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES NUTRITION AND FOOD SCIENCES 5.86 $6,083,314.56
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES PLANT SCIENCE 27.90 $2,679,039.90
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY COASTAL INSTITUTE 0.50 $168,249.50
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY COASTAL RESOURCES CENTER 10.21 $4,765,673.71
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY DEAN'S OFFICE 1.60 $1,290,340.20
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY FACULTY 102.36 $21,103,810.50
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY MARINE ARCHEOLOGY 3.00 $665,903.00
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY MARINE OFFICE 4.50 $3,681,329.50
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY MARINE TECHNICIANS 1.50 $769,608.50
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY OFFICE OF MARINE PROGRAMS 6.15 $2,325,402.35
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY SEA GRANT 11.00 $4,671,710.00
PROVOST PROVOST 0.10 $39,431.80
PROVOST UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 1.00 $121,290.00
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE 1.30 $213,214.40
VICE PRESIDENT FOR ADMINISTRATION CAPITAL PROJECTS 1.00 $95,975.00
VICE PRESIDENT FOR ADMINISTRATION TRANSPORTATION CENTER 7.00 $1,978,335.00
VICE PRESIDENT, STUDENT AFFAIRS MULTICULTURAL CENTER 0.20 $143,588.63
VICE PRESIDENT, STUDENT AFFAIRS STUDENT LIFE 1.00 $343,029.00
VICE PRESIDENT, STUDENT AFFAIRS TALENT DEVELOPMENT 0.30 $118,295.40
654 299,726,029.54
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GSO  $30.0M 
ELS   $26.6M 
A&S  $13.5M 
PHA    $10.5M 
EGR    $6.0M 
HSS    $3.3M 
NUR    $2.0M 
VPA     $1.9M 
Other   $.7M 
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$82.6 Million Total 
HHS  $29.6 
NSF  $16.1 
AID   $9.3 
DOD   $7.1 
DOC  $6.6 
USDA  $5.2 
Energy  $4.4 
INT   $1.1 
Other  $1.1 
EDUC $.8 
NASA  $.7 
EPA   $.6 
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Awards Received through the 
Division of Research & Economic Development 
FY2012
Amount of
Awards
Arts & Sciences (A&S) 50.45 3,506,338
Business (BUS)  1.00 $26,200
Continuing Education (CCE) 0.60 $239,999
Engineering (EGR) 74.17 $6,004,533
Environment & Life Sciences (ELS) 130.74 $26,590,124
Graduate School (GRD) 0.00 $133,960
Human Science & Services (HSS) 15.90 $3,316,524
Library (LIB) 0.00 $0
Nursing (NUR) 6.55 $1,996,377
Oceanography (GSO) 148.14 $29,987,097
Pharmacy (PHA) 36.90 $10,456,774
University College (UCL) 1.60 $334,918
3UHVLGHQW
V2I¿FH356 0.00 $0
Provost (PRO) 0.35 $458,078
VP Administration (VPA) 7.00 $1,847,788
VP Research & Economic Development (VPR) 0.00 $0
VP Student Affairs (VPS) 0.60 $239,999      
Total 474 $95,004,749
FY201 Amount
Awards Received  FY201 
 
College or Unit
$95,004,749
Number of
Awards
474
Number
  Please Note: Decimal fractions indicate shared percentage of joint awards with other URI colleges.
  Total does not include Land Grant or URI Foundation Funds.
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A&S
BUS
CCE
EGR
ELS
Land Grant 
GRD
HSS
LIB
NUR
GSO
PHA
UCL
PRO
VPA
VPR
VPS
PRS
Awards Received through the
Division of Research and Economic Development
by College or Unit
FY2003 to FY2012
     
 $8,593,459 $8,531,990 $6,007,949 $8,059,552 $7,960,354 $12,765,590 $11,175,844 $9,737,386 
      $49,289 $20,500 $6,000 $118,590 $0 $0 $10,212 $43,901
    $236,422 $404,454 $2,614 $14,515 $0 $0 $0 $0
 $6,595,628 $4,468,980 $2,938,459 $7,652,376 $4,744,074 $4,525,285 $4,890,644 $8,643,672
 $7,064,014 $8,910,149 $10,137,310 $13,709,854 $13,678,423 $9,507,340 $22,154,593 $16,232,137
 $2,614,895 $2,599,215 $2,616,495 $2,599,771 $3,595,651 $2,742,940 
               $0 $0 $15,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $51,366
 $4,002,412 $3,404,240 $8,046,737 $4,551,438 $6,394,476 $6,407,782 $2,751,537 $2,970,597
        $0 $0 $0 $7,625 $0 $14,212 $0 $3,900
    $798,444 $1,111,637 $485,073 $919,778 $835,972 $927,797 $1,075,832 $2,206,996
$27,663,446 $24,508,711 $22,411,418 $26,325,680 $20,520,548 $20,999,180 $28,716,658 $32,473,931
 $4,479,630 $6,425,473 $6,658,881 $9,283,525 $6,805,668 $6,744,605 $7,242,543 $11,195,695
               $0 $72,873 $54,106 $56,440 $84,568 $85,160 $95,521 $96,550
      $15,721 $173,860 $337,330 $615,359 $252,847 $142,066 $142,410 $1,306,675
        $8,020 $0 $20,000 $92,325 $0 $0 $1,931,783 $12,525,282
       $2,512,500
     $520,822 $369,061 $401,336 $601,203 $652,222 $287,358 $498,340 $151,423
                $0 $1,812,338 $2,773,521 $1,439,857 $356,399 $1,328,095 $1,915,831 $1,354,102
$62,643,200    $62,813,481  $62,912,22     $76,047,888    $65,881,202    $66,477,410     $82,601,748     $101,506,113
     Includes funds from Smith-Lever, Hatch, Regional Research, McIntyre, Stennis & Animal Health. In 2009 reported in CELS total.
College/Unit
1TOTALS
1
FY2003 FY2004 FY2005
2
1
1 11
FY2006
1
FY2007 FY2008
1
Formerly Vice President/Business & Finance
FY2009
1
FY2010
3
FY2011
See Glossary (http://www.uri.edu/research/tro/reports2/annual/glossary.pdf) for full title.
$14,719,616
$108,472
$0
$7,308,044
$21,932,033 
$133,960
$2,754,906
$0
$682,049
$25,768,864
$8,875,243
$90,840
$84,642
$2,093,978
$8,072,900
$26,995
$2,900
$92,655,442
2
3
3.5
FY2012
$13,506,338
$26,200
$239,999
$6,004,533
$26,590,124 
$0
$3,316,524
$0
$1,996,377
$29,987,097
$10,456,774
$334,918
$458,078
$1,847,788
$0
$239,999
$0
$95,004,749
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Awards Received through the
Division of Research and Economic Development
by Agency
FY200 to FY201
Agency
TOTALS
 $5,700,000 $1,000,000 $2.673,151 $3,550,476    $2,835,181 $2,378,234 $3,496,992 $5,699,254
 $123,760 $289,482 $375,000 $582,708 $634,532 $664,766 $1,462,155 $1,754.763
 $224,872 $195,000 $53,998 $514,860 $689.626 $636,963 $176,794    $522,960
  $1,522 $27,386 $0 $0 $0 $0               $0
        $4,281,857         $3,706,636  $5,394,165   $7,560,964         $7,188,775         $5,520,154  $6,196,413 $8,370,367                
  $594,662 $325,606 $0 $48,166    $296,397
 $685,768 $959,724 $1,570,232 $60,000 $1,866,688 $3,503,361 $217,509 $1,017,714
 $110,194 $93,585 $0 $132,957 $91,000 $156,863 $1,673,904 $4,127,765
 $1,296,191 $693,209 $1,029,048 $1,037,938 $490,811 $449,627 $516,257    $487,243
 $4,823,065 $6,708,682 NA NA NA NA NA              NA
 $8,870,505 $9,660,974 $10,321,544 $13,792,062 $10,371,903 $12,293,532         $13,130,606     $20,420,215
 $1,230,313 $982,553 $1,364,614 $914,527 $1,003,686 $1,165,006 $1,041,722 $1,192,979
 $425,337 $497,852 $896,268 $519,348 $1,044,484 $994,704 $757,819    $842,536
 $299,160 $338,060 $791,000 $670,683 $234,570 $224,160 $937,724    $523,434
 $1,572,666 $2,168,689 $1,433,791 $1,987,512 $1,268,802 $420,626 $473,098    $579,045
 $10,511,152 $12,015,068 $10,141,137 $17,261,523 $14,885,376 $12,272,725       $22,938,847    $19,362,308
 $6,748,030 $4,681,868 $5,332,383 $6,926,487 $3,709,088 $3,790,431 $3,308,908 $3,184,406
 $1,025,555 $2,033,779 $1,043,577 $2,623,937 $897,421 $2,938,676 $841,738 $1,704,796
 $983,244 $105,970 $1,140,500 $507,279 $609,855 $3,999,372 $6,013,821 $2,349,346
 $567,041 $546,560 $609,653 $678,958 $669,057 $1,672,297 $883,879 $1,290,127
 $6,787,805 $9,248,947 $9,035,637 $8,524,621 $9,692,443 $7,141.940       $10,084,962    $22,529,148
 $1,832,600 $1,812,000 $2,095,632 $1,454,172 $314,966 $342,100 $1,109,592    $133,124
 $1,929,190 $1,824,106 $4,967,018 $3,519,096 $3,274,027 $3,155,271 $7,254,096 $4,982,258
 $0 $650,000 $0 $0 NA NA NA              NA
               $33,347 $187,654 $13,662    $36,747         $135,928
  $60,028,305 $60,214,266 $60,295,734 $73,448,117    $62,285,551         $63,734,470          $82,601,748       $101,506,113
     
2
Excludes funds from Smith-Lever, Hatch, Regional Research, McIntyre, Stennis & Animal Health
3
3
USDA Cooperative Extension "Special Projects." USDACE code no longer in use.
4
FY2003 FY2004 FY2005
1
1Federal Subcontracts now appear under the prime sponsor (as of FY2005).
1
FY2006
5
4
New category (as of FY2006): US Dept. of Defense excluding funds from Army, Navy and Air Force. 
1
5
6
New category (as of FY2006): University funds other than URI.
2
1
FY2007 FY2008
1
FY2009
1
FY2010
1
AID
AIRFOR
ARMY
CG 
DOC 
DOD
EDUC
ENERGY
EPA
FEDSUB 
HHS
INT
MISC
MUNICI
NASA
NSF
NAVY
NONPRO 
OFA
PRIPRO
STATE
DOT
USDA
USDACE
UNIV 
 
 $8,041,485  
 $799,278 
 $3,161,793 
 
 $4,351,996             
 $945,139  
 $70,250 
 $3,136,000 
 $996,711 
 NA 
$18,840,956 
 $1,529,239 
 $1,219,666 
 $941,861 
 $1,007,518 
$19,646,246 
 $4,081,766 
 $637,876 
 $4,116,701 
 $1,658,774 
$9,599,601 
 $218,586 
 $7,629,000 
 NA
 $25,000 
                    $92,655,442
FY2011
1
See Glossary (http://www.uri.edu/research/tro/reports2/annual/glossary.pdf) for full title.
6
3.6
FY2012
1
 
 $9,279,392  
 $1,419,870  
 $198,622 
 
             $6,621.653
 $495,125           
 $760,810 
 $4,435,849 
 $610,876 
 NA 
 $29,626,690 
 $1,137,344 
 $1,417,682 
 $431,888 
 $728,337 
 $16,101,301 
 $4,981,068 
 $1,117,685 
 $940,254 
 $753,757 
 $7,751,822 
 $85,654 
 $5,154,824 
 NA
 $954,246 
                $95,004,749
Awards Received through the
Division of Research and Economic Development FY2012
July 1, 2011 to June 30, 2012
Name Project Title Agency
Project*
Amount
Portion*
Amount
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
CANCER PREVENTION RESEARCH CENTER (PSYCHOLOGY)
)$,5/,($11( 0($685(0(177,0,1*,1*52:7+0,;785(02'(/,1*2)$/&2+2/75$  
)$,5/,($11( 0($685(0(177,0,1*,1*52:7+0,;785(02'(/,1*2)$/&2+2/75$  
/2)786686$1 352-(&7($5/<92&$%8/$5<,17(59(17,21  
/2)786686$1 352-(&7($5/<92&$%8/$5<,17(59(17,21  
352&+$6.$-$0(6 &203$5,1*3238/$7,21&(66$7,216(59,&(6:,7+(03+$6,621810  
352&+$6.$-$0(6 $55$85,&(175$/%(+$9,25&+$1*(5(6($5&+)$&,/,7<  
352&+$6.$-$0(6 +($/7+&$5(,1129$7,21&+$//(1*(  
5('',1*&2//((1$ 352027,1*%(+$9,25&+$1*(72,1&5($6((1*$*(0(17,1$'9$1&(  
52%%,160$5./ 7$,/25('&20387(5('8&$7,2172,1&5($6(/,9,1*'21$7,21,1$  
67(,1/<1'$$ (032:(5,1*:20(1720$.(&2175$&(37,9(&+2,&(6:+,/(,1&$5&(  
67(,1/<1'$$ &2175$&(37,9($:$5(1(66$1'5(352'8&7,9(('8&$7,21  
67(,1/<1'$$ 0,(032:(5,1*:20(1720$.(&2175$&(37,9(&+2,&(6:+,/(,1&  
67(,1/<1'$$ &217,1802)&$5()25'58*,192/9('2))(1'(56  
67(,1/<1'$$ &2175$&(37,9($:$5(1(66$1'5(352'8&7,9(('8&$7,21  
9(/,&(5:$<1() 21/,1(7$,/25(',17(59(17,216	5(/$7,21$/$*(176)25(;(5&,  
9(/,&(5:$<1() 21/,1(7$,/25(',17(59(17,216	5(/$7,21$/$*(176)25(;(5&,  
9(/,&(5:$<1() 21/,1(7$,/25(',17(59(17,216	5(/$7,21$/$*(176)25(;(5&,  
:(<$1'7/,6$ /21*,78',1$/287&20(2)&2//(*(678'(176:,7+$'+'  
:22'0$5.' 0($685(0(177,0,1*,1*52:7+0,;785(02'(/,1*2)$/&2+2/75$  
:22'0$5.' 0($685(0(177,0,1*,1*52:7+0,;785(02'(/,1*2)$/&2+2/75$  
Total for Department $4,716,925CANCER PREVENTION RESEARCH CENTER (PSYCHOLOGY)
CHEMISTRY
'(%2()%5(1721 6(/(&7,9(2;,'$7,212)+(7(52&<&/,&$0,1(6  
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/8&+7%5(77 ,03529,1*7+(&$/(1'$5/,)($1'6$)(7<2)/,7+,80,21%$77(5  
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Name Project Title Agency
Project
Amount
Portion
Amount
/8&+7%5(77 ,1129$7,9(0$18)$&785,1*$1'0$7(5,$/6)25/2:&267/,7+,80  
/8&+7%5(77 '(9(/230(172)1(:(/(&752/<7(6<67(06/,7+,80,21%$77(5<6  
/8&+7%5(77 ,19(67,*$7,212)/,7+,80,21&$3$&,7256  
2;/(<-,00,(& '(9(/230(172)$1(;3/26,9(69$325&21&(175$725%$6('210,3  
2;/(<-,00,(& +,*+/<3$&.('25*$1,&32:'(56$6*5((1,03$&76,*1$785(,//,  
2;/(<-,00,(& +$1'1$%+0,;,1**/2%$/.,1(7,&6  
2;/(<-,00,(& 7+(/,0,762)'(721$%,/,7<$%,/,7<72,1,7,$7($1'3523$*$7  
60,7+-$0(6/ '(9(/230(172)$1(;3/26,9(69$325&21&(175$725%$6('210,3  
60,7+-$0(6/ +,*+/<3$&.('25*$1,&32:'(56$6*5((1,03$&76,*1$785(,//,  
60,7+-$0(6/ +$1'1$%+0,;,1**/2%$/.,1(7,&6  
60,7+-$0(6/ 7+(/,0,762)'(721$%,/,7<$%,/,7<72,1,7,$7($1'3523$*$7  
;80(1*4,1* ,19(67,*$7,212)/,7+,80,21&$3$&,7256  
Total for Department $2,496,788CHEMISTRY
COMPUTER SCIENCE/STATISTICS
',3,332/,6$ 9,68$/,=$7,21)25$'9$1&('758670(&+$1,606  
',3,332/,6$ 75867,1&<%(56(&85,7<  
)$<:2/)(9,&725 $8720$7('+80$1,0$*('(7(&7,21$1'$87+(17,&$7,21&217,18$7  
)$<:2/)(9,&725 &/28'6,*1$785($722/)25&/28')25(16,&6  
)$<:2/)(9,&725 $8720$7('+80$1,0$*('(7(&7,21$1'$87+(17,&$7,21&217,18$7  
Total for Department $451,367COMPUTER SCIENCE/STATISTICS
DEAN'S OFFICE
%52:1(//:,1, 5+2'(,6/$1'/$1*8$*(6800,7$1'52$'0$372/$1*8$*((;&(//(  
%52:1(//:,1, 5+2'(,6/$1'/$1*8$*(6800,7$1'52$'0$372/$1*8$*((;&(//(  
%52:1(//:,1, $55$85,&(175$/%(+$9,25&+$1*(5(6($5&+)$&,/,7<  
Total for Department $400,721DEAN'S OFFICE
FEINSTEIN HUNGER CENTER
*250$1.$7+/((1 61$32875($&+352-(&7  
Total for Department $874,383FEINSTEIN HUNGER CENTER
HISTORY
0$7+(5,$15 &,$7/$17,&'((3:$7(5&$1<216  
0$7+(5,$15 &,$7/$17,&'((3:$7(5&$1<216  
Total for Department $127,850HISTORY
INTERNATIONAL ENGINEERING PROGRAM
%(5.$6,*5,' 5+2'(,6/$1'/$1*8$*(6800,7$1'52$'0$372/$1*8$*((;&(//(  
%(5.$6,*5,' 5+2'(,6/$1'/$1*8$*(6800,7$1'52$'0$372/$1*8$*((;&(//(  
Total for Department $22,643INTERNATIONAL ENGINEERING PROGRAM
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Name Project Title Agency
Project
Amount
Portion
Amount
LANGUAGES
+(:$<1(:(1&+$2 &+,1(6(/$1*8$*(352)(66,21$/3$7+:$<6352*5$0  
+(:$<1(:(1&+$2 &+,1(6(/$1*8$*(352)(66,21$/3$7+:$<6352*5$0  
3$3$(5,1 5+2'(,6/$1'/$1*8$*(6800,7$1'52$'0$372/$1*8$*((;&(//(  
3$3$(5,1 5+2'(,6/$1'/$1*8$*(6800,7$1'52$'0$372/$1*8$*((;&(//(  
Total for Department $1,690,588LANGUAGES
MATHEMATICS
.$6.26=%$5%$5$ 02%,/(0$7+$33635(&$/&+(/3(5  
Total for Department $52,945MATHEMATICS
PHYSICS
$1'5((92/(* 0(&+$1,60$1'86(62)75$160(0%5$1(+(/,;,16(57,21%<62/8%  
$1'5((92/(* 0(&+$1,60$1'86(62)75$160(0%5$1(+(/,;,16(57,21%<62/8%  
$1'5((92/(* %,23+<6,&$/&+$5$&7(5,=$7,212)&+(/$7(3+/,3(&21658&76  
$1'5((92/(* 3+/,31$127(&+12/2*<3/$7)250)25&$1&(5,0$*,1*$1'7+(5$3<  
5(6+(71<$.<$1$. 3(7,0$*,1*2)&$1&(5:,7+3+/2:,16(57,213(37,'(3+/,3  
5(6+(71<$.<$1$. 0(&+$1,60$1'86(62)75$160(0%5$1(+(/,;,16(57,21%<62/8%  
5(6+(71<$.<$1$. 0(&+$1,60$1'86(62)75$160(0%5$1(+(/,;,16(57,21%<62/8%  
5(6+(71<$.<$1$. %,23+<6,&$/&+$5$&7(5,=$7,212)&+(/$7(3+/,3(&21658&76  
5(6+(71<$.<$1$. 3+/,31$127(&+12/2*<3/$7)250)25&$1&(5,0$*,1*$1'7+(5$3<  
Total for Department $1,294,192PHYSICS
PSYCHOLOGY (EXCLUDES CPRC)
)/25,13$8/5 (9$/8$7,21$1'7(&+1,&$/$66,67$1&(6(59,&(672%++''  
0252.2))3$75,&,$- $55$85,&(175$/%(+$9,25&+$1*(5(6($5&+)$&,/,7<  
Total for Department $1,332,244PSYCHOLOGY (EXCLUDES CPRC)
SOCIOLOGY/ANTHROPOLOGY
*$5&,$48,-$12&$5/ 7+(&2$67
6%$,/287&2$67$/5(6285&(86(48$/,7<2)/,)(  
*$5&,$48,-$12&$5/ $1,17(*5$7('$66(660(172)$1,03257$17%8781'(5678',('&$  
32**,(-2+1- 7+(&2$67
6%$,/287&2$67$/5(6285&(86(48$/,7<2)/,)(  
Total for Department $45,692SOCIOLOGY/ANTHROPOLOGY
Total for College or Unit $13,506,338COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
FACULTY - INSTRUCTION
6+,16(81*.<221 675$7(*,&,1'8675,$/,=$7,213/$1)25721*$+<'527+(50$/9(17  
Total for Department $26,200FACULTY - INSTRUCTION
Total for College or Unit $26,200COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
COLLEGE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
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Name Project Title Agency
Project
Amount
Portion
Amount
CONTINUING EDUCATION
48,1$.$7+5<1. 352-(&75(&58,7$1'('8&$7(/2&$/$75,6.$'8/76$1'<287+  
48,1$.$7+5<1. 352-(&75(&58,7$1'('8&$7(/2&$/$75,6.$'8/76$1'<287+  
Total for Department $239,999CONTINUING EDUCATION
Total for College or Unit $239,999COLLEGE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
%$51(7767$1/(< *5((1&+(0675<$1'7+((19,5210(17$/5(68/76352*5$0  
%26($5,-,7 7+(6&,(1&($1'7(&+12/2*<2)',63(56$176$65(/(9$1772'((  
%26($5,-,7 7+(6&,(1&($1'7(&+12/2*<2)',63(56$176$65(/(9$1772'((  
%26($5,-,7 *5$3+(1(32/<0(5&20326,7(0$7(5,$/6  
%26($5,-,7 )81'$0(17$/,19(67,*$7,2162)'$0$*(0(&+$1,606,1/,7+,80,  
%27+81*(2))5(<' &2//$%5(6($5&+,19(67,*$7,1*$1',03529,1*7+(352'8&7,21  
%27+81*(2))5(<' &$5((51$123$57,&/(%$&7(5,$/0(0%5$1(,17(5$&7,216$1'7+(  
%27+81*(2))5(<' &$5((51$123$57,&/(%$&7(5,$/0(0%5$1(,17(5$&7,216$1'7+(  
%27+81*(2))5(<' 7+(6&,(1&($1'7(&+12/2*<2)',63(56$176$65(/(9$1772'((  
%27+81*(2))5(<' 7+(6&,(1&($1'7(&+12/2*<2)',63(56$176$65(/(9$1772'((  
%52:15,&+$5' $1$/7(51$7,9(72&+520$7(6)25&25526,213527(&7,212)$/80  
&5,60$1(9(5(77( $1$/<6,62)63(&,0(16)253/$6021$1'3+<52(/(&75,&())(&76  
*5((1),(/'0,&+$(/ $63+$/70,&526758&785$/02'(/,1*  
*5(*25<2772- '(9(/230(172)+,*+7(03(5$785(6(16256)25&(5$0,&0$75,;&  
*5(*25<2772- )0*/2%$/,17(516+,3,1,167580(17$7,21$1'7(67(1*,1((5,1*  
*5(*25<2772- )0*/2%$/6800(5,17(516+,3(0,/<52%,1621  
.1,&./(+$52/'1 1$721(7:25.,1*,1)5$6758&785(  
.1,&./(+$52/'1 6833257)25:$7(55(6285&(6&281&,/  
/8&,$$1*(/2 3+$6(%(+$9,25,1$5&7,&+<'52/2*<  
3$5.(8*(1( 6833/(0(17(3$(53$1'67$7(:,'(7(&+1,&$/$66,67$1&(  
3$5.(8*(1( *5((1&+(0675<$1'7+((19,5210(17$/5(68/76352*5$0  
3$5.(8*(1( 6833257)25:$7(55(6285&(6&281&,/  
:$1*3(1* $55$68%&2175$&7)81'$0(17$/0$7(5,$/$1'352&(66,1*6  
Total for Department $1,361,774CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
CIVIL/ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
%$;7(5&+5,6723+(5 '(9(/230(172)$5(6($5&+48$/,7<5(6,/,(1702'8/867(67,1*  
%$;7(5&+5,6723+(5 (9$/8$7,212)),(/'%$6('/,48()$&7,21$3352$&+(6)25&$/&$5  
%$;7(5&+5,6723+(5 5281',,5,'2785,7&-2,175(6($5&+352*5$0  
%$;7(5&+5,6723+(5 5281',,5,'2785,7&-2,175(6($5&+352*5$0  
%5$'6+$:$$521 '(9(/230(172)$5(6($5&+48$/,7<5(6,/,(1702'8/867(67,1*  
%5$'6+$:$$521 5281',,5,'2785,7&-2,175(6($5&+352*5$0  
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%5$'6+$:$$521 5281',,5,'2785,7&-2,175(6($5&+352*5$0  
%5$'6+$:$$521 6833257)25:$7(55(6285&(6&281&,/  
&5$9(59,1.$$ 6833/(0(17&2//$%5(6($5&+7+($17,0,&52%,$/3523(57,(62  
&5$9(59,1.$$ ($*(5,03$&72)1$123$57,&/(6&217$,1,1*5$5(($57+(/(0(17  
&5$9(59,1.$$ 5281',,5,'2785,7&-2,175(6($5&+352*5$0  
&5$9(59,1.$$ 5281',,5,'2785,7&-2,175(6($5&+352*5$0  
7+,(0/(217 6833257)25:$7(55(6285&(6&(17(5  
7+,(0/(217 6833257)25:$7(55(6285&(6&281&,/  
Total for Department $300,522CIVIL/ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
DEAN'S OFFICE
:5,*+75$<021'0 1257+($67$//,$1&()25/6$03$785,  
Total for Department $65,999DEAN'S OFFICE
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
%(6,2:$/7(5 $860(;,&2&2//$%25$7,9(())25772,03529((3,/(36<&21752/  
%(6,2:$/7(5 16),&2536&21&(175,&7(&+12/2*<  
%(6,2:$/7(5 5(86833/(0(177275,32/$5&21&(175,&5,1*(/(&752'(67&5(6  
%(6,2:$/7(5 5(8)$516:257+6833/(0(177275,32/$5&21&(175,&5,1*(/(&  
),6&+(5*2', $0,1,$785($&2867,&$5&+,9$/7$*)25/21*5$1*(),6+75$&.,  
+(+$,%2 7&60$//6(&85(7+((/(&75,&$/32:(5*5,'60$57*5,'9(568  
+(+$,%2 6833/(0(17')*&2//$%5(6($5&+$'$37,9(,1&5(0(17$//($51  
+(+$,%2 7+((;321(17,$//<(0%(''(')$0,/<2)',675,%87,216)25())(&  
+8$1*+( '(9(/230(172)$1(85$/,17(5)$&()2532:(5('/2:(5/,0%352  
+8$1*+( 72:$5'61(85$/&21752/2)$57,),&,$//(*6'(6,*12)$5($/  
+8$1*+( &$5((581'(567$1',1*$1'$1$/<=,1*86(535267+(6,6,17(5$&7  
.$<67(9(10 08/7,02'$/5)6(16,1*  
.$<67(9(10 7+((;321(17,$//<(0%(''(')$0,/<2)',675,%87,216)25())(&  
.$<67(9(10 08/7,'20$,1,17(//,*(1&(  
.$<67(9(10 (*568%&2175$&70,025$'$5&/877(502'(/,1*  
.80$5(6$15$0'$6 129(/63(&7527(0325$/&2'(6$1'&20387$7,216  
681<$1 %5,'*,1*5(/,$%,/,7<$1$/<6,6$1'5($/,7<,16(16256<67(06  
681<$1 7&60$//6(&85(7+((/(&75,&$/32:(5*5,'60$57*5,'9(568  
681<$1 75867,1&<%(56(&85,7<  
681<,1* ',*,7$/&/$0321($1,1129$7,9(1(8526&,(1&(,167580(17  
6:$6=(.3(7(5) 85,86&*$&$36721(&2//$%25$7,21$&$'(0,&<($5  
9(77(5)5('(5,&. 3+<6,2/2*,&$/+<3(57523+<,17+(6:,0&21',7,21('5$7  
9(77(5)5('(5,&. 85,86&*$&$36721(&2//$%25$7,21$&$'(0,&<($5  
<$1*4,1* 72:$5'61(85$/&21752/2)$57,),&,$//(*6'(6,*12)$5($/  
Total for Department $1,721,660ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
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MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
&+(/,'=('$9,' $1(:)5$0(:25.)25121/,1($5'<1$0,&$/02'(/5('8&7,21  
)$*+5,02+$00$' 3,5(0,&52)/8,',&7(&+12/2*<$1'$33/,&$7,216$&2//$%25$7  
)$*+5,02+$00$' /$%213$3(57(&+12/2*<)25,00812',$*1267,&6  
)$*+5,02+$00$' ,19(67,*$7,212)1$126&$/(7+(50$/75$163257$&5266$32,17  
.,07+20$6 18:&678'(1768332576(59,&(6  
.,07+20$6 18:&678'(1768332576(59,&(6  
.,07+20$6 18:&678'(1768332576(59,&(6  
.,07+20$6 18:&678'(1768332576(59,&(6  
.,07+20$6 18:&678'(1768332576(59,&(6  
.,07+20$6 18:&678'(1768332576(59,&(6  
.,07+20$6 18:&678'(1768332576(59,&(6  
.,07+20$6 18:&678'(1768332576(59,&(6  
.,07+20$6 18:&678'(1768332576(59,&(6  
.,07+20$6 18:&678'(1768332576(59,&(6  
.,07+20$6 18:&678'(1768332576(59,&(6  
.,07+20$6 18:&678'(1768332576(59,&(6  
0$,(563(5('(/2==, $66(66,1*&/,0$7()256<67(06,03529(0(17,1,7,$7,9(6,1+($  
0$,(563(5('(/2==, 5,6*6<67(06(1*,1((5,1*('8&$7256:25.6+23  
0$,(563(5('(/2==, 5281',,5,'2785,7&-2,175(6($5&+352*5$0  
0$,(563(5('(/2==, 5281',,5,'2785,7&-2,175(6($5&+352*5$0  
3$5..(81+$1 ,19(67,*$7,212)1$126&$/(7+(50$/75$163257$&5266$32,17  
3$5..(81+$1 5+2'(,6/$1'63$&(*5$17)(//2:6+,312/$3$/20%2  
6+8./$$581 6+2&.5(63216($1''<'1$0,&)$,/85(2)63$7,$//<7$,/25('$(  
6+8./$$581 7+(%/$673(5)250$1&(2)0$5,1(&20326,7($1'6$1':,&+6758&  
6+8./$$581 $35(6685(9(66(/:,7+8/75$+,*+63((',0$*,1*&$3$%,/,7<)  
6+8./$$581 (;3(5,0(17$/$1'180(5,&$/,19(67,*$7,2121)81'$0(17$/81'(  
6+8./$$581 *5$3+(1(32/<0(5&20326,7(0$7(5,$/6  
62'+,0$1%,5 5,6*6<67(06(1*,1((5,1*('8&$7256:25.6+23  
:$1*-<++21( 5281',,5,'2785,7&-2,175(6($5&+352*5$0  
:$1*-<++21( 5281',,5,'2785,7&-2,175(6($5&+352*5$0  
Total for Department $1,678,626MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
OCEAN ENGINEERING
%$;7(5&+5,6723+(5 68%0$5,1(/$1'6/,'(62)7+(86$7/$17,&&217,1(17$/0$5*,1  
%$;7(5&+5,6723+(5 (9$/8$7,212)),(/'%$6('/,48()$&7,21$3352$&+(6)25&$/&$5  
%$;7(5&+5,6723+(5 '(9(/230(172)$5(6($5&+48$/,7<5(6,/,(1702'8/867(67,1*  
%$;7(5&+5,6723+(5 5281',,5,'2785,7&-2,175(6($5&+352*5$0  
%$;7(5&+5,6723+(5 5281',,5,'2785,7&-2,175(6($5&+352*5$0  
*5,//,$11(77( '(9(/230(172)$1(1(5*<+$59(67,1*%82<3+$6(,,  
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*5,//,$11(77( &,$55$3529,'(7(&+1,&$/683325772)$&,/,7$7(7+  
*5,//,$11(77( &,$55$,03529($1'$&&(/(5$7(7+(,167$//$7,212)  
*5,//,67(3+$17 02'(/,1*7681$0,,181'$7,21$1'$66(66,1*7681$0,+$=$5'6)2  
*5,//,67(3+$17 3+$6(6$1'%,%/,2*5$3+<678'<$1'&2$56(*5,'02'(/,1*  
*5,//,67(3+$17 '(9(/230(172)$1(1(5*<+$59(67,1*%82<3+$6(,,  
0,//(5-$0(6+ (67,0$7,212)2&($1$1'6($%('3$5$0(7(56$1'352&(66(686,1  
3277<*238 '(6,*1$1'7(67,1*2)$6+($50($685(0(176<67(0)(//2:6+,  
3277<*238 (67,0$7,212)2&($1$1'6($%('3$5$0(7(56$1'352&(66(686,1  
3277<*238 &,$55$3529,'(7(&+1,&$/683325772)$&,/,7$7(7+  
63$8/',1*0$/&2/0 '(9(/230(172)$1(1(5*<+$59(67,1*%82<3+$6(,,  
9,1&(17+$52/'7 /2:&267$&2867,&75$160,77(5  
9,1&(17+$52/'7 /2:&267$&2867,&75$160,77(5  
Total for Department $875,952OCEAN ENGINEERING
Total for College or Unit $6,004,533COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICES
DEAN'S OFFICE
&,&&20$6&2/2/25,( 5,''&  
&,&&20$6&2/2/25,( 5,''&  
0&.,11(<:,//,$0/ 5,'(9(/230(17$/',6$%,/,7,(6&281&,/)<  
Total for Department $955,527DEAN'S OFFICE
EDUCATION
&2,52-8/,( $66(66,1*21/,1(5($',1*&2035(+(16,217+(25&$352-(&7  
0$7+(:6'(%25$+/ 5,'+667$))75$,1,1*,1,7,$7,9(  
0$7+(:6'(%25$+/ 0*07&$3$&,7<'(9(/230(17  
0$7+(:6'(%25$+/ 5,'&<)75$,1,1*$1'&2168/7,1,7,$7,9(  
0,&+$8'&$52/<1 ,1129$7,2132:(5('%<7(&+12/2*<(7  
0,&+$8'&$52/<1 ,1129$7,2132:(5('%<7(&+12/2*<(76833/(0(17  
<281*%(77<- *(061(7*8,',1*('8&$7,21,10$7+$1'6&,(1&(1(7:25.352  
<281*%(77<- *(061(7*8,',1*('8&$7,21,10$7+$1'6&,(1&(1(7:25.35  
Total for Department $939,834EDUCATION
GERONTOLOGY
&/$5.3+,//,3* 5+2'(,6/$1'*(5,$75,&('8&$7,21&(17(5  
&/$5.3+,//,3* 5+2'(,6/$1'*(5,$75,&('8&$7,21&(17(5  
&/$5.3+,//,3* +($/7+&$5(,1129$7,21&+$//(1*(  
Total for Department $864,295GERONTOLOGY
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT/COUNSELING/FAMILY STUDIES
/$0,',%2&$*(3+<// 3$7+:$<6)2568&&(66,16&,(1&($1'7(&+12/2*<  
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0&&85'<.$5(1 5(&58,70(17$1'5(7(17,212)($5/<&+,/'+22'352)(66,21$/6,  
0&&85'<.$5(1 5(&58,70(17$1'5(7(17,212)($5/<&+,/'+22'352)(66,21$/,1  
Total for Department $216,144HUMAN DEVELOPMENT/COUNSELING/FAMILY STUDIES
PHYSICAL THERAPY
+8/0(-$1,&(% 85,%+''+&2//$%$*5((0(17)253+<6,&$/7+(5$3<6(59,&(6  
Total for Department $340,724PHYSICAL THERAPY
Total for College or Unit $3,316,524COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICES
COLLEGE OF NURSING
NURSING INSTRUCTION
%85%$1.3$75,&,$0 '2&7252)1856,1*35$&7,&($1'$&87(&$5(1856(35$&7,7,21(5  
%85%$1.3$75,&,$0 '2&7252)1856,1*35$&7,&($1'$&87(&$5(1856(35$&7,7,21(5  
%85%$1.3$75,&,$0 5+2'(,6/$1'*(5,$75,&('8&$7,21&(17(5  
%85%$1.3$75,&,$0 5+2'(,6/$1'*(5,$75,&('8&$7,21&(17(5  
&857,1$/,&,$ 5+2'(,6/$1'*(5,$75,&('8&$7,21&(17(5  
0$57,16',$1(& 5+2'(,6/$1'*(5,$75,&('8&$7,21&(17(5  
0(5&(5-8',7+ 3527(&7,9(())(&762)'(/$<('&25'&/$03,1*219/%:,1)$176  
68//,9$10$5< $'9$1&('1856,1*('8&$7,2175$,1((6+,3  
68//,9$10$5< 5,6.$1'3527(&7,21,175$-(&725,(62)35(7(50,1)$176%,57  
68//,9$10$5< 5,6.$1'3527(&7,21,175$-(&725,(62)35(7(50,1)$176%,57  
Total for Department $1,996,376NURSING INSTRUCTION
Total for College or Unit $1,996,376COLLEGE OF NURSING
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
BIOMEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
$.+/$*+,)$7(0(+ $/7(5('+(3$7,&',6326,7,212)67$7,16%<',$%(7(60(/,786  
$.+/$*+,)$7(0(+ 6833/(0(17)2560$573,//7(&+12/2*,(6)25(;75$&7(9$/8$7,21  
&+,&+(67(5&/,1721 ,175$0('8//$5<257+23(',&'58*'(/,9(5<678',(6  
&+2%21*6833 6(48(1&(())(&762)$5</$/0,1('1$$''8&76  
'(1*58,7$1* &52667$/.%(7:((1(6752*(1$1'%,/($&,'6,*1$/,1*3$7+:$<  
.,6/$/,2*/86(53,/ 7(67,1*35(',&7,210(7+2'62)62/,'62/,'0,;785(6
67$%,/,7  
.,6/$/,2*/86(53,/ 7(67,1*35(',&7,210(7+2'62)62/,'62/,'0,;785(6
67$%,/,7  
.,6/$/,2*/86(53,/ +2))0$1/$52&+(678'(1768332577(67,1*	&203$5  
.29225$%5$+$0 52/(2)7+(675,$7$/63(&,),&3527(,15*6,15(*8/$7,1*  
0$5&28;5,7$ 0(',&$7,210$1$*(0(17352*5$0  
3$5$1*.(<.$9286 '(9(/230(172)1(8523527(&7,9(3'='20$,1,1+,%,7256)257+(  
3$5$1*.(<.$9286 ,175$0('8//$5<257+23(',&'58*'(/,9(5<678',(6  
52:/(<'$9,' 1(:722/6$1'0(&+$1,60672&20%$7$48$&8/785(',6($6(6  
52:/(<'$9,' 5,6($*5$17201,%86)<  
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6((5$01$9,1'5$3 352-(&7)*5$176<1(5*,67,&())(&762)0$3/(6<583  
6((5$01$9,1'5$3 352-(&7&*5$17&203/(;68*$5,'(17,),&$7,212)0$3/(  
6((5$01$9,1'5$3 352-(&7(*5$175287,1($1$/<6,62)0$3/(6<583  
6+$,.+=$+,5$ 5,1(7:25.)25(;&(//(1&(,1%,20(',&$/$1'%(+$9,25$/5(6($  
6+$,.+=$+,5$ 5,1(7:25.)25(;&(//(1&(,1%,20(',&$/$1'%(+$9,25$/5(6($  
6/,77$1*(/$ 75($70(172)6752.(86,1*$129(/3'=%,1',1*3(37,'20,0(7,&  
6/,77$1*(/$ ())(&72)1875,7,21$/67$78621053(;35(66,21$1'%,/,$5<  
7,:$5,5$.(6+.80$5 '(9(/230(172)1(8523527(&7,9(3'='20$,1,1+,%,7256)257+(  
:257+(1'$9,'5 ,175$0('8//$5<257+23(',&'58*'(/,9(5<678',(6  
=$:,$1$66(5 *5$'8$7(5(6($5&+)(//2:6+,3-867,15,&+$5'  
=$:,$1$66(5 2&&83$7,21$/(;32685($1'7+('(9(/230(17$/%$6,62)$'5'  
=$:,$1$66(5 -$&2%.-$9,76)(//2:6  
=$:,$1$66(5 2&&83$7,21$/(;32685($1'7+('(9(/230(17$/%$6,62)$'7+  
=$:,$1$66(5 2&&83$7,21$/(;32685($1'7+('(9(/230(17$/%$6,62)$'7+  
Total for Department $5,743,988BIOMEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
CRIME LAB
+,//,$5''(11,6& 1,%,1)<  
+,//,$5''(11,6& &5,0(/$%25$725<,03529(0(17)<  
+,//,$5''(11,6& )</$7(1735,17,03529(0(17352*5$0  
+,//,$5''(11,6& )</$7(1735,17,03529(0(17352*5$0  
+,//,$5''(11,6& )</$7(1735,17,03529(0(17352*5$0  
+,//,$5''(11,6& )</$7(1735,17,03529(0(17352*5$0  
Total for Department $77,228CRIME LAB
LIVING RITE/HEALTH POLICY
*2/'67(,1(/$,1$ +($/7+&$5(,1129$7,21&+$//(1*(  
Total for Department $3,161,893LIVING RITE/HEALTH POLICY
PHARMACY PRACTICE
%($8/,(8:,//,$03 0(',&$7,210$1$*(0(17352*5$0  
(6786(5,&$ 5+2'(,6/$1'*(5,$75,&('8&$7,21&(17(5  
+80($11(/ 5+2'(,6/$1'*(5,$75,&('8&$7,21&(17(5  
+80($11(/ 5+2'(,6/$1'*(5,$75,&('8&$7,21&(17(5  
-$&.621$1,7$ 3+$50$&,67,1,7,$7,212)3267(;32685('2;<&</,1()25/<0(3  
.2*8767(3+(1 5('8&,1*$'9(56('58*(9(1763$7,(176$)(7<$1'&/,1,&$/3+  
.2*8767(3+(1 +($/7+&$5(,1129$7,21&+$//(1*(  
/$55$7(3$8/ +($/7+&$5(,1129$7,21&+$//(1*(  
2:(161250$ 5+2'(,6/$1'*(5,$75,&('8&$7,21&(17(5  
2:(161250$ 5+2'(,6/$1'*(5,$75,&('8&$7,21&(17(5  
6=80,7$&2+(1/,6$ 08/7,',6&,3/,1$5<('8&$7,21	',$%(7(6,17(59(17,21  
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6=80,7$&2+(1/,6$ 352027,1*6$)(86(2)0(',&$7,216%<3529,',1*0(',&$7,21('  
7$9(,5$75$&(<+ 0(',&$/&(17(5,03/(0(17$7,212)3$7,(17&(17(5('0(',&$/+2  
7$9(,5$75$&(<+ *5283,17(59(17,21)25'0*8,'(/,1(,03/(0(17$7,2108/7,',  
:$5'.5,67,1$ 352027,1*6$)(86(2)0(',&$7,216%<3529,',1*0(',&$7,21('  
:,//(<&<17+,$: 5+2'(,6/$1'*(5,$75,&('8&$7,21&(17(5  
Total for Department $1,473,666PHARMACY PRACTICE
Total for College or Unit $10,456,774COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
/$1(&+5,6723+(5 58,&2//$%5(6($5&+7+(%(508'$6($:(('352-(&7  
/$1(&+5,6723+(5 5(86833/(0(17)2558,&2//$%5(6($5&+7+(%(508'$6($:((  
026(0$19$/7,(55$6 &,&$5%210$1$*(0(17,1&2$67$/:(7/$1'648$17,)<,1*&  
026(0$19$/7,(55$6 5(9($/,1*$&7,9(5(63216(62)7+(2&($167$7(
60$56+(672&  
6(,%(/%5$' %,2/2*,&$/5(63216(727+('<1$0,&63(&75$/32/$5,=('81'(5:  
6(,%(/%5$' %,2/2*,&$/5(63216(727+('<1$0,&63(&75$/32/$5,=('81'(5:  
7+251%(5&$52/ 0(&+$1,606)2568&&(66$1'327(17,$/,03$&762)$1,19$6,9(  
7+251%(5&$52/ &/,0$7('5,9(1,03$&76217+()250$7,1$1'3(56,67(1&(2)0$  
Total for Department $820,876BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
CELL AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
&+$1'/((-2(/0 *(1(7,&,03529(0(172)6:,7&+*5$66  
&2+(13$8/6 6<0%,26,62)(&2/,$1'7+(,1767,1$/0,&52%,27$,1$0286(  
&2+(13$8/6 6<0%,26,62)(&2/,$1'7+(,17(67,1$/0,&52%,27$,1$0286  
&2+(13$8/6 02',),&$7,2172$''1,+)81'635(9,286/<5('8&('7+$7+$9(1  
'(*5227$11(6 &20387$7,21$//<237,0,=('$17,67$3+</2&2&&$/%,27+(5$3(87,&  
'(*5227$11(6 9$&&,1(5(1$,66$1&(&21)(5(1&($77+(,167,787()25,00812/2  
'(*5227$11(6 75$16/$7,21$/,00812/2*<5(6($5&+$1'$&&(/(5$7('>9$&&,1(@  
+2:/(771,$// 5(*8/$7,212)7+(02128%,48,7,1$7,212)7+()$1&21,$1(0,$  
-(1.,16%(7+$1<' &+$5$&7(5,=$7,212)129(/$1$(52%,&1,752*(1),;,1*%$&7(5,$  
.$86&+$/%(57 +<%5,'7(&+12/2*,(6)25+(7(526,6,15,&($1'5(/$7('&(5($/  
.$86&+$/%(57 *(1(7,&,03529(0(172)6:,7&+*5$66  
02,6(/(21$5' 75$16/$7,21$/,00812/2*<5(6($5&+$1'$&&(/(5$7('>9$&&,1(@  
1(/621'$9,' 1(:722/6$1'0(&+$1,60672&20%$7$48$&8/785(',6($6(6  
527+0$1$/$1 )/$9,9,586,1)(&7,2163$7+2*(1(6,6$1'35(9(17,21  
527+0$1$/$1 $'0,1,675$7,9(6833/(0(1772)/$9,9,586,1)(&7,2163$7+2*(1  
527+0$1$/$1 $8720$7('32,172)&$5(3&5)25+(0255+$*,&)(9(5',$*126,6  
527+0$1$/$1 $8720$7('32,172)&$5(3&5)25+(0255+$*,&)(9(5',$*126,6  
527+0$1$/$1 &(//8/$5,0081,7<72&$7(*25<$&9,586(6,1+80$16  
527+0$1$/$1 '(9(/230(172)$1,00812/2*<5(6($5&+$*(1'$7268332577+(  
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527+0$1$/$1 &(//8$5,0081,7<72&$7(*25<$&,1+80$16&25($  
527+0$1$/$1 &(//8$5,0081,7<72&$7(*25<$&,1+80$16352-(&7  
527+0$1$/$1 )/$9,9,586,1)(&7,2163$7+2*(1(6,6$1'35(9(17,21  
527+0$1$/$1 )/$9,9,586,1)(&7,2163$7+2*(1(6,6$1'35(9(17,21  
527+0$1$/$1 &(//8/$5,0081,7<72&$7(*25<$&9,586(6,1+80$16  
527+0$1$/$1 &(//8/$5,0081,7<72&$7(*25<$&9,586(6,1+80$16  
527+0$1$/$1 &(//8/$5,0081,7<72&$7(*25<$&9,586(6,1+80$16  
63(52'(1,&( 75$16/$7,21$/,00812/2*<5(6($5&+$1'$&&(/(5$7('>9$&&,1(@  
681*21*4,1 0(&+$1,6062))*)5(&(37255(*8/$7,21$1'6,*1$/,1*  
Total for Department $9,061,496CELL AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION
&$675$7$52.5,67(1 7$.,1*,17+(:+2/(3,&785(,1&25325$7,1*+2/,67,&0$1$*(0(  
&$675$7$52.5,67(1 722/62)7+(75$'(0((71*7+(1(('62)72'$<
61(:3(5,85%  
*2/'0$5,21 5+2'<1$7,9(  
*2/'0$5,21 $55$5,(1(5*<3257$/	5(1(:$%/((1(5*<$1'(1(5*<())  
*2/'0$5,21 0$1$*(0(172)2&($167$7(&/($1&,7,(6352*5$0  
*2/'0$5,21 85,2875($&+&(17(5352*5$06$77+(5:3%27$1,&$/&(17(5  
*2/'0$5,21 1<6(5'$(/(&75,&9(+,&/(&20081,7<,1,7,$7,9(  
*2/'0$5,21 0$1$*(0(172)2&($167$7(&/($1&,7,(6)<  
*2/'0$5,21 3$6$(&2(;3/25$7,21$77+(%27$1,&$/&(17(5  
*2/'0$5,21 5,'(0'$1*(562))25(673(676  
*2/'0$5,21 1.6$:0,//321':$7(56+('5(6725$7,21352-(&7  
*2/'0$5,21 3$6$6800(56&+2/$56  
+25$1.5,67,1$/ 5,+1$7,21$/0(1725,1**5$172  
+25$1.5,67,1$/ 5,0,/,7$5<+&/8%*5$17  
+25$1.5,67,1$/ 5,23(5$7,210,/,7$5<.,'6*5$17  
+25$1.5,67,1$/ 5,20.&$03*5$17  
/8&+7:(1'< 0$1$*(0(172)2&($167$7(&/($1&,7,(6352*5$0  
/8&+7:(1'< 1<6(5'$(/(&75,&9(+,&/(&20081,7<,1,7,$7,9(  
/8&+7:(1'< 0$1$*(0(172)2&($167$7(&/($1&,7,(6)<  
0$57,13$0(/$ 5,23(5$7,210,/,7$5<.,'6*5$17  
0$57,13$0(/$ 5,20.&$03*5$17  
0255(,5$0$5&,$ 5,0,/,7$5<+&/8%*5$17  
0255(,5$0$5&,$ 5,20.&$03*5$17  
0255(,5$0$5&,$ 5,+1$7,21$/0(1725,1**5$172  
0255(,5$0$5&,$ 5,23(5$7,210,/,7$5<.,'6*5$17  
6+(55<526$11( 5,'(0'$1*(562))25(673(676  
9(1785,1,.$7( 85,2875($&+&(17(5352*5$06$77+(5:3%27$1,&$/&(17(5  
9(1785,1,.$7( 1.6$:0,//321':$7(56+('5(6725$7,21352-(&7  
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9(1785,1,9$1(66$ 5+2'<1$7,9(  
9(1785,1,9$1(66$ 3$6$(&2(;3/25$7,21$77+(%27$1,&$/&(17(5  
9(1785,1,9$1(66$ 3$6$6800(56&+2/$56  
9(1785,1,9$1(66$ 85,2875($&+&(17(5352*5$06$77+(5:3%27$1,&$/&(17(5  
Total for Department $840,103COOPERATIVE EXTENSION
DEAN'S OFFICE
.,5%<-2+1 +$7&+)2508/$)<  
.,5%<-2+1 +$7&+5(*,1$/08/7,67$7(  
.,5%<-2+1 0&,17,5(67(11,6)<  
.,5%<-2+1 $1,0$/+($/7+)<  
.,5%<-2+1 5,)<&223(5$7,9((;7(16,21352*5$06$7/$1'*5$17,1  
.,5%<-2+1 &656)('(5$/5(7,5(0(17)<  
.,5%<-2+1 5,)<(;3$1'(')22'	1875,7,21('8&$7,21352*5$0  
5+2'(65,&+$5'& *(1(7,&,03529(0(172)6:,7&+*5$66  
5+2'(65,&+$5'& $55$5,(1(5*<3257$/	5(1(:$%/((1(5*<$1'(1(5*<())  
Total for Department $3,412,524DEAN'S OFFICE
ENV & NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS
$1'(5621&+5,6723+( &,'(9(/23,1*(&26<67(06(59,&(%86,1(66$61(:5(9(18(6  
8&+,'$(0, &,867$1=$1,$3/$11,1*75,3%8,/',1*&2//$%25$7,21,  
8&+,'$+,52768*8 5(*8/$725<$&7,21$1''<1$0,&$//<237,0$/63(&,(67$5*(7,1*  
8&+,'$+,52768*8 &,867$1=$1,$3/$11,1*75,3%8,/',1*&2//$%25$7,21,  
Total for Department $133,916ENV & NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS
FISHERIES, ANIMAL & VETERINARY SCIENCE
%(1*7621'$9,' 62<3527(,1&21&(175$7(63&$6),6+0($/5(3/$&(0(17,1',  
%(1*7621'$9,' 02'(/,1*,03$&762)$48$&8/785(352'8&7,21$1'86(2)&20021  
&$6752.$7+/((1 &,&2//$%25$7,9(0$1$*(0(17)25$6867$,1$%/(),6+(5,  
&$6752.$7+/((1 &,&2//$%25$7,9(0$1$*(0(17)25$6867$,1$%/(),6+(5,  
'21$+8(6&277 $55$/267(57$$  
*20(=&+,$55,0$57$ ,03529,1*6+(//),6+6859,9$/7+528*+*(1(7,&,03529(0(17,1  
*20(=&+,$55,0$57$ 62<3527(,1&21&(175$7(63&$6),6+0($/5(3/$&(0(17,1',  
*20(=&+,$55,0$57$ 1(:722/6$1'0(&+$1,60672&20%$7$48$&8/785(',6($6(6  
3(7(56621.$7+(5,1( 25*$1,&6+((3$1'*2$76+(5'+($/7+$1'1875,7,213/$11,1*  
3(7(56621.$7+(5,1( 3+$50$&2.,1(7,&678',(6,16+((3  
6$57,1,%(&.</ %8//63(50051$75$16&5,720()(57,/,7<$66$<'(9(/230(17  
6.52%(/$85$ &2//$%25$7,9($3352$&+725('8&(%<&$7&+,1648,'),6+(5<  
6.52%(/$85$ &223(5$7,9(,1'8675<81,9(56,7<*29(510(17%$6('6&83$1'6(  
6.52%(/$85$ 5,6($*5$17201,%86)<  
620(56%$5%$5$$ $55$/267(57$$  
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Total for Department $1,054,269FISHERIES, ANIMAL & VETERINARY SCIENCE
GEOSCIENCES
%227+52<'-21& $55$*(27+(50$/'$7$'(9(/230(17&2//(&7,21$1'0$,17(1$1  
%29,1*7+20$6 0,7,*$7,212)67250:$7(5'5$,1&/2**,1*7+528*+%03  
%29,1*7+20$6 5281',,5,'2785,7&-2,175(6($5&+352*5$0  
%29,1*7+20$6 5281',,5,'2785,7&-2,175(6($5&+352*5$0  
&$5'$&('$:1 /,)(,1+,*+3+635,1*62)7+(3+,/,33,1(6,6/$1'623+,2/,7(  
&$5'$&('$:1 '((3/,)(,0,&52%,$/&$5%2175$16)250$7,216,152&.+267('  
+(50(62' $55$*(27+(50$/'$7$'(9(/230(17&2//(&7,21$1'0$,17(1$1  
0855$<'$1,(/3 5,7(65,7(&+12/2*<(1+$1&('6&,(1&(352*5$0  
0855$<'$1,(/3 5,7(65,7(&+12/2*<(1+$1&('6&,(1&(352*5$0  
0855$<'$1,(/3 5,7(65,7(&+12/2*<(1+$1&('6&,(1&(352*5$0  
0855$<'$1,(/3 ,03$&72)3'217+(48$/,7<2),16758&7,21,10,''/(6&+22/6  
0855$<'$1,(/3 $55$*(27+(50$/'$7$'(9(/230(17&2//(&7,21$1'0$,17(1$1  
6$9$*(%5,$1 6+2573(5,2'$1(/$67,&$1'$1,627523,&:$9()250%$6('7+5(  
9((*(5$11( 5,7(65,7(&+12/2*<(1+$1&('6&,(1&(352*5$0  
9((*(5$11( 5,7(65,7(&+12/2*<(1+$1&('6&,(1&(352*5$0  
9((*(5$11( 5,7(65,7(&+12/2*<(1+$1&('6&,(1&(352*5$0  
9((*(5$11( ,03$&72)3'217+(48$/,7<2),16758&7,21,10,''/(6&+22/6  
9((*(5$11( $55$*(27+(50$/'$7$'(9(/230(17&2//(&7,21$1'0$,17(1$1  
Total for Department $6,072,649GEOSCIENCES
MARINE AFFAIRS
'$/72175$&(<- '(&,6,216833257)257+((&2120,&$1$/<6,62)75$'(2))6,1  
32//1$&5,&+$5'% 62&,$/,1',&$7256678'<,03529,1*7+(&21'8&72)62&,$/,03  
Total for Department $92,447MARINE AFFAIRS
NATURAL RESOURCES SCIENCE
$''<.(//< &,()),&,(1&<&21675$,176$1'81&(57$,17,(62)&21675  
$0$'25-26($ 86,1**5((16($:(('8/9$633$6$62,/$0(1'0(17())(&76  
$8*8673(7(5 &,68332572)1,:435(6($5&+('8&$7,21$1'2875($&+7+52  
$8*8673(7(5 &,0$33,1*68%0(5*('$48$7,&9(*(7$7,216$9,1  
$8*8673(7(5 &,5(6285&(%$6('*(2663$7,$/'$7$&2//(&7,21$1$/<6,6$1  
$8*8673(7(5 &,'$7$0$1$*(0(17$1'352*5$06833257)257+(1257+($67  
$8*8673(7(5 $55$&,*(263$7,$/7(&+12/2*<6833257)257+(5,%52$  
$8*8673(7(5 &,35(6(59,1*$1'(1+$1&,1*$&&(66727+(5+2'(,6/$1'*(2  
$8*8673(7(5 &,7$6.25'(5*,668332577218:&(19,5210(17$/3/$  
$8*8673(7(5 $'(&,6,2168332576<67(0)25021,725,1*5(3257,1*$1')25(  
%$5$12:6.,52%,1 1257+($67&2$67$/$1'%$55,(51(7:25.(&2/2*,&$/,19(1725<$  
%$5$12:6.,52%,1 &,1257+($67&2$67$/$1'%$55,(51(7:25.(&2/2*,&$/,19(  
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%21<1*(*5(* &,68332572)1,:435(6($5&+('8&$7,21$1'2875($&+7+52  
%21<1*(*5(* $55$&,*(263$7,$/7(&+12/2*<6833257)257+(5,%52$  
%21<1*(*5(* &,35(6(59,1*$1'(1+$1&,1*$&&(66727+(5+2'(,6/$1'*(2  
%5$'/(<0,&+$(/ &,0$33,1*68%0(5*('$48$7,&9(*(7$7,216$9,1  
&2;'$1 &,1257+($67&2$67$/$1'%$55,(51(7:25.(&2/2*,&$/,19(  
'$021&+5,6723+(5 &,$55$3529,'(7(&+1,&$/683325772)$&,/,7$7(7+  
',%%/(.,0%(5/</ 48$17,)<,1*7+(())(&762)3/$17,19$6,21621$48$7,&)22':  
',%%/(.,0%(5/</ 48$17,)<,1*7+(())(&762)3/$17,19$6,21621$48$7,&)22':  
'8+$,0(52/$1'- &,5(6285&(%$6('*(2663$7,$/'$7$&2//(&7,21$1$/<6,6$1  
'8+$,0(52/$1'- $'(&,6,2168332576<67(0)25021,725,1*5(3257,1*$1')25(  
)255(67(5*5$+$0( $1,17(*5$7('$66(660(172)$1,03257$17%8781'(5678',('&$  
*2/'$57+85- &,5+2'(,6/$1''(3$570(172)+($/7+%($&+6$03/,1*35  
*2/'$57+85- &,()),&,(1&<&21675$,176$1'81&(57$,17,(62)&21675  
*2/'$57+85- 5+2'(,6/$1'/$.($1'5,9(592/817((5%$6('021,725,1*  
*2/'$57+85- &,081,&,3$/&$3$&,7<75$,1,1*$1'38%/,&2875($&+6285  
*2/'$57+85- &,867$1=$1,$3/$11,1*75,3%8,/',1*&2//$%25$7,21,  
*5((1/,1'$ 5+2'(,6/$1'/$.($1'5,9(592/817((5%$6('021,725,1*  
+(5521(/,=$%(7+0 5+2'(,6/$1'/$.($1'5,9(592/817((5%$6('021,725,1*  
+86%$1'7+20$63 +$%,7$7$66(660(172)1(:(1*/$1'&277217$,/  
-28%(57/255$,1( &,081,&,3$/&$3$&,7<75$,1,1*$1'38%/,&2875($&+6285  
.$55$.(51$1&<( 1257+($67&2$67$/$1'%$55,(51(7:25.(&2/2*,&$/,19(1725<$  
.,5%<-2+1 5(1(:$%/(5(6285&(6)<  
/$%$6+&+$5/(6 $'(&,6,2168332576<67(0)25021,725,1*5(3257,1*$1')25(  
/$%$6+&+$5/(6 &,5(6285&(%$6('*(2663$7,$/'$7$&2//(&7,21$1$/<6,6$1  
/$%$6+&+$5/(6 &,'$7$0$1$*(0(17$1'352*5$06833257)257+(1257+($67  
/$%$6+&+$5/(6 &,7$6.25'(5*,668332577218:&(19,5210(17$/3/$  
/$%$6+&+$5/(6 &,68332572)1,:435(6($5&+('8&$7,21$1'2875($&+7+52  
/$%$6+&+$5/(6 &,0$33,1*68%0(5*('$48$7,&9(*(7$7,216$9,1  
/$%$6+&+$5/(6 $55$&,*(263$7,$/7(&+12/2*<6833257)257+(5,%52$  
/$%$6+&+$5/(6 &,35(6(59,1*$1'(1+$1&,1*$&&(66727+(5+2'(,6/$1'*(2  
0&&$11$/<621- &,081,&,3$/&$3$&,7<75$,1,1*$1'38%/,&2875($&+6285  
0&:,//,$066&2775 3238/$7,21(&2/2*<2)6($'8&.6  
0&:,//,$066&2775 0,*5$725<%,5'3238/$7,216217+(5+2'(,6/$1'1$7,21$/:,/'  
0&:,//,$066&2775 5(86833/(0(177216)*5$17,17(5$&7,9(())(&762)',(7$5<  
0(<(5621/$85$$ 48$17,)<,1*7+(())(&762)3/$17,19$6,21621$48$7,&)22':  
0(<(5621/$85$$ 48$17,)<,1*7+(())(&762)3/$17,19$6,21621$48$7,&)22':  
0(<(5621/$85$$ &2//$%5(6($5&+/$7,78',1$/9$5,$7,21,1,19$6,9(3/$17+(  
3$7213(7(5 &,1257+($67&2$67$/$1'%$55,(51(7:25.(&2/2*,&$/,19(  
3$7213(7(5 3238/$7,21(&2/2*<2)6($'8&.6  
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3$7213(7(5 $'(&,6,2168332576<67(0)25021,725,1*5(3257,1*$1')25(  
3$7213(7(5 &,$55$,03529($1'$&&(/(5$7(7+(,167$//$7,212)  
3$7213(7(5 &,$55$3529,'(7(&+1,&$/683325772)$&,/,7$7(7+  
672/70$5. &,$66(66,1*'<1$0,&62,/3523(57,(6:,7+,1$1(&2/2*,  
672/70$5. 3+$6(,,5$3,'&$5%21$1$/<6,6)2502  
672/70$5. '(9(/23,1*62,/%$6('*8,'(/,1(6)255(6725,1*($67(512<67(  
:$1*<(4,$2 $'(&,6,2168332576<67(0)25021,725,1*5(3257,1*$1')25(  
Total for Department $2,510,810NATURAL RESOURCES SCIENCE
NUTRITION AND FOOD SCIENCES
/((&+21*0 62<3527(,1&21&(175$7(63&$6),6+0($/5(3/$&(0(17,1',  
3$712$'0$57+$6 5+2'(,6/$1'*22'$*5,&/785$/35$&7,&(65,*$3(;3$1',1*  
3$712$'0$57+$6 (9$/8$7(5(9,6(83'$7($1'352027(7+()22'6$)(6&+22/6$  
3,9$51,./25,) ,1$&7,9$7,212)(17(5,&)22'%251(9,586(6,1+,*+5,6.)22'6  
3,9$51,./25,) 5+2'(,6/$1'*22'$*5,&/785$/35$&7,&(65,*$3(;3$1',1*  
3,9$51,./25,) (9$/8$7(5(9,6(83'$7($1'352027(7+()22'6$)(6&+22/6$  
6(%(/,$/,1'$ 86'$6833/(0(17$/1875,7,21$66,67$1&(('8&$7,21352*5$0  
Total for Department $1,009,288NUTRITION AND FOOD SCIENCES
PLANT SCIENCE
$/067(9(1 237,0,=,1*&21752/2)$118$/%/8(*5$66:((9,/621*2/)&2856  
$/067(9(1 5,6.0$1$*(0(17$1'&523,1685$1&(('8&$7,21)255+2'(,6/$1  
$/067(9(1 3(67,&,'(6$)(7<('8&$7,21352*5$0)255+2'(,6/$1'  
$/067(9(1 6&$/(0$1$*(0(17,1&+5,670$675((6  
%52:15(%(&&$ 5+2'(,6/$1'*52:1*$5/,&/((.$1'21,216+,*+9$/8(237,  
%52:15(%(&&$ 722/62)7+(75$'(0((71*7+(1(('62)72'$<
61(:3(5,85%  
%52:15(%(&&$ 5281',,5,'2785,7&-2,175(6($5&+352*5$0  
%52:15(%(&&$ 5281',,5,'2785,7&-2,175(6($5&+352*5$0  
&$6$*5$1'(5,&+$5' ,30&225',1$7,21)255+2'(,6/$1'  
)$8%(57+($7+(5 1257+($673/$17',$*1267,&1(7:25.  
)$8%(57+($7+(5 1257+($673/$17',$*1267,&1(7:25.  
/(&/$,5(&21:$<12$ 5+2'(,6/$1'*52:1*$5/,&/((.$1'21,216+,*+9$/8(237,  
0$7+(57+20$6 ,70,03/(0(17,1*7,&.0$1$*(0(17)25/<0(',6($6(35(9(17,21  
0$7+(57+20$6 ,70,03/(0(17,1*7,&.0$1$*(0(17)25/<0(',6($6(35(9(17,21  
0$7+(57+20$6 75$16/$7,21$/,00812/2*<5(6($5&+$1'$&&(/(5$7('>9$&&,1(@  
0,7.2:6.,1$7+$1,(/ 0$1$*(0(172)%$&7(5,$/:,/72)&5((3,1*%(17*5$66&$86('%<  
68//,9$1:0 &$2)(,1',$1*5((1,1*'(021675$7,21352-(&7  
68//,9$1:0 75$,1,1*$1'7(&+12/2*<75$16)(572,03529(7+('(/,9(5<2)  
7(:.6%85<(/,=$%(7+ %,2/2*,&$/&21752/2)0,/($0,187(  
7(:.6%85<(/,=$%(7+ %,2/2*,&$/&21752/2)/,/</($)%((7/(  
7(:.6%85<(/,=$%(7+ 5($5,1*2)5+,121&20,086/$7,3(6$%,2/2*,&$/&21752/$*(17  
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7(:.6%85<(/,=$%(7+ %,2/2*,&$/&21752/2)/,/</($)%((7/(  
7(:.6%85<(/,=$%(7+ %,2/2*,&$/&21752/2)0,/($0,187(  
7(:.6%85<(/,=$%(7+ 5($5,1*2)5+,121&20,086/$7,3(6$%,2/2*,&$/&21752/$*(17  
7(:.6%85<(/,=$%(7+ %,2/2*,&$/&21752/2)6:$//2::2576  
7(:.6%85<(/,=$%(7+ %,2/2*,&$/&21752/2)0,/($0,187(  
7(:.6%85<(/,=$%(7+ %,2/2*,&$/&21752/2)/,/</($)%((7/(/,/,2&(5,6/,//,,1  
Total for Department $1,581,747PLANT SCIENCE
Total for College or Unit $26,590,124COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY
CENTER OF EXCELLENCE IN UNDERSEA TECHNOLOGY
0(1(=(66816+,1( 7+(6&,(1&($1'7(&+12/2*<2)',63(56$176$65(/(9$1772'((  
0(1(=(66816+,1( 7+(6&,(1&($1'7(&+12/2*<2)',63(56$176$65(/(9$1772'((  
Total for Department $68,220CENTER OF EXCELLENCE IN UNDERSEA TECHNOLOGY
COASTAL INSTITUTE
6:,)7-8',7+0 &,1$55$*$16(77%$<(678$5<352*5$0  
Total for Department $168,250COASTAL INSTITUTE
COASTAL RESOURCES CENTER
&5$:)25'%5,$1 &,,17(*5$7('&2$67$/$1'),6+(5,(6*29(51$1&(352*5$0  
&5$:)25'%5,$1 &,&2//$%25$7,9(0$1$*(0(17)25$6867$,1$%/(),6+(5,  
&5$:)25'%5,$1 &,&2//$%25$7,9(0$1$*(0(17)25$6867$,1$%/(),6+(5,  
&5$:)25'%5,$1 %$/$1&('&(,/,1*,1&5($6(  
&5$:)25'%5,$1 %$/$1&('&(,/,1*,1&5($6(  
&5($17(5(6$ 75$163257$7,21%$6('&/,0$7($'$37$7,213/$11,1*)251257+.  
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6+(1<$1* '(9(/23,1*$&2035(+(16,9(02'(/2)68%'8&7,21$1'&217,1(17  
60,7+'$9,' 237,0,=,1*&8/785(&21',7,216)250,&5225*$1,606,1+$%,7,1*  
60,7+'$9,' 5(86,7(685)26800(581'(5*5$'8$7(5(6($5&+)(//2:6+,36  
63,9$&.$57+85 &$1$/<6,62)/(*6(',0(17$5<325()/8,'6  
63,9$&.$57+85 5$',2/<7,&+<'52*(1$1'0,&52%,$//,)(,168%6($)/2256(',0(  
63,9$&.$57+85 &2//$%5(6($5&+,2'3(;3(',7,212%-(&7,9(5(6($5&+21  
68//,9$1-$0(60 %,2/2*,&$/5(63216(727+('<1$0,&63(&75$/32/$5,=('81'(5:  
68//,9$1-$0(60 %,2/2*,&$/5(63216(727+('<1$0,&63(&75$/32/$5,=('81'(5:  
8//0$1'$9,' 0$5$&2260,'$7/$17,&5(*,21$/$662&,$7,21&2$67$/2&($12%  
8//0$1'$9,' 0$5$&2260,'$7/$17,&5(*,21$/$662&,$7,21&2$67$/2&($12%  
8//0$1'$9,' $1$66(660(172)48$+2*/$59$/6833/<$1'',675,%87,21,17+  
8//0$1'$9,' 180(5,&$/&,5&8/$7,2102'(/,1*,168332572)+<326,$678',(6  
8//0$1'$9,' :,5()/<(5:,)/<$&$%/()/<,1*9(+,&/(6<67(0)25+,*+5  
8//0$1'$9,' :,5()/<(5:,)/<$&$%/()/<,1*9(+,&/(6<67(0)25+,*+5  
8//0$1'$9,' 5,6($*5$17201,%86)<  
:$776'5 &3,(6$1'$&&(6625,(6:,7+237,216  
:$776'5 %3,(6	$&&(6625,(6  
:$776'5 %3,(6	$&&(6625,(6  
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Name Project Title Agency
Project
Amount
Portion
Amount
:$776'5 %%$77(5<7(67(5  
:$776'5 (;7(51$/&$%/($66(0%/<$1'6($/,1*3/8*$66(0%/<  
:$776'5 (9$/8$7,21)255(3$,52)3,(661  
:$776'5 5(/($6(5($50,1*.,76  
:$776'5 0($685,1*7+(9$5,$%,/,7<2)7+(1257+(48$725,$/&855(17  
:$776'5 0($685,1*7+(9$5,$%,/,7<2)7+(1257+(48$725,$/&855(17  
:$776'5 6287+$7/$17,&0(5,',21$/29(57851,1*&,5&8/$7,16$02&%5$  
:$776'5 25,*,162)7+(.8526+,2678',(66(&21',167,787(2)2&($12*  
:$776'5 .8526+,225,*,12))7$,:$1$1'5(6:+2,3,(6&3,(6  
:$776'5 (9$/8$7,21)255(3$,52)3,(661  
:$776'5 )$%5,&$7(),9(&3,(6$1'$&&(6625,(6  
:$776'5 .8526+,225,*,13,(66,12,167580(176  
:$776'5 &219(56,212)3,(67202'(03,(661  
:$776'5 &2//$%5(6($5&+'<1$0,&6$1'75$1632572)7+($17$5&7,&&,  
:,0%86+0$5. 0($685,1*7+()/2:7+528*+7+(.(5$0$*$3  
<$%/216.<5,&+$5' $'9$1&,1*12$$
6+:5)35(',&7,216<67(07+528*+1(:$1'(1+$  
<$%/216.<5,&+$5' &,$'9$1&('$70263+(5(2&($1:$9(&283/,1*)25+855,&$1(  
Total for Department $9,858,409FACULTY
MARINE ARCHEOLOGY
%$//$5'52%(57' 6833/(0(17$/)81',1*72352-(&7(17,7/('86,1*7+(,11(563  
%$//$5'52%(57' 6833/(0(17$/)81',1*72352-(&7(17,7/('7+('(9(/230(172)  
%$//$5'52%(57' 5(6($5&+6833257)251$87,/86(;3/25$7,21352*5$0$%2$5  
Total for Department $584,685MARINE ARCHEOLOGY
MARINE OFFICE
'(%2:6$08(/3 6+,37,0($1'0$5,1(7(&+1,&,$16833257)257+(59(1'($925  
*/(11217+20$6 2&($12*5$3+,&7(&+1,&$/6(59,&(6)2559(1'($925  
*/(11217+20$6 6+,323(5$7,216  
*/(11217+20$6 59(1'($9255(6($&+&58,6()2581,9(56,7<2)6287+(510,66,  
*/(11217+20$6 6+,37,0($1'0$5,1(7(&+1,&,$16833257)257+(59(1'($925  
*/(11217+20$6 6+,37,0($1'0$5,1(7(&+1,&,$16833257)257+(59(1'($925  
Total for Department $3,410,147MARINE OFFICE
MARINE TECHINCIANS
)$11,1*:,//,$0 6+,37,0($1'0$5,1(7(&+1,&,$16833257)257+(59(1'($925  
)$11,1*:,//,$0 6+,37,0($1'0$5,1(7(&+1,&,$16833257)257+(59(1'($925  
)$11,1*:,//,$0 6+,37,0($1'0$5,1(7(&+1,&,$16833257)257+(59(1'($925  
)$11,1*:,//,$0 2&($12*5$3+,&7(&+1,&$/6(59,&(6)2559(1'($925  
)$11,1*:,//,$0 59(1'($9255(6($&+&58,6()2581,9(56,7<2)6287+(510,66,  
Total for Department $796,289MARINE TECHINCIANS
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OCEANOGRAPHY
$/%(576-21$7+$1& 81,9(56,7<1$7,21$/2&($12*5$3+,&/$%25$725<6<67(0  
%$//$5'52%(57' 85,,11(563$&(&(17(55(6($5&+$1'('8&$7,21)257+(&(17(5  
&2',*$'$1,(/ &,&+532%6(59$7,216$1'02'(/,1*2)1$55$*$16(77%$<+<3  
&2',*$'$1,(/ &,&+532%6(59$7,216$1'02'(/,1*2)1$55$*$16(77%$<+<3  
&5$:)25'%5,$1 6867$,1$%/(&2$67$/&20081,7,(6$1'(&26<67(0668&&(66  
&5$:)25'%5,$1 &,&216(59$7,212)&2$67$/(&26<67(06,17$1=$1,$
6125  
&5$:)25'%5,$1 &,*$0%,$6(1(*$/),6+(5,(6$.$%$1$)$  
&5$:)25'%5,$1 &,*$0%,$6(1(*$/),6+(5,(6$.$%$1$)$  
'(6,/9$$11(77( 81,9(56,7<1$7,21$/2&($12*5$3+,&/$%25$725<6<67(0  
'+21'767(9(1 &(17(5)25'$5.(1(5*<%,263+(5(,19(67,*$7,216&'(%,  
'+21'767(9(1 &(17(5)25'$5.(1(5*<%,263+(5(,19(67,*$7,216&'(%,  
'212+8(.$7+/((1 &2//$%5(6($5&+7+(2/($1'(5352-(&76867$,1('2%6(59$7,2  
'212+8(.$7+/((1 '<1$0,&62)7+(/223&855(17,186:$7(56  
)$50(5'$9,' 678'<2),17(51$/:$9(*(1(5$7,21,1675$,76  
+$5$7(768 &,7(&+1,&$/352326$/$'9$1&('&283/('$70263+(5(:$9(2&  
+$5$7(768 &,7(&+1,&$/352326$/$'9$1&('&283/('$70263+(5(:$9(2&  
.(//(<.$7+(5,1($ &2//$%25$7,9(5(6($5&+7+(6287+($670$5,$1$)25($5&5,)7  
.(//(<.$7+(5,1($ &2//$%25$7,9(5(6($5&+7+(6287+($670$5,$1$)25($5&5,)7  
29,$77&$1'$&( &,&+532%6(59$7,216$1'02'(/,1*2)1$55$*$16(77%$<+<3  
29,$77&$1'$&( &,&+532%6(59$7,216$1'02'(/,1*2)1$55$*$16(77%$<+<3  
3$5.-$(+81 0($685,1*7+()/2:7+528*+7+(.(5$0$*$3  
520$1&+5,6723+(5 85,,11(563$&(&(17(55(6($5&+$1'('8&$7,21)257+(&(17(5  
5266%<+$167 &2//$%5(6($5&+7+(2/($1'(5352-(&76867$,1('2%6(59$7,2  
725(//(/,1 &,&216(59$7,212)&2$67$/(&26<67(06,17$1=$1,$
6125  
8//0$1'$9,' &,&+532%6(59$7,216$1'02'(/,1*2)1$55$*$16(77%$<+<3  
8//0$1'$9,' &,&+532%6(59$7,216$1'02'(/,1*2)1$55$*$16(77%$<+<3  
:$776'5 '<1$0,&62)7+(/223&855(17,186:$7(56  
Total for Department $3,952,510OCEANOGRAPHY
OFFICE OF MARINE PROGRAMS
+,&.2;6$5$& $1$/<6,62)$1'5(&200(1'$7,216)25$&2035(+(16,9((1*$*(0(  
+,&.2;6$5$& ,16,*+76,1727+(0$5,1('((3%,263+(5(722/6$1'&20081,&$  
0(1(=(66816+,1( ,16,*+76,1727+(0$5,1('((3%,263+(5(722/6$1'&20081,&$  
6&2:&52)7*$,/ &2//$%5(6($5&+&(17(56)252&($16&,(1&(6('8&$7,21(;&(/  
6&2:&52)7*$,/ ',6&29(5<2)6281',17+(6($  
Total for Department $668,233OFFICE OF MARINE PROGRAMS
RESEARCH SUPPORT
*/(11217+20$6 6+,323(5$7,216  
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Total for Department $221,638RESEARCH SUPPORT
SEA GRANT
&267$3,(5&(%$55< .1$866)(//2:6+,3$33/,&$17&$55,(*,//  
&267$3,(5&(%$55< 5,6($*5$17201,%86)<  
&267$3,(5&(%$55< 5,6($*5$17201,%86)<  
&267$3,(5&(%$55< 5,6($*5$17201,%86  
&267$3,(5&(%$55< 5+2'(,6/$1'6($*5$17201,%86352*5$0$'0,1,675$7  
&267$3,(5&(%$55< 5+2'(,6/$1'6($*5$17201,%86352*5$0$'0,1,675$7  
Total for Department $2,746,278SEA GRANT
Total for College or Unit $29,987,097GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY
PROVOST
PROVOST
'(+$<(6'21$/'+ $55$85,&(175$/%(+$9,25&+$1*(5(6($5&+)$&,/,7<  
'(+$<(6'21$/'+ 352-(&75(&58,7$1'('8&$7(/2&$/$75,6.$'8/76$1'<287+  
'(+$<(6'21$/'+ 352-(&75(&58,7$1'('8&$7(/2&$/$75,6.$'8/76$1'<287+  
Total for Department $458,078PROVOST
Total for College or Unit $458,078PROVOST
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
+$<(6'$9,' 352-(&75(&58,7$1'('8&$7(/2&$/$75,6.$'8/76$1'<287+  
+$<(6'$9,' 352-(&75(&58,7$1'('8&$7(/2&$/$75,6.$'8/76$1'<287+  
0,//(56$5$+* -80367$5785,  
5,&+021'-$<1(( -80367$5785,  
Total for Department $334,918UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Total for College or Unit $334,918UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
VICE PRESIDENT FOR ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
:(<*$1'52%(57$ 1$7,21$/6800(575$163257$7,21,167,787(  
Total for Department $0ADMINISTRATION
TRANSPORTATION CENTER
526(1'(%25$+( 1$7,21$/&216758&7,21&$5((5'$<352*5$0  
526(1'(%25$+( 5281',,5,'2785,7&-2,175(6($5&+352*5$0  
526(1'(%25$+( 5281',,5,'2785,7&-2,175(6($5&+352*5$0  
526(1'(%25$+( 1$7,21$/6800(575$163257$7,21,167,787(  
526(1'(%25$+( 7+(75$163257$7,21&(17(5/2&$/7(&+1,&$/$66,67$1&($1'287  
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526(1'(%25$+( 7+(75$163257$7,21&(17(5('8&$7,21&/867(5  
:(<*$1'52%(57$ 1$7,21$/&216758&7,21&$5((5'$<352*5$0  
:(<*$1'52%(57$ 5281',,5,'2785,7&-2,175(6($5&+352*5$0  
:(<*$1'52%(57$ 5281',,5,'2785,7&-2,175(6($5&+352*5$0  
Total for Department $1,522,497TRANSPORTATION CENTER
VICE PRESIDENT OF ADMINISTRATION
:<0$1-9(5121 $55$),5(6$)(7<$1'3527(&7,21$&$'(0,&  
Total for Department $325,291VICE PRESIDENT OF ADMINISTRATION
Total for College or Unit $1,847,788VICE PRESIDENT FOR ADMINISTRATION
VICE PRESIDENT, STUDENT AFFAIRS
TALENT DEVELOPMENT
:,//,$06*(5$/' 352-(&75(&58,7$1'('8&$7(/2&$/$75,6.$'8/76$1'<287+  
:,//,$06*(5$/' 352-(&75(&58,7$1'('8&$7(/2&$/$75,6.$'8/76$1'<287+  
Total for Department $239,999TALENT DEVELOPMENT
Total for College or Unit $239,999VICE PRESIDENT, STUDENT AFFAIRS
Grand Total $95,004,749
3.29
University of Rhode Island Awards Received through the 
Division of Research and Economic Development FY2012
by Department
July 1, 2011 to June 30, 2012
Annual Report FY2012
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES CANCER PREVENTION RESEARCH CENTER 16.30 $4,716,924.55
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES CHEMISTRY 13.75 $2,496,787.75
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES COMPUTER SCIENCE/STATISTICS 4.50 $451,367.00
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES DEAN'S OFFICE 0.81 $400,721.25
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES FEINSTEIN HUNGER CENTER 1.00 $874,383.00
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES HISTORY 2.00 $127,850.00
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES INTERNATIONAL ENGINEERING PROGRAM 0.66 $22,642.95
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES LANGUAGES 2.68 $1,690,588.10
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES MATHEMATICS 1.00 $52,945.00
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES PHYSICS 5.00 $1,294,192.00
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES PSYCHOLOGY 1.50 $1,332,244.00
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES SOCIOLOGY/ANTHROPOLOGY 1.25 $45,692.00
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION FACULTY - INSTRUCTION 1.00 $26,200.00
COLLEGE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION CONTINUING EDUCATION 0.60 $239,999.40
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 16.86 $1,361,773.51
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING CIVIL/ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING 4.90 $300,522.00
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING DEAN'S OFFICE 1.00 $65,999.00
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 19.28 $1,721,659.56
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 23.50 $1,678,626.21
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING OCEAN ENGINEERING 8.63 $875,952.25
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICES DEAN'S OFFICE 3.00 $955,527.00
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICES EDUCATION 8.00 $939,834.00
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICES GERONTOLOGY 0.90 $864,295.29
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICES HUMAN DEVELOPMENT/COUNSELING/FAMILY STUDIES 3.00 $216,144.00
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICES PHYSICAL THERAPY 1.00 $340,724.00
COLLEGE OF NURSING NURSING INSTRUCTION 6.55 $1,996,376.45
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY BIOMEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES 22.95 $5,743,988.03
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY CRIME LAB 6.00 $77,228.21
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY LIVING RITE/HEALTH POLICY 0.60 $3,161,892.60
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY PHARMACY PRACTICE 7.35 $1,473,665.56
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 6.70 $820,875.90
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES CELL AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 23.90 $9,061,495.57
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES COOPERATIVE EXTENSION 15.40 $840,103.00
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES DEAN'S OFFICE 7.25 $3,412,524.00
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES ENV & NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS 2.90 $133,915.79
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COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES FISHERIES, ANIMAL & VETERINARY SCIENCE 9.28 $1,054,268.53
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES GEOSCIENCES 9.00 $6,072,649.00
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES MARINE AFFAIRS 2.00 $92,447.00
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES NATURAL RESOURCES SCIENCE 27.23 $2,510,809.59
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES NUTRITION AND FOOD SCIENCES 4.33 $1,009,287.81
COLLEGE OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES PLANT SCIENCE 22.75 $1,581,747.41
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY CENTER OF EXCELLENCE IN UNDERSEA TECHNOLOGY 0.24 $68,220.12
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY COASTAL INSTITUTE 0.50 $168,249.50
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY COASTAL RESOURCES CENTER 12.66 $7,512,438.54
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY DEAN'S OFFICE 15.20 $3,952,510.46
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY FACULTY 100.80 $9,858,409.41
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY MARINE ARCHEOLOGY 2.50 $584,684.50
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY MARINE OFFICE 3.50 $3,410,146.50
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY MARINE TECHNICIANS 2.50 $796,288.50
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY OFFICE OF MARINE PROGRAMS 3.75 $668,233.25
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY RESEARCH SUPPORT 1.00 $221,638.00
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY SEA GRANT 5.49 $2,746,278.45
PROVOST PROVOST 0.35 $458,078.10
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE 1.60 $334,918.40
VICE PRESIDENT FOR ADMINISTRATION TRANSPORTATION CENTER 6.00 $1,522,497.00
VICE PRESIDENT FOR ADMINISTRATION VICE PRESIDENT FOR ADMINISTRATION 1.00 $325,291.00
VICE PRESIDENT, STUDENT AFFAIRS TALENT DEVELOPMENT 0.60 $239,999.40
474.00 $95,004,749.40
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NSF  $20.4 
HHS/NIH  $19.5 
STATE  $15.9 
AID   $9.9 
USDA   $7.0 
DOD  $6.8 
DOC   $5.6 
Other  $4.2 
DHS  $3.3 
Misc  $3.3 
Energy  $3.1 
INT   $1.3 
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GSO  $31.1M 
ELS   $22.0M 
A&S  $12.4M 
VPA    $8.1M 
PHA   $7.9M 
EGR   $7.5M 
VPR    $4.4M 
HSS    $3.2M 
PRES $1.6M 
NUR   $1.1M 
Other $1.0M 
        
 
Annual Report FY2012  Expenditures by Agency through the  
Division of Research and Economic Development 
FY2007 – FY2012 
Values are from first closing, July of each fiscal year.  
USDA (CREES – LGF) is CREES Land Grant Funds – AES & CES. 
 
   
AGENCY       FY2007     FY2008       FY2009    FY2010    FY2011   FY2012                   
 
AID    $3,055,835 $2,787,530           $2,843,964 $4,690,127 $6,245,226 $9,936,452       
AIR FORCE     $582,973    $598,375       $849,805    $965,077 $1,333,320 $1,295,162 
ARMY        $557,959    $449,258              $573,082    $476,172    $568,881 $1,585,857 
COAST GUARD  -        -                               -  -  -             - 
COMMERCE  $4,955,292 $5,939,342           $6,838,060 $6,968,237 $5,614,899 $5,553,015 
CFI   $1,199,153  $2,470,203          $2,238,708 $1,501,672 $1,190,526    $461,747 
DHS    -  -  -  - $1,830,802 $3,306,429 
EDUCATION  $1,303,476  $1,413,156          $1,752,475 $1,118,645 $1,251,257    $714,841 
ENERGY       $88,937     $162,786             $475,168 $1,883,747 $1,456,174 $3,122,118 
EPA      $676,832     $713,289             $520,477    $488,645    $708,883    $709,284 
FED SUBCON         -          -                              -  -  -  - 
NIH   $1,875,543  $2,247,156          $3,534,885 $6,592,897      $11,900,774      $13,244,119  
HHS   $9,606,241  $8,291,178          $9,549,072 $9,078,551 $6,889,651 $6,285,612  
INTERIOR  $1,117,020  $1,054,272             $906,250    $692,641 $1,142,185 $1,253,319 
MISCELLANEOUS $1,703,062  $2,094,676          $1,723,609 $2,461,611 $3,123,504 $3,342,800 
MUNICIPALITIES    $480,590     $687,462             $595,275    $562,138    $853,242    $798,495 
NASA   $1,772,473     $985,901             $671,828    $562,229    $781,173    $723,856 
NAVY   $4,385,465    $4,451,016          $4,918,116 $4,246,661 $4,143,068 $3,932,958 
NSF             $14,446,152       $12,819,186        $15,555,898   $17,590,963      $17,737,530      $20,359,865 
OTHER FEDERAL        $2,334,200  $2,250,537          $3,602,523 $5,120,193 $1,603,802    $723,108 
PROGRAM INCOME         $80,046     $102,793             $162,237      $33,081  -              - 
STATE               $7,662,882  $7,727,176          $8,162,869    $10,520,652     $12,586,459      $15,138,360  
USDA               $3,225,394         $3,430,719          $3,374,087      $3,244,318 $3,582,260 $3,949,281 
USDA (CREES-LGF)  -  -  -  $2,361,329 $2,646,586 $3,057,913 
US DOT   -  -  -  -    $581,522    $753,059 
  
TOTAL             $61,109,525       $60,676,011         $68,686,151   $81,159,586     $87,771,724    $100,247,650 
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College or Unit
Department
ARTS AND SCIENCES
2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012
ART $6,102 $3,504 $6,113 $308 $0 $0
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES $471,692 $481,077 $588,637 $608,436 $467,889 $417,834
CANCER PREVENTION RESEARCH CENTER $3,041,424 $3,493,469 $4,354,724 $4,341,066 $4,141,134 $3,258,229
CHEMISTRY $615,330 $951,423 $1,447,136 $2,525,727 $2,414,280 $5,041,858
COMMUNICATION STUDIES $14,157 $6,422 $43,689 $18,189 $0 $99,809
COMPUTER SCIENCE $582,994 $557,320 $694,026 $962,948 $1,012,362 $607,402
DEAN ARTS AND SCIENCES $475,682 $207,259 $0 $0 $0 $0
ECONOMICS $8,462 $718 $0 $0 $0 $0
ENGLISH $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
FEINSTEIN HUNGER CENTER $0 $327,137 $639,093 $612,933 $636,667 $755,158
GRAD - LIBRARY & INFO STUDIES $130,236 $197,007 $4,265 $358,903 $0 $436,363
GRAD LIBRARY SCHOOL $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
GREAT PERFORMACES $5,000 $6,750 $0 $0 $0 $0
HISTORY $114,566 $34,050 $79,478 $33,094 $60,125 $85,285
JOURNALISM $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
LANGUAGES $125,578 $137,149 $349,726 $429,664 $542,488 $452,761
MATHEMATICS $44,790 $67,543 $0 $0 $0 $0
MUSIC $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
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PHILOSOPHY $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
PHYSICS $212,171 $383,279 $637,368 $910,861 $1,146,236 $1,067,216
POLITICAL SCIENCE $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
PSYCHOLOGY $527,737 $465,151 $293,536 $193,164 $203,660 $108,477
SOCIOLOGY/ANTHROPOLOGY $74,668 $67,548 $32,222 $7,153 $65,511 $14,219
THEATRE $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
WOMEN'S STUDIES $8,006 $1,225 $0 $0 $1,950 $50
Totals for College or Unit $6,458,595 $7,388,031 $9,170,013 $11,002,446 $10,692,302 $12,344,661
College or Unit
Department
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012
DEAN  BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION -$1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $14,719
FACULTY INSTRUCTION $0 $162,356 $245,746 $9,928 $56,882 $164,372
FINANCE $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
MANAGEMENT $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
MANAGEMENT SCIENCE $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
MARKETING $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
RES CENTER BUS/ECON $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Totals for College or Unit -$1 $162,356 $245,746 $9,928 $56,882 $179,091
College or Unit
Department
CONTINUING EDUCATION
2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012
CCE OPERATIONS $1,309 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1 Formerly reported as Provost
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DEAN CCE $2,988 $0 $0 $20,156
LABOR AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS $589 -$4,689 $11,637 $19,552 $25,072 $252
URBAN AFFAIRS $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
URBAN FIELD CENTER $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Totals for College or Unit $1,898 -$4,689 $14,625 $19,552 $25,072 $20,408
College or Unit
Department
CONTROLLER
2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012
CAPITAL PROJECTS $7,425 $105,281
CONTROLLERS OFFICE $0 $0 $1,498 $0 $0 $0
GRANT & CONTRACT ACCOUNTING $0 $0 $0 $1,488 $1,944 $1,260
VICE PRESIDENT ADMINISTRATION $0 $0 $0 $821,384 $3,662,906 $8,014,066
Totals for College or Unit $0 $0 $1,498 $822,872 $3,672,275 $8,120,607
College or Unit
Department
ENGINEERING
2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012
CHEMICAL ENGR $1,752,811 $1,302,510 $1,354,565 $1,310,799 $1,724,400 $2,016,697
CIVIL ENGR $268,645 $405,484 $422,735 $460,423 $503,758 $235,726
DEAN ENGINEERING $5,026 $3,199 $0 $0 $0 $0
ELECTRICAL ENGR & COMPUTER ENGR $726,997 $617,980 $744,413 $985,856 $1,468,703 $2,005,799
INDUSTRIAL ENGR $297,989 $240,317 $278,923 -$37 $11,987 $0
MECH., IND., SYS. ENGINEERING $0 $1,959,679 $1,882,336 $2,243,437
MECHANICAL ENGR $1,481,416 $1,670,224 $2,431,893 $695,447 $441,309 $35,189
1 Formerly reported as Provost
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OCEAN ENGR $690,609 $674,229 $746,333 $1,641,285 $1,175,204 $917,980
Totals for College or Unit $5,223,493 $4,913,943 $5,978,862 $7,053,452 $7,207,697 $7,454,828
College or Unit
Department
ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES
2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012
AGRICULTURAL EXP. STATION $169,289 $222,632 $304,290
BIOCHEMISTRY/MICROBIOLOGY $976,861 $983,764 $1,238,954 $3,535,156 $4,904,560 $7,014,957
BIOTECH MFG PROVIDENCE COHORT $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
COMMUNITY PLANNING $28,211 $59,617 $57,168 $40,564 $32,355 $42,618
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION $196,033 $221,397 $184,820 $481,433 $660,489 $1,254,863
DEAN ENVIRONMENT AND LIFE SCIENCES $1,517,027 $1,577,366 $3,530,364 $1,124,364 $740,567 $970,464
ENVIR AND NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS $996,819 $851,009 $654,763 $637,583 $731,029 $597,450
FISHERIES, ANIMAL AND VETERINARY $1,071,689 $1,778,563 $2,070,711 $1,840,637 $1,291,014 $1,495,360
FOOD SCIENCE AND NUTRITION $1,094,359 $1,421,930 $1,464,043 $2,187,993 $1,868,231 $1,665,833
GEOSCIENCES $304,720 $402,312 $1,748,836 $2,234,340 $1,894,078 $2,974,530
ICMRD $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
MARINE AFFAIRS $194,253 $281,497 $207,297 $188,228 $179,509 $133,319
NATURAL RESOURCE SCIENCE $2,540,814 $2,706,910 $2,877,770 $4,257,208 $4,471,266 $4,185,493
PLANT SCIENCE $1,476,917 $1,237,960 $1,296,587 $1,266,384 $1,298,471 $1,396,595
Totals for College or Unit $10,397,703 $11,522,325 $15,331,313 $17,963,179 $18,294,201 $22,035,772
1 Formerly reported as Provost
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College or Unit
Department
GRAD SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY
2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF OCEANOGRAPHY $22,751,046 $21,653,237 $22,138,392 $27,894,626 $26,945,115 $31,141,534
Totals for College or Unit $22,751,046 $21,653,237 $22,138,392 $27,894,626 $26,945,115 $31,141,534
College or Unit
Department
GRADUATE SCHOOL
2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012
GRADUATE SCHOOL $6,505 $400 $0 $0 $0 $0
Totals for College or Unit $6,505 $400 $0 $0 $0 $0
College or Unit
Department
HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICES
2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012
COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS $370,258 $266,250 $73,118 $27,867 $32,966 $26
DEAN HUMAN SCIENCE AND SERVICES $0 $0 $0 $465,374 $461,619 $510,743
EDUCATION AND SOCIAL POLICY RES $1,025,049 $952,418 $430,869 $66,551 -$236 $0
FACULTY INSTRUCTION $332,613 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
GERONTOLOGY $325,108 $587,666 $672,769 $816,141 $876,926 $760,644
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT $156,015 $105,856 $161,097 $371,132 $333,078 $236,957
PHYSICAL EDUCATION $93,871 $63,049 $92,479 $117,153 $87,308 $51,263
PHYSICAL THERAPY $535,253 $604,299 $292,330 $273,840 $157,126 $157,243
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION $2,734,746 $2,924,244 $2,924,773 $2,374,776 $2,747,164 $1,431,964
TEACHER EDUCATION $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
TEXTILES $89,137 $60,766 $14,355 $38,523 $5,726 $15,128
1 Formerly reported as Provost
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Totals for College or Unit $5,662,050 $5,564,548 $4,661,790 $4,551,357 $4,701,677 $3,163,968
College or Unit
Department
INFORMATION SERVICES
2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012
VICE PROVOST INFO SERVICES $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Totals for College or Unit $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
College or Unit
Department
LIBRARY
2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012
LIBRARY $5,875 $0 $1,854 $14,666 $1,592 $0
NETWORKING AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS $129,592 $0
Totals for College or Unit $5,875 $0 $1,854 $14,666 $131,184 $0
College or Unit
Department
NURSING
2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012
DEAN NURSING $186,596 $140,799 $0 $0 $0 $0
NURSING INSTRUCTION $626,464 $639,605 $926,949 $1,151,212 $1,748,675 $1,060,106
Totals for College or Unit $813,060 $780,404 $926,949 $1,151,212 $1,748,675 $1,060,106
College or Unit
Department
PHARMACY
2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012
APPLIED PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES -$793 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
BIOMEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL $5,855,775 $5,106,932 $6,162,377 $6,085,027 $7,791,465 $7,136,861
BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES -$74 $75 $0 $0 $0 $0
CRIME LAB $701,862 $727,048 $742,615 $651,925 $852,565 $45,214
DEAN PHARMACY $472,374 $497,529 $401,582 $0 $0 $0
1 Formerly reported as Provost
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ELDERLY MEDICATION -$362 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
PHARMACOGNOSY $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
PHARMACOLOGY $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
PHARMACY PRACTICE $71,688 $156,748 $507,319 $1,198,524 $823,032 $718,326
Totals for College or Unit $7,100,470 $6,488,332 $7,813,893 $7,935,476 $9,467,062 $7,900,401
College or Unit
Department
PRESIDENT
2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012
PRESIDENT $8,428 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
PROVOST ACADEMIC AFFAIRS $276,639 $456,441
TRANSPORTATION CENTER $1,144,099 $1,002,539 $1,468,233 $1,237,514 $1,239,498 $1,177,884
Totals for College or Unit $1,152,527 $1,002,539 $1,468,233 $1,237,514 $1,516,137 $1,634,325
College or Unit
Department
PROVOST
2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012
ADMINISTRATION $0 $0 $141,627 $298,969 $318,221 $678,518
IPAP $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
LABOR RESEARCH CENTER $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
OUTREACH ADMINISTRATION $0 $0
PROVOST $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
RESEARCH $797,661 $705,363
Totals for College or Unit $797,661 $705,363 $141,627 $298,969 $318,221 $678,518
1 Formerly reported as Provost
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College or Unit
Department
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE $71,631 $82,169 $92,580 $91,053 $95,877 $67,154
Totals for College or Unit $71,631 $82,169 $92,580 $91,053 $95,877 $67,154
College or Unit
Department
VP ADMINISTRATION
2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012
VP ADMINISTRATION $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Totals for College or Unit $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
College or Unit
Department
VP RESEARCH & ECONOMIC DEV 1
2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012
OUTREACH ADMINISTRATION $29,869 $469 $34,835 $14,827
RESEARCH $199,097 $743,181 $2,792,865 $4,376,255
Totals for College or Unit $228,966 $743,650 $2,827,700 $4,391,082
College or Unit
Department
VP STUDENT AFFAIRS
2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012
ASST VP CAMPUS LIFE $60,134 $107,930 $94,118 $65,708 $14,306 $0
HEALTH SERVICES $1,495 $11,334 $10,788 $0 $0 $0
MULTICULTURAL CENTER $0 $3,971 $0 $0 $0 $0
SPECIAL PROG - TALENT DEV $125,885 $164,774 $269,412 $202,182 $56,665 $55,195
STUDENT LIFE $479,498 $129,044 $95,492 $101,744 $676 $0
Totals for College or Unit $667,012 $417,053 $469,810 $369,634 $71,647 $55,195
1 Formerly reported as Provost
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Expenditures by College / Department through the
Division of Research and Economic Development
FY2007 - FY2012
Annual Report FY2012
College or Unit
Department
W ALTON JONES
2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012
WAJ OPERATIONS $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Totals for College or Unit $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Grand Totals $61,109,525 $60,676,011 $68,686,151 $81,159,586 $87,771,724 $100,247,650
1 Formerly reported as Provost
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Annual Report FY2012
*Includes CREES-LAND GRANT FUNDS-AES CES  .
AGENCY FY2004 FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 FY2008 FY2009 FY2010 FY2011 FY2012
AID $689,670.80 $271,659.21 $412,385.44 $452,186.84 $414,679.53 $519,945.29 $608,518.46 $886,135.05 $1,457,921.61
EPA $284,070.62 $252,692.27 $218,075.78 $140,875.04 $153,642.33 $111,772.92 $111,964.87 $169,713.41 $159,561.14
NASA $348,368.70 $336,821.47 $407,500.00 $344,702.20 $171,895.64 $139,110.10 $138,216.73 $166,392.98 $153,870.62
NIH $156,725.59 $215,138.53 $413,817.96 $603,550.97 $1,012,151.12 $1,589,380.14 $2,273,715.60 $2,468,832.98
NSF $1,880,167.20 $1,968,076.11 $2,201,960.17 $2,665,021.92 $2,479,806.99 $2,524,694.83 $3,238,411.53 $3,273,673.56 $3,782,747.72
 AIRFOR $116,266.69 $79,984.67 $131,131.09 $117,912.49 $107,372.91 $188,059.93 $245,767.21 $279,481.29 $387,194.72
 ARMY $57,532.76 $23,648.73 $62,731.93 $164,765.73 $126,058.08 $169,132.81 $137,936.37 $143,750.57 $177,240.74
CG $136.08 $7,254.39
USDA $252,650.71 $168,627.25 $298,412.27 $317,335.48 $339,328.05 $412,544.44 $585,157.90 $567,050.53 $440,069.07
USDA* $7,012.18 $20,783.29 $15,306.58 $2,020.87 $5,976.40 $6,376.26
DOC $955,446.72 $968,270.45 $1,188,991.66 $1,079,498.82 $1,153,262.16 $1,158,948.84 $1,166,748.66 $1,331,755.47 $1,067,120.81
ED $24,474.68 $24,113.19 $104,591.45 $102,316.73 $105,159.20 $159,515.60 $110,151.39 $121,346.11 $69,541.83
ENERGY $20,491.75 $23,379.38 $21,744.74 $21,333.07 $33,989.66 $107,626.20 $294,505.05 $342,528.05 $568,288.16
HHS $1,779,463.74 $1,756,358.78 $1,747,061.98 $1,766,352.19 $1,512,088.76 $1,895,154.44 $1,777,932.52 $1,213,677.99 $1,226,075.52
DHS $11,840.35 $59,656.85 $30,664.14 $155,893.32 $331,799.02 $336,579.52 $463,914.55
INTERIOR $191,438.45 $203,113.72 $164,386.33 $158,709.28 $156,408.78 $125,668.61 $108,192.47 $174,924.12 $222,207.54
DOT $402,321.97 $362,853.80 $317,279.07 $398,201.90 $258,796.07 $383,083.43 $192,592.00 $182,631.52 $243,686.56
NAVY $968,248.97 $1,005,659.87 $797,049.35 $881,381.60 $973,533.39 $1,009,869.80 $1,050,646.21 $1,103,033.18 $891,513.26
OFA $103,272.06 $72,088.62 $84,009.12 $97,480.79 $179,493.52 $186,394.15 $291,091.97 $274,144.96 $178,276.52
STATE $842,678.65 $1,059,780.22 $861,982.13 $1,027,208.05 $1,116,139.00 $1,245,494.78 $1,540,407.74 $1,273,582.06 $1,147,194.36
MUNIC $28,679.21 $37,497.66 $28,239.39 $23,548.10 $38,807.51 $25,234.60 $29,389.63 $55,575.91 $45,140.62
FNDNS $157,110.55 $257,770.64 $258,908.75 $176,735.66 $360,102.51 $341,019.78 $185,636.29 $112,626.91 $51,278.31
MISC $88,977.56 $201,602.70 $228,782.53 $229,857.43 $329,942.26 $299,835.43 $306,032.85 $362,878.81 $535,220.92
CLRING ACCTS ($179.08)
SERVICE CTRS $522.00
OTHER $3,183.29 ($3,963.26) $780.02 $15,669.61 ($15,669.61)
TOTAL $9,202,006.26 $9,254,798.75 $9,778,288.66 $10,640,919.00 $10,666,367.47 $12,161,857.07 $14,040,479.01 $14,645,197.60 $15,736,897.56
Facilities and Administrative Fund
by College/Department
FY2004 - FY2012
Annual Report FY2012
College or Administrative Unit FY2004 FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 FY2008 FY2009 FY2010 FY2011 FY2012
Arts and Sciences $1,194,558.32 $1,209,842.10 $1,258,906.19 $1,390,620.28 $1,606,108.04 $2,016,328.02 $2,334,499.07 $2,393,029.15 $2,323,092.62
ART $0.00 $0.00 $60.00 $838.04 $808.60 $1,410.59 $71.08 $0.00 $0.00
CANCER PREVENTION RES CTR/PSY $724,044.18 $733,489.29 $741,293.31 $769,490.00 $936,294.44 $1,191,620.62 $1,198,455.28 $1,172,154.18 $943,851.18
CHEMISTRY $138,032.42 $115,129.31 $105,692.17 $161,797.16 $224,026.38 $271,170.05 $498,893.80 $467,026.25 $718,938.62
COMMUNICATION STUDIES $3,376.06 $3,296.63 $4,714.76 $4,300.21 $1,915.43 $12,837.04 $5,981.56 $0.00 $21,207.69
COMPUTER SCIENCE/STATISTICS $136,924.44 $165,535.98 $161,209.60 $136,886.07 $135,110.44 $142,988.54 $176,025.68 $187,978.12 $160,042.02
DEAN'S OFFICE $17,590.48 $38,999.30 $50,703.73 $93,809.29 $40,004.62 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
ECONOMICS $1,806.72 $1,862.67 $1,654.34 $2,253.51 $191.33 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
FEINSTEIN HUNGER CTR/DEAN'S OFFICE $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $64,704.49 $119,697.20 $117,445.19 $116,418.79 $137,956.42
HISTORY $7,196.80 $4,139.80 $10,328.02 $24,808.97 $7,408.66 $14,811.26 $6,770.79 $10,712.30 $15,188.50
LANGUAGES $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $2,598.55 $3,061.60 $67,887.69 $100,337.49 $142,752.33 $40,223.40
LIBRARY AND INFORMATION STUDIES $0.00 $0.00 $2,941.42 $11,027.29 $10,085.71 $827.28 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
MATHEMATICS $8,987.35 $2,845.61 $4,148.50 $13,685.84 $9,989.50 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
PHYSICS $41,717.11 $44,483.03 $51,521.86 $52,607.96 $81,557.22 $138,494.67 $192,309.61 $246,542.73 $271,743.52
POLITICAL SCIENCE $8,013.06 ($3,707.06) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
PSYCHOLOGY (EXCLUDES CPRC) $97,057.69 $83,990.36 $101,213.20 $102,022.79 $80,776.04 $49,875.54 $35,708.23 $35,926.38 $11,007.21
SOCIOLOGY/ANTHROPOLOGY $0.00 $1,064.53 $7,099.83 $12,048.35 $9,920.76 $4,707.54 $2,500.36 $13,518.07 $2,934.06
WOMEN'S STUDIES $9,812.01 $18,712.65 $16,325.45 $2,446.25 $252.82 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Business Administration $1,902.07 $817.50 $14,317.57 $92,017.59 $47,837.18 $80,815.65 $3,264.92 $11,110.89 $39,207.01
DEAN'S OFFICE $557.64 $142.62 $0.00 ($0.05) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $4,637.51
FACULTY - INSTRUCTION $903.23 $116.07 $14,317.39 $92,017.64 $47,837.18 $80,815.65 $3,264.92 $11,110.89 $34,569.50
RESEARCH CTR/BUS ECONOMICS $441.20 $558.81 $0.18 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Continuing Education $10,791.04 $15,373.99 $682.80 $117.83 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,493.02
BIOTECH MANUFACTURING PROV $5,104.87 $9,582.05 ($1,643.40) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
CONTINUING EDUCATION $207.66 ($215.95) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,493.02
LABOR RESEARCH CENTER $5,478.51 $7,215.84 $2,326.20 $117.83 $0.00 NA NA NA NA
STUDENT SERVICES $0.00 ($1,207.95) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Engineering $820,470.18 $760,853.76 $787,044.25 $1,019,260.75 $1,007,442.70 $1,256,356.71 $1,556,055.78 $1,689,991.24 $1,774,043.01
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING $115,639.38 $130,515.71 $136,617.97 $203,950.58 $213,852.81 $287,771.39 $320,788.43 $401,030.97 $387,172.30
CIVIL/ENVIRONMENTAL ENGR $105,943.93 $111,832.67 $27,905.27 $38,581.43 $49,919.59 $52,401.77 $55,281.21 $71,471.66 $40,722.01
DEAN'S OFFICE $1,001.64 $10,025.61 $7,095.01 $1,037.02 $660.04 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING $193,559.18 $71,946.36 $136,085.66 $169,750.81 $128,124.96 $146,950.95 $253,753.28 $369,172.16 $559,898.82
MECH/INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS EGR $229,630.40 $276,449.43 $316,970.69 $414,017.11 $445,359.44 $591,110.88 $665,759.87 $589,153.02 $558,193.21
OCEAN ENGINEERING $174,695.65 $160,083.98 $162,369.65 $191,923.80 $169,525.86 $178,121.72 $260,472.99 $259,163.43 $228,056.67
5.5
Facilities and Administrative Fund
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Annual Report FY2012
College or Administrative Unit FY2004 FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 FY2008 FY2009 FY2010 FY2011 FY2012
Environment & Life Sciences $1,291,822.26 $1,371,477.74 $1,539,601.57 $1,660,959.07 $1,812,703.38 $2,192,102.97 $2,714,462.77 $3,025,731.60 $3,277,871.69
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STA $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $23.28 $0.00 $0.00
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES $95,039.23 $43,981.21 $77,336.25 $124,441.45 $133,502.71 $148,526.66 $164,996.86 $129,994.92 $110,873.50
CELL AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY $67,928.79 $97,977.20 $153,773.73 $199,669.09 $179,411.16 $269,949.88 $816,959.06 $1,168,167.96 $1,393,463.10
COMMUNITY PLANNING/AREA DEVEL $11,413.46 $5,973.76 $5,214.95 $6,504.68 $14,574.67 $17,033.93 $8,112.87 $6,471.07 $8,523.67
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION $0.00 $2,284.21 $15,096.43 $16,479.70 $28,725.14 $24,629.56 $12,622.00 $25,790.05 $121,008.69
DEAN'S OFFICE $37,450.35 $60,621.08 $64,467.82 $76,131.76 $158,549.59 $240,746.08 $53,164.38 $29,283.33 $18,655.87
ENV & NAT RESOURCE ECONOMICS $168,750.05 $129,811.04 $129,878.18 $132,986.53 $131,042.54 $105,626.63 $108,722.27 $133,258.06 $101,740.58
FISHERIES, ANIMAL & VET SCIENCE $143,528.18 $155,234.45 $175,519.21 $159,958.57 $216,632.99 $209,572.99 $241,245.33 $211,436.36 $223,539.97
GEOSCIENCE $79,706.67 $95,316.04 $83,794.80 $59,995.68 $69,993.79 $204,787.30 $179,215.61 $179,992.35 $300,032.71
MARINE AFFAIRS $17,577.87 $25,976.14 $28,385.30 $46,240.28 $58,233.40 $42,732.60 $41,846.88 $35,240.86 $26,104.83
NATURAL RESOURCES SCIENCE $382,394.86 $317,995.76 $423,269.57 $376,677.28 $390,050.86 $467,152.38 $642,942.48 $744,347.94 $621,784.17
NUTRITION AND FOOD SCIENCES $123,022.97 $202,780.45 $204,331.16 $196,090.36 $229,778.83 $239,792.86 $268,520.89 $232,215.16 $211,249.47
PLANT SCIENCE $165,009.83 $233,526.40 $178,534.17 $265,783.69 $202,207.70 $221,552.10 $176,090.86 $129,533.54 $140,895.13
Graduate School $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Graduate School of Oceanography $4,187,372.96 $4,001,515.33 $4,151,582.23 $4,257,758.61 $4,045,120.50 $4,192,315.78 $4,938,958.67 $5,004,789.45 $5,895,649.50
Human Science & Services $525,675.95 $401,956.27 $483,104.77 $638,694.52 $708,112.84 $556,655.93 $554,518.46 $562,734.23 $362,809.65
COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS $1.92 $2,866.11 $13,876.67 $81,483.63 $52,452.04 $9,254.68 $5,573.47 $6,593.16 $5.20
DEAN'S OFFICE $0.03 ($0.03) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $22,160.80 $21,982.24 $16,100.49
EDUCATION $209,863.13 $167,571.37 $277,429.80 $307,206.01 $317,565.45 $302,851.11 $275,506.68 $312,182.07 $182,852.73
EDUCATION & SOCIAL POLICY RES $141.84 $80,763.11 $82,323.24 $82,676.54 $70,549.36 $31,916.31 $4,929.86 ($17.49) $0.00
GERONTOLOGY $254.79 $29,396.16 $36,041.89 $69,483.11 $135,996.87 $130,657.12 $145,444.08 $162,627.24 $123,800.68
HUMAN DEV/COUNSEL/FAM STUDIES $197,520.81 $77,560.90 $39,559.81 $17,628.46 $6,042.13 $12,273.25 $24,936.14 $21,705.88 $7,448.55
KINESIOLOGY $51,813.35 $25,138.68 $18,881.55 $13,758.82 $4,670.32 $6,850.47 $8,533.64 $4,335.36 $0.00
PHYSICAL THERAPY $0.00 $123.45 ($123.45) $48,930.88 $108,764.97 $58,466.83 $54,768.23 $31,425.58 $27,426.53
TEACHER EDUCATION $21,200.82 $3.03 $128.93 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
TEXTILES/FASHION MERCHAND/DESIGN $44,879.26 $18,533.49 $14,986.33 $17,527.07 $12,071.70 $4,386.16 $12,665.56 $1,900.19 $5,175.47
Nursing $83,822.56 $76,354.16 $68,818.51 $67,808.30 $61,174.29 $127,327.24 $43,132.24 $110,023.21 $73,441.28
Pharmacy $686,292.13 $846,910.60 $761,461.31 $877,353.50 $874,875.66 $1,275,064.53 $1,406,891.03 $1,186,076.59 $1,208,302.17
APPLIED PHARMACEUTICAL SCIS $22,218.13 ($36,177.27) $242.44 ($242.44) NA NA NA NA NA
BIOMEDICAL/PHARMACEUTICAL SCIS $244,510.47 $837,490.70 $701,738.36 $828,252.37 $816,361.91 $1,172,414.34 $1,252,068.63 $1,096,822.80 $1,114,609.83
BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES $403,195.42 ($49,686.04) $74.10 ($74.10) NA NA NA NA NA
CRIME LAB $3,294.01 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
DEAN'S OFFICE $13,074.10 $82,761.72 $37,241.26 $35,276.89 $24,549.27 $19,332.93 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
ELDERLY MEDICATION $0.00 $74.53 ($2.21) ($72.32) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
PHARMACY PRACTICE $0.00 $12,446.96 $22,167.36 $14,213.10 $33,964.48 $83,317.26 $154,822.40 $89,253.79 $93,692.34
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College or Administrative Unit FY2004 FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 FY2008 FY2009 FY2010 FY2011 FY2012
President's Office $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.13 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Provost $1,578.35 ($665.61) ($361.86) $0.00 $0.00 $10,321.74 $4,046.84 $15,606.66 $4,637.82
ADVANCE OFFICE $0.00 $361.86 ($361.86) $0.00 $0.00 $8,685.44 $136.36 $10,129.44 $4,311.29
LABOR RESEARCH CENTER NA NA NA NA NA $1,636.30 $3,910.48 $5,014.32 $50.44
PROVOST $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $276.09
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY NA NA NA NA NA NA NA $462.90 $0.00
URBAN AFFAIRS $1,578.35 ($1,027.47) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
University College $1,587.09 $2,980.50 $3,004.21 $3,576.55 $4,106.15 $4,626.40 $4,550.01 $4,726.89 $3,555.88
University Library $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $539.14 $4,264.56 NA NA
Vice President, Administration $321,286.19 $268,974.50 $240,419.92 $222,792.85 $195,586.48 $286,145.81 $281,996.32 $284,771.33 $290,615.25
TRANSPORTATION CENTER $321,465.27 $268,974.50 $240,419.92 $222,792.85 $195,586.48 $256,921.25 $221,689.61 $221,894.34 $215,208.31
VICE PRESIDENT, ADMIN ($179.08) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $29,224.56 $60,306.71 $62,876.99 $75,406.94
Vice President, Res & Econ Develop $41,096.16 $229,883.55 $318,104.05 $230,359.60 $205,786.40 $57,603.29 $104,854.61 $340,890.84 $478,090.12
Vice President, Student Affairs $33,751.00 $68,524.36 $151,603.14 $179,598.42 $97,513.85 $105,653.86 $88,983.73 $15,715.52 $4,088.54
CAMPUS LIFE $16,418.37 $13,644.39 $19,569.91 $12,408.49 $25,128.56 $22,585.53 $15,095.17 $4,159.89 $0.00
HEALTH SERVICES $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
STUDENT LIFE $17,332.63 $54,879.97 $131,987.98 $142,013.25 $39,429.93 $29,185.49 $33,451.67 $222.46 $0.00
TALENT DEVELOPMENT $0.00 $0.00 $45.25 $25,176.68 $32,955.36 $53,882.84 $40,436.89 $11,333.17 $4,088.54
Total $9,202,006.26 $9,254,798.75 $9,778,288.66 $10,640,919.00 $10,666,367.47 $12,161,857.07 $14,040,479.01 $14,645,197.60 $15,736,897.56
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Principal	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Wayne	  He Luke	  Charitable	  Founda5on Arts	  &	  Sciences Chinese	  Language	  Flagship	  Program $10,000
Wayne	  He Confucius	  Ins5tute	  Headquarters Arts	  &	  Sciences Confucius	  Ins5tute $50,000
Brenton	  DeBoef Pﬁzer	  Incorporated Arts	  &	  Sciences DeBoef	  Research $5,000
Norbert	  Hedderich Max	  Kade	  Founda5on	  Inc Arts	  &	  Sciences German	  Summer	  School	  Of	  The	  At $15,000
Shanna	  Pearson	  Merkowitz Home	  Loan	  &	  Investment	  Bank Arts	  &	  Sciences Murphy,	  John	  M	  T	  I	  Fund $5,000
James	  Prochaska Pro-­‐Change	  Behavior	  Systems	  Inc Arts	  &	  Sciences Prochaska	  Cancer	  Preven5on	  Res $10,000
Shi	  Li	  Shen Fidelity	  Investments Business	  Administra5on Financial	  Services	  Symposium $7,500
Haibo	  He Toyota	  Motor	  Eng	  &	  Mfg	  N	  America Engineering CISA	  Fund $30,000
Richard	  Brown Raytheon Engineering COE	  AUV	  Compe55on $5,000
Bahram	  Nassershariﬀ Hasbro,	  Inc. Engineering Hasbro	  /	  Capstone	  Design $10,500
K.	  Wayne	  Lee Wind	  Engineering	  Ins5tute	  of	  Korea Engineering Interna5onal	  Transporta5on	  P $36,334
K.	  Wayne	  Lee Wind	  Engineering	  Ins5tute	  of	  Korea Engineering Interna5onal	  Transporta5on	  P $34,007
K.	  Wayne	  Lee Wind	  Engineering	  Ins5tute	  of	  Korea Engineering Interna5onal	  Transporta5on	  P $17,876
Raymond	  Wright Max	  Kade	  Founda5on	  Inc Engineering Int'l	  Engineering	  Excellence	  &	  Enhanceme $36,000
Raymond	  Wright Max	  Kade	  Founda5on	  Inc Engineering Int'l	  Engineering	  Excellence	  &	  Enhanceme $5,000
Raymond	  Wright United	  Way Engineering Int'l	  Engineering	  Excellence	  &	  Enhanceme $5,000
He	  Huang,	  Ying	  Sun Toray	  Plas5cs	  America	  Inc Engineering ME	  Capstone	  Design $7,500
He	  Huang,	  Ying	  Sun Toray	  Plas5cs	  America	  Inc Engineering ME	  Capstone	  Design $7,500
Richard	  Brown Wireless	  	  Sensor	  Technologies	  LLC Engineering SST	  Partnership $5,250
Michael	  Rice Friends	  of	  Michael	  Rice Env	  &	  Life	  Sciences Dept	  of	  FAVS	  Shellﬁsh	  Aqua	  Re $5,067
Scoe	  McWilliams Audubon	  Society	  of	  Rhode	  Island Env	  &	  Life	  Sciences Kingston	  Wildlife	  Research	  Sta $8,000
Linda	  Vetovis Syngenta Env	  &	  Life	  Sciences Pes5cide	  Safety	  Educa5on $5,000
Linda	  Vetovis Syngenta Env	  &	  Life	  Sciences Pes5cide	  Safety	  Educa5on $5,000
Thomas	  N.	  Mather Bayer	  Corpora5on Env	  &	  Life	  Sciences Tick	  Encounter	  Resource	  Center $5,750
Thomas	  N.	  Mather Disney	  Worldwide	  Conserva5on	  Fund Env	  &	  Life	  Sciences Tick	  Encounter	  Resource	  Center $18,000
Steve	  Alm DuPont Env	  &	  Life	  Sciences Turf	  &	  Ornamental	  Insect	  Res $10,000
Nathaniel	  Mitkowski BASF	  Corpora5on Env	  &	  Life	  Sciences Turf	  Disease	  Management	  Resear $7,000
Nathaniel	  Mitkowski New	  England	  Regional	  Turfgrass	  Fdn Env	  &	  Life	  Sciences Turf	  Disease	  Management	  Resear $10,000
Nathaniel	  Mitkowski US	  Golf	  Associa5on	   Env	  &	  Life	  Sciences Turf	  Disease	  Management	  Resear $5,000
Scoe	  McWilliams Tudor	  Farms	  Inc Env	  &	  Life	  Sciences Waterfowl	  in	  Argen5na $6,000
Linda	  Green Cush	  Inc. Env	  &	  Life	  Sciences Watershed	  Watch $8,400
Linda	  Green Salt	  Ponds	  Coali5on Env	  &	  Life	  Sciences Watershed	  Watch $14,400
URI	  Founda.on
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Greg	  Paqueee Amgen	  Corp Feinstein	  CCE Amgen/	  B.	  Wallace	  Biotech	  Lab	  Pgm	  Fund $94,000
Greg	  Paqueee Amgen	  Corp Feinstein	  CCE Amgen/	  B.	  Wallace	  Biotech	  Lab	  Pgm	  Fund $78,000
Joanne	  DiBello Liele	  Family	  Founda5on Feinstein	  CCE ASFCCE	  Ar5st	  in	  Residence $10,000
Katherine	  Butler Prince	  Charitable	  Trusts Grad	  School	  of	  Oceanography Aquidneck	  Island	  -­‐	  SAMP $40,000
Jane	  Miner Ballard	  Explora5on	  Company	  Inc. Grad	  School	  of	  Oceanography Ballard,	  Robert	  D.	  Grad	  Fellowship	  in	  Oc $10,000
Jane	  Miner Mys5c	  Marinelife	  Aquarium Grad	  School	  of	  Oceanography Ballard,	  Robert	  D.	  Grad	  Fellowship	  in	  Oc $5,000
Kartherine	  McDuﬃe Consor5um	  for	  Ocean	  Leadership Grad	  School	  of	  Oceanography Census	  of	  Marine	  Life	  /	  Core $25,000
Kartherine	  McDuﬃe Rhode	  Island	  Founda5on Grad	  School	  of	  Oceanography Climate	  Change	  Adapta5on $25,000
Kartherine	  McDuﬃe Rhode	  Island	  Founda5on Grad	  School	  of	  Oceanography Climate	  Change	  Adapta5on $20,000
Romy	  Pizzioni Taco	  Incorporated Grad	  School	  of	  Oceanography GSO	  Oceanography	  Explorers $41,011
Kathleen	  Beck G	  Unger	  Vetlesen	  Founda5on Grad	  School	  of	  Oceanography GSO	  Vetlesen	  Founda5on $150,000
Dwight	  Coleman Na5onal	  Marine	  Sanctuary	  Fdn Grad	  School	  of	  Oceanography Inner	  Space	  Center	  Partnership $14,919
Nedra	  Reynolds J.F.	  Thye	  Charitable	  Trust Grad	  School	  of	  Oceanography The	  Michael	  P	  Metcalf	  Ins5tute $10,000
Nedra	  Reynolds Telaka	  Founda5on	  Inc Grad	  School	  of	  Oceanography The	  Michael	  P	  Metcalf	  Ins5tute $10,000
Nedra	  Reynolds The	  Grantham	  Founda5on Grad	  School	  of	  Oceanography The	  Michael	  P	  Metcalf	  Ins5tute $202,500
Nedra	  Reynolds The	  Grantham	  Founda5on Grad	  School	  of	  Oceanography The	  Michael	  P	  Metcalf	  Ins5tute $100,000
Nedra	  Reynolds The	  Grantham	  Founda5on Grad	  School	  of	  Oceanography The	  Michael	  P	  Metcalf	  Ins5tute $95,000
Lynne	  Hale The	  Nature	  Conservancy Grad	  School	  of	  Oceanography TNC	  Marine	  Ini5a5ve $24,000
Katherine	  Butler, Gordon	  &	  Beey	  Moore	  Founda5on Grad	  School	  of	  Oceanography US	  Special	  Projects	  CRC $15,000
Kathleen	  Meringolo Bernard	  Osher	  Founda5on Human	  Sciences	  &	  Services Osher	  Lifelong	  Learning	  Ins5tute $100,000
Marilyn	  Bell H.S.H	  Hereditary	  Prince	  Alois Library Pell	  Senatorial	  Papers	  Fund	  II $50,000
Marilyn	  Bell Van	  Beuren	  Charitable	  Founda5on,	  Inc. Library Pell	  Senatorial	  Papers	  Fund	  II $10,000
Christopher	  Roman Champlin	  Founda5ons Mulit-­‐College Champlin	  '12	  A	  Mobile	  Autonomous	  Surface $91,950
Thomas	  Mitchell Champlin	  Founda5ons Mulit-­‐College Champlin	  '12	  Cabin	  5	  Renova5ons $28,045
Lisa	  Dipippo,	  Jessica	  Barree Champlin	  Founda5ons Mulit-­‐College Champlin	  '12	  URI	  Cyber	  Security	  Instruct $159,160
Leslie	  Thresher Champlin	  Founda5ons Mulit-­‐College Champlin	  '12	  Vaccine	  &	  Biologies	  Puriﬁc $123,640
Nancy	  Tucker Rhode	  Island	  Founda5on Nursing Routhier	  Nursing	  Prac5ce $60,000
Nancy	  Tucker Rhode	  Island	  Founda5on Nursing Routhier	  Nursing	  Prac5ce $50,000
Nancy	  Tucker Rhode	  Island	  Founda5on Nursing Routhier	  Nursing	  Prac5ce $10,000
Lacey	  Schlachter Dominion	  Founda5on Other RI	  Smile	  Program $10,000
Lacey	  Schlachter Schneider	  Electric Other RI	  Smile	  Program $40,000
Thomas	  Mitchell Rhode	  Island	  Founda5on Other Shelter	  /	  Shade	  Farm $10,200
Lacey	  Schlachter	  Feeley Amgen	  Corp Other Smile	  Amgen $35,000
Lacey	  Schlachter	  Feeley Llyod	  G	  Balfour	  Founda5on Other Smile/Balfour	  Founda5on $50,000
Carol	  Pegg Hasbro,	  Inc. Other URI	  Star	  Academy $5,000
Carol	  Pegg Providence	  Journal Other URI	  Star	  Academy $20,000
Carol	  Pegg Trimix	  Founda5on Other URI	  Star	  Academy $20,000
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Dave	  Worthen Nisso	  America	  Inc. Pharmacy Melt	  Extrusion	  Studies $10,000
Dave	  Worthen Shin-­‐Etsu	  Chemical	  Co	  Ltd Pharmacy Melt	  Extrusion	  Studies $10,000
Keykavous	  Parang Egyp5an	  Cultural	  &	  Educ	  Bureau Pharmacy Parang	  Research	  Fund $10,000
Total	  Grants	  Received $2,282,509
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Annual Report FY2012
AGENCY ABBREVIATIONS
AID    Agency for International Development
AIRFOR   US Air Force
ARMY   US Army
CFI    Corporations, Foundations and Institutions (Non-Governmental)
CG    US Coast Guard
DOD    US Department of Defense (excludes Army, Navy & Air Force)
DOC    US Department of Commerce
DOT    US Department of Transportation
EDUC   US Department of Education
ENERGY   US Department of Energy
EPA    Environmental Protection Agency
FEDSUB   Subcontract/Subgrant from an Institution w/Prime Federal Award
HHS    US Department of Health & Human Services
INT    US Department of the Interior
MISC    Miscellaneous
MUNICI   Municipalities-Town or City Governments
NASA   National Aeronautic & Space Administration
NAVY   US Navy
NONPRO   Private Not-for-Profit Corporations & Other Entities
NSF    National Science Foundation
OFA    Other Federal Agencies
PRIPRO   Private For Profit Corporations & Other Entities
STATE   State of Rhode Island
USDA   US Department of Agriculture
USDACE   US Department of Agriculture/Cooperative Extension
UNIV    University Funds other than URI
Division of Research and Economic Development
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UNIVERSITY CODES & ABBREVIATIONS
A&S    College of Arts & Sciences
BUS    College of Business Administration
CCE    College of Continuing Education
CRD    College of Resource Development
EGR    College of Engineering
ELS    College of the Environment & Life Sciences
GRD    Graduate School
GSO    Graduate School of Oceanography
HSS    College of Human Science & Services
LIB    University Library
NUR    College of Nursing
PHA    College of Pharmacy
PRS    President’s Office
PRO    Provost
UCL    University College
VPB    Vice President, Administration (formerly Business & Finance)
VPS    Vice President, Student Affairs
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